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Breaching of Earth Embankments and Dams
ABSTRACT
Despite 'modem' construction and management techniques, flood embankment and
embankment dam failures occur almost routinely around the world. The need to understand,
predict and prevent the breaching process remains a high priority for owners and flood risk
managers alike. This research provides new understanding and improved methods for predicting
breach initiation and growth through earth flood embankments or dams.
The improvement of breach model accuracy has made slow progress over the past 20 years,
with confusion around breaching processes arising from a lack of appreciation of soil mechanics
interacting with hydraulics and structural behaviour. The prediction of different breach
processes requires the integration of techniques from all three disciplines.
This thesis makes advances from earlier work (Mohamed, 2002) to produce a predictive breach
model intended for industry application. The research develops improved approaches for flow
calculation, sediment erosion and structural response for predicting breach initiation and growth
and uses field data, including video footage, from the EU IMPACT project and large scale test
and case study data from collaboration with the International Dam Safety Interest Group breach
modelling project.
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Sediment erosion equations, rather than equilibrium transport equations are used and the
significance of the estimated performance of any grass cover and the influence of breach
drowning recognised. The relationship between reservoir surface area and the erodibility of the
embankment soil for the characteristics of the breach outflow hydrograph is also highlighted.
Building from these developments, a new method to simulate breach through embankments
comprised of different zones of material type and state has been developed which provides a
significant step forward in our ability to simulate breach through real rather than idealised
structures. This thesis demonstrates how this modelling approach can predict significantly
different breach behaviour, and hence outflow hydrograph, dependent upon the embankment
construction and soil state.
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NOTATION
Parameter Description UnitsDimensions ---- _
SI Imperial
A Modular limit (HR Wallingford, 1989) 1
Reservoir surface area
b Breach bottom width; weir crest width L m ft
Section averaged breach width L m ft
c Soil cohesion
c% Degree of compaction 1
Headcut migration rate LIT mls ftls
Sediment load concentration (ppm by
weight)
Base weir discharge coefficient (Ackers et
aI., 1978, Crabbe, 1974, Singer, 1964)
1
General weir discharge coefficient 1
V notch weir discharge coefficient
Weir discharge coefficient depending upon
weir geometry (Ackers et aI., 1978, Crabbe,
1974, Singer, 1964)
1
1
Percentage of clay 1
Pipe diameter L m ft
Median particle size L m inch
Force eccentricity L m ft
Erosion rate LIT
Energy head L m ft
Drowned flow reduction factor 1
Friction coefficient determined as a function
ofD5O
Coefficient adjustment factor (depending
upon head and geometry) (Ackers et aI.,
1978, Crabbe, 1974, Singer, 1964)
1
1
Acceleration due to gravity
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Parameter Description
Units
Dimensions ---------
SI Imperial
h, ho
H
Hydraulic head L m ft
Hydraulic head at critical flow
Water depth above the breach invert at the
time of failure
Total energy head; Reservoir water
elevation
L m ft
L m ft
..
L m ft
Total energy head on breach invert L m ft
Upstream head; Downstream head L m ft
H1 Hydrostatic pressure force
L
L
L
L
LL
M
M%
Erosion resistance indices 1
Soil erodibility or detachment coefficient
Length (general)
Length of (rectangular) weir crest in flow
direction
L m ft
L m ft
Length of failure plane (block failure) L m ft
Length of pipe L m ft
Liquid limit
Factor representing soil characteristics and
condition
Percentage silt 1
Mo Moment about point 0
n
n
p
P
Manning's roughness coefficient
Exponent 1
Sediment porosity
Height of weir crest above upstream bed
level
1
L m ft
PI Plasticity index
PL Plastic limit 1
• From practical point of view n can be considered dimensionless
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Parameter Description Dimensions Units
SI Imperial
q Unit discharge or discharge per unit width L2fT m3/s/m ft%/ft
0 Discharge L3fT m3/s ft3/s
01 Free or undrowned discharge (Villemonte) L3fT m3/s ft3/s
Op Peak outflow L3fT m3/s ft3/s
re Radial distance (from breach) of critical flow L m ft
R Hydraulic radius L m ft
Rm Average hydraulic radius L m ft
Se Energy slope 1
Se Critical breach section 1
SC% Percentage coarse sand 1
Sn Breach cross section number 1
Sf Friction slope (Manning equation) 1
SF% Percentage coarse sand 1
Sr Degree of saturation 1
SL Shrinkage limit 1
t, T Time T s s
Tb Time to breach T s s
Te Time to erode T s s
Tn Time of transitions between different Tbreaching processes s s
U Depth averaged flow velocity LfT m/s ftls
U. Shear velocity LfT m/s ftls
USe Unit stream power. LfT m/s ftls
Vw Volume of water stored above the breach L3 m3 ft3invert at the time of failure
W Weight of dry block of soil
xviii
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Units
Parameter Description Dimensions
SI Imperial
Ws Weight of saturated block of soil
Wu Weight of submerged block of soil
WC% Percentage water content 1
w% Water content (%)
~
1
Wopt Water content (%) for optimum compaction
WLL
Measure of liquidity in relation to clay and
1moisture content
WPL
Measure of plasticity in relation to clay and
1moisture content
x Distance L m ft
y Depth at a distance x L m ft
y Water level L m ft
~ Soil angle of friction or angle of repose 1
Yd Dry unit weight of soil M/L2T2 N/m3 poundallft3
Yw Unit weight of water MIL2T2 N/m3 poundal/ft3
Pd Dry density of soil MIL3 Kg/m3 poundal/ft3
Ps Density of sediment M/L3 Kg/m3 poundal/ft3
Pw Density of water MIL3 Kg/m3 poundal1ft3
Te Critical shear stress M/LT2 N/m2 poundal/ft2
To. Te, T Applied or effective shear stress M/LT2 N/m2 poundal1ft2
u Kinematic viscosity L2/T m2/s ft2/s
ros Sediment fall velocity LIT m/s ftls
crt Tensile stress or strength M/LT2 N/m2 Ib/ft2
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1. Introduction
Every year, flooding causes damage and disruption to people and economies around the world
(Samuels et al., 2010). Flooding is often perceived by the public as something that can be
prevented, however it is also increasingly recognised as a risk that can (and should) be managed,
and as something that cannot be completely removed (Klijn et al., 2009). There is also growing
recognition that the likely effects of climate change will result in more extreme flood conditions
occurring more often (Defra, 2010, Environmental Audit Commission, 2010, Wilby et al., 2008).
In addition to managing with more severe flood conditions, the extremely wet or extremely dry
conditions will also affect the state of flood embankments and embankment dams, potentially
weakening the soil structure. A weaker soil structure, for example by fissuring (Dyer and
Gardener, 1996, Dyer, 2004, Dyer et al., 2007, Dyer et al., 2009, Frith et al., 1996), will result in
flood embankments and dams that are more susceptible to erosion.
1.1 Why predict breach?
When flooding occurs, it is often as a result of overflowing and failure of flood defence structures
such as flood embankments, or in the extreme, dams. Being able to predict and subsequently
manage flood risk therefore depends greatly upon the accuracy and reliability of models or methods
to predict the performance and failure of flood embankments and embankment dams. These are
generally referred to as 'breach models'.
The prediction of breach often forms a key part of a flood risk assessment, which in turn provides
underpinning data for a range of activities including' asset design, asset management, spatial
planning and flood risk management including incident management and emergency planning
(Figure 1-1). Breach prediction can provide a range of data, comprising the timing and magnitude
of flood flows as well as the timing and magnitude of potential breach dimensions. The different
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stages of breach development are of greater or lesser interest to different end users, depending upon
their need and role within the community (Morris and Hughes, 2008). For example:
• A designer is interested in producing a design that will perform according to the project
specifications, for example, withstanding certain magnitude flood events without failure;
• an asset manager is interested in the initial breaching process and indicators of this, so as to be
able to avoid development of a catastrophic breach;
• a spatial planner is interested in potential flood conditions (flood risk assessment) that might
arise from a breach;
• a flood risk manager is interested in what might happen under a range of different load
conditions and during a catastrophic event, so as to be able to plan for all eventualities, but also
as a means for decision making support during an emergency; and
• an incident manager is interested in all stages of the process, and in real time, so as to be able
to advise upon the safety of a structure during an incident and to advise on the likelihood,
timing and management (including repair) of any potential catastrophic failure.
Flood Risk Assessment (Breach Prediction)
~Breac_breach_h_or_?_no--JI, ~~ I 'O~eak~? , I
UI....... iIhoIIrtIv?
Figure 1-1 The role of breach prediction within flood risk analysis and management
The boxes at the bottom of the diagram in Figure 1-1 give an example of the likely questions that
the various end users of breach prediction data are likely to ask. In addition to these there is the
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underlying question of uncertainty. The complex interactions that occur during the breaching
process mean that there is considerable uncertainty within the predicted results (Morris et al.,
2009a). The fact that the breach prediction forms one part within the overall flood risk assessment
analysis and that attention is often focussed upon the resulting inundation plans can help to mask
very approximate and uncertain estimations of breach condition (Environment Agency, 2009a).
There is a long history of catastrophic dam failures, along with less well publicised, but widespread
and relatively frequent breaching of flood embankments and levees, and to a lesser but still notable
extent, canals (DoE, 1986, International Commission on Large Dams (ICOLD), 1998). Some of
the more recent and famous dam failures include the Teton Dam failure in 1976 (Graham, 2008a,
Graham, 2008b) as shown in Figure 1-2, the failure of the Taum Sauk Dam in 2005 (FERC, 2006)
; (Figure 1-3) and the failure of a mine tailings dam at Ajka, Hungary in 2010 (Figure 3-1). The
latter demonstrates the added risk that mine tailings dams pose, whereby failure leads to the release
of substantial quantities of sediment and mine waste (e.g. heavy metal pollutants) as well as flood
water.
In England and Wales there are approximately 2100 dams registered as retaining more than
25,OOOm3of water above local ground level; this is the current condition for determining whether
or not management of the reservoir falls under the UK Reservoirs Act (1975). This excludes mine
tailings dams, which fall under different safety legislation (1969, 1971, 1975, Cambridge, 2008).
This number rises rapidly if you consider dams retaining smaller volumes such as 10,OOOm3(Goff
and Hope, 2008, Goff and Warren, 2008), as likely to be introduced as the Flood and Water
Management Act 2010 is enabled.
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Figure 1-2 Failure of the Teton Dam (Photos courtesy, Gillette, USBR)
Figure 1-3 Failure of the Taum Sauk Dam, 2005
At an international scale, there are many tens of thousands of dams around the world, with
construction dating back thousands of years. The oldest according to Kerisel dates from around
4000BC (Kerisel, 1985). Dams built after 1900 are deemed to be constructed in the modern era
(Saxena and Sharma, 2006).
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About SO%of the dams across England and Wales are made of earth. The oldest dams were built in
the 12th century, and many were built during the Victorian era. Extensive canal networks
comprising many kilometres of earth embankments were also established during the ISthand 19th
centuries. In 2008, the average age of a dam in England and Wales was estimated to be 110 years
(Hamilton-King et al., 200S) and concerns are rising as to their long term performance and
including the likelihood of breaching (Defra, 2009). The first detailed review of the risks from
breach and dam failure in the UK was undertaken in 1986 (DoE, 19S6). This was repeated 20
years later (Pitt, 200S) following the extensive 'summer 2007 floods'. On both occasions concerns
were raised regarding the need to understand the potential for breach formation and to assess and
map flood risk from potential dam or flood embankment failure.
The most notable dam failure in England was that of Dale Dyke near Sheffield in IS64 which
resulted in the loss of around 250 lives (DoE, 1986, Pitt, 2008, Smith, 1972). The failure of two
dams in Wales in 1925 (Eigiau and Coedty Dams) led to the deaths of 15 people and prompted the
introduction of the Reservoirs (Safety Provisions) Act in 1930 (1930) that introduced legislation in
the UK on the safety of reservoirs, but not for flood embankments or canals (Morris and Hughes,
2008). The Reservoirs Act, 1975 evolved from this earlier Act, and is now being updated to
incorporate risk-based concepts under the new Flood and Water Management Act 2010 (2010).
The reason for updating of the Reservoirs Act were events during 2007 when a series of extreme
floods occurred in England, resulting in the near failure of the Ulley Dam (Hinks and Mason, 2007)
(Figure 1-4).
The subsequent enquiry (Pitt, 200S) highlighted the need for a series of measures, including the
introduction of risk based methods for flood risk management and in particular, inundation
mapping for all reservoirs to help with emergency planning. Both of these actions require breach
prediction as part of any risk analyses (Environment Agency, 2009a). The same need exists
worldwide; a review of research priorities supporting dam failure analysis in the US identified the
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need for better understanding of breach, identification of breach modelling parameters and the
development of improved breach models as key actions (Hanson et al., 2001a).
Figure 1-4 Near failure of the Ulley Dam, UK
The possibility of breach also exists for both flood and canal embankments (Figure 1-5). In
England and Wales, it is estimated that there are between 7,500km (Environment Agency, 2007)
and 35,000km (Dyer, 2004) of river and costal flood embankment defences. The uncertainty in
extent reflects the size of the asset management problem that managing authorities face and the
possible confusion in defining and identifying lengths of flood embankment. The extensive
network of canals in England and Wales means that there are also many kilometres of canal
embankment at risk of breaching and posing a risk to property and life (DoE, 1986, Hughes, 1981).
At the peak of canal construction during the 'Golden Age' between the 1770s and the 1830s, the
canal network extended to nearly 6500km (Wikipedia Contributors, 20lla). Whilst the size of the
canal network has now reduced significantly from the peak, British Waterways still manages more
than 3000km of canal channel alone (British Waterways, 2009). Again, the need for more reliable
methods of breach prediction as part of improved flood risk analysis and management procedures
are emphasised in national reviews such as Learning to Live with Rivers (Fleming et al., 2001).
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Figure 1-5 Breach of a barrier bank along the River Aire, near Gowdall, UK, 2002 (Courtesy
Environment Agency)
On 29th August 2005 Hurricane Katrina wrought havoc along the Mississippi Gulf Coast and in
New Orleans as flood defences were breached and large parts of the city were inundated (United
States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), 2007). The breaching of levees here was particularly
influenced by wave action and the interaction between water, soil and concrete wall structures
(Figure 1-6). The impact of levee failure on communities within the city was catastrophic as
widespread flooding and mass evacuation took place.
Figure 1-6 1til Street Canal levee breach (Hurricane Katrina, New Orleans)
Breaching processes can also playa role in determining flash flood conditions. In August 2004
Boscastle (Cornwall, UK) experienced extreme flash floods (Bettess and Bain, 2006). Analysis of
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the event suggested that rapidly changing water levels arose through the blockage of bridges by
debris and the subsequent failure of the structure or breaching of the blockage. This was consistent
with observations from the event (Figure 1-7) and the extreme quantities of debris carried by the
flood.
Figure 1-7 Severe flash flood event at Boscastle
Historically, there are many ways in which the results from analyses of breach have been used.
The analyses might be undertaken to determine the extent of flooding that would occur (hence
prediction of the volume of flood water likely to pass) or perhaps how best to repair a breach
should it occur (hence prediction of breach dimensions to plan emergency repair works).
Emergency planners are also interested in the speed with which a breach might develop (hence the
time before flow through a breach starts to accelerate rapidly). The recent development of risk
based approaches for system wide simulation of flood risk (McGahey et al., 2009, Sayers et al.,
2002) requires the performance of a flood embankment or dam (Environment Agency, 2009b) to be
represented for all possible load conditions, providing probability of failure, rate of breach growth
and hence the associated flood hydrograph. Figure 1-8 shows how overall flood risk may be
estimated, providing performance and response curves can be calculated. The approach uses the
"Source-Pathway-Receptor-Consequences" model for flood risk analysis. Current system risk
models use crude or simple representations of breach to limit the computational load. As more
accurate breach models are developed, so the uncertainty in flood risk calculation will reduce.
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Figure 1-8 The source-pathway-receptor-consequences modelfor flood risk (Sayers et al., 2002)
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seen that understanding of breaching processes are relevant during flash floods and dambreak
conditions where secondary trash dams may form and then breach, so changing the flood
conditions. The development of risk based approaches to flood analysis and management does not
change the need for a clear understanding of breach initiation and growth processes along with a
range of breach models balancing accuracy of prediction with speed of modelling; these models
should provide the reliable, underpinning science for such large scale management tools.
1.2 Aims and research questions
The overall aim of this research is to improve the reliability, scope and accuracy of modelling
breach initiation and growth through flood defence embankments and embankment dams. More
direct research questions (RQs) may be posed, including:
RQ1 How well do existing breach models, and the HR BREACH model in particular, simulate
breach initiation and growth processes?
RQ2 Why has the accuracy and reliability of breach modelling not progressed over the past two
decades at the same rate as the development of numerical flood models?
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RQ3 Could we identify and defme breach initiation and growth processes, and assess how well
models simulate these processes, through analysis of the EU IMPACT project field data
(Morris and Hassan, 2005a)?
RQ4 Could we refine and improve the reliability and accuracy of the HR BREACH model,
whilst retaining a relatively fast and flexible model suitable for practical applications?
RQ5 Could model performance be assessed or validated against international standards?
RQ6 Could we develop new approaches that allow simulation of breach through structures that
more closely represent the actual construction of flood embankments and embankment
dams?
Hence, in addition to the research community, this thesis should be of interest to engineers and
planners working in a range of disciplines related to flood risk management (see Section 1.1).
1.3 Directly linked prior research
At the start of this research, it could be seen that there were a number of breach models which
could be used to estimate breach growth and the associated flood flow. However, the accuracy with
which just the peak value of the flood hydrograph could be predicted was within perhaps ±30 to
40% of typically observed values (Morris, 2005). The estimation of other breach formation
parameters such as timing, breach dimensions etc., was considerably less certain.
Earlier research (Mohamed, 2002) investigated these issues and developed a numerical model to
predict breach growth - the HR BREACH model (Mohamed et al., 2002). This work undertook
initial steps to integrate concepts and methods from soil mechanics, hydraulics and structures
within the predictive approach. Following this research, an extensive programme of research
investigating breach growth and breach modelling was undertaken through the European IMPACT
Project (Morris, 2002). Under the IMPACT project programme of work (coordinated by the
writer) considerable data was collected from field, laboratory and numerical modelling tests.
However, whilst initial conclusions could be drawn from this work, a more detailed analysis of the
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data was impossible at that time. Preliminary observations suggested that the then current
modelling assumptions regarding flow control through a breach were often incorrect and that
representative and reliable assumptions for breach growth mechanisms remained elusive.
Hence, the objectives of this research programme were achieved by building on the earlier work
that produced an initial version of the HR BREACH model (Mohamed, 2002). In particular, a more
detailed analysis of the IMPACT Project data sets was undertaken to develop a greater
understanding of breaching processes and to steer development of improved breach modelling
capabilities. The analyses used field, laboratory and numerical modelling data sets. The research
was undertaken as part of the European FLOODsite Project (Morris et al., 2004)
(www.floodsite.net).This project provided a mechanism for collaboration with other researchers
and end users operating in this field internationally and extended the range of data and information
available for analysis and understanding of the breach initiation and growth processes.
1.4 Structure of this thesis
Chapters 1, 2 and 3 of this thesis provide an introduction to the research, a review of literature and
conclusions regarding research gaps, priorities and goals. The research is then divided into breach
initiation and growth processes, with factors affecting initiation detailed in Chapter 4. Breach
growth processes are considered in terms of flow processes (Chapter 5) and erosion processes
(Chapter 6). A new approach for modelling breach through embankments constructed from zones
of different materials is presented in Chapter 7. Model performance evaluation is detailed in
Chapter 8 and overall conclusions and recommendations in Chapter 9.
Supporting material is included in the appendices covering a summary of the HR BREACH model
(Appendix 1), a summary of breach model development versions (Appendix 2), details of test case
data used for model evaluation (Appendix 3), results and analysis for application of the new
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modelling approach (Appendix 4) and selected supporting papers and publications (Appendix 5 -
DVD).
In addition to the material included within this thesis and the associated DVD, there are a series of
relevant reports and papers detailed in the research that have been produced on a project by project
basis:
• European IMPACT project- see www.impact-project.net (Work packages 2 and 5);
• European FLOODsite project - see www.floodsite.net (Tasks 4 and 6);
• International DSrG breach modelling project - see www.ceati.com (Dam Safety Interest
Group R&D programme).
The research reports produced under the IMPACT project detail the programme of field and
laboratory breach tests, along with breach model comparison and evaluation. The research reports
under the FLOOD site project detail the analysis of physical processes (using the IMPACT project
data) along with breach model development. The DSrG breach project reports detail the
international programme of breach data collection, model review and selected breach model
evaluation against field and laboratory data.
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2. Literature review
2.1 Introduction
To gain a clear understanding of the current state of the art, and hence gaps in knowledge and
specific research needs, it is important to understand what the different stages of the overall
breaching process are and how predicting these processes can be used to support a range of
community services, such as asset management and flood event management, as well as spatial
planning. It is important to recognise that different aspects of breach prediction, such as the timing
or breach dimensions or breach flow, have greater significance for some applications rather than
all.
2.2 What is breach?
'Failure' is defined in the FLOODsite project Language of Risk Report (Gouldby and Samuels,
2009) as the "Inability to achieve a defined performance threshold (response given loading).
Catastrophic failure describes the situation where the consequences are immediate and severe,
whereas prognostic failure describes the situation where the consequences only grow to a
significant level when either additional loading has been applied or time has elapsed, or both."
In the context of breach modelling, embankment failure is considered to be the situation where
erosion or structural failure of the embankment allows the passage of flood water over or through
the embankment in an increasingly uncontrolled manner (Figure 1-5). The breaching process might
relate to any stage of erosion or failure arising from initial seepage through to complete and
catastrophic failure. However, breach, typically implies that failure has occurred leading to
formation of a hole or gap in the embankment or flood defence structure.
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2.2.1 Factors affecting breach
A range of factors affect both the rate and size of breach formation. Two primary factors are the
structure type and the hydraulic loading. An additional factor can be human intervention, such as
through acts of war or terrorism. During the Second World War, dam breach as a result of placing
explosives was instrumental in destroying the Moehne and Eder dams in Germany, The bombs
used were derived from research and model tests performed by the Building Research Station
(Collins, 1972, DoE, 1986), but were more effective on concrete rather than earth or rock fill dams.
The apparent increase in international terrorist activity since 200 1 has raised concerns again about
the safety of flood defence and dam structures, prompting further government research into the
response of earth structures to explosives. However, this aspect of breach initiation is not
considered further within this thesis.
2.2.1.1 Structure type
Table 2-1 shows a simplistic listing of different structure types that can be at risk of breaching.
Table 2-1 Main and different types a/structure susceptible to breaching
Structure Type Variations
Flood embankments Simple, homogenous
Composite (with clay cores, layers of soil types, etc.)
Composite (embankments with integrated structures such
as wave or crest walls, sheet piles etc.)
Homogeneous earth fill
Homogeneous rock fill
Composite (with clay cores, layers of soil types, etc.)
Composite (embankments with integrated structures such
as spillways, roads, wave walls, outlets etc.)
Concrete / masonry
Service reservoirs (water tanks)
Dams
The structure type may also be described in greater detail as a function of the basic design, material
type and material state. The relevance of material type and state here relates particularly to
material erodibility, since this directly affects the various breaching processes. Material erodibility
depends on a range of factors including cohesive strength and density (and hence degree of
compaction and moisture content - see Section 6.3). The material state arises through a
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combination of the construction process, maintenance actions and structure deterioration. The
combination of these factors at any given time can lead to significant variation in the breach
initiation and growth processes (as demonstrated later in this thesis).
Design of Embankment: Embankment Tvpe
The design of an embankment significantly affects the physical breach process. The simplest
embankment design is that from uniform homogeneous material. However, even such
embankments, perhaps simply constructed from available local material, typically develop a
surface protection layer of grass or other vegetation. The strength and uniformity of this vegetation
will also significantly affect the breach initiation process. Designs also vary nationally, with
distinct styles adopted by different countries.
Embankments are quite often designed to include additional structural measures for better erosion
protection, seepage resistance or structural strength. These measures may include sheet pile cut-offs
(within the body or toe), revetment protection (including gabion baskets, mattresses etc) and
specific slope surface and crest protection measures. In addition, appurtenances such as pipe
out fall s, culverts and sluice gates etc. are often constructed through an embankment creating a
higher risk of failure at that location (Foster et al., 2000a, Foster et al., 2000b). General guidance
on the function, use, design and operation of flood embankments can be found in, for example, the
Management of Flood Embankments (Environment Agency, 2007) and the Surveillance.
Maintenance and Diagnosis of Flood Protection Dikes (Meriaux and Royet, 2007).
Embankment dams can vary significantly in design from small homogeneous embankments
through to multilayer structures, sometimes containing a clay core. The effect of multi-layers of
soil or rock of differing strength is that the breaching process then comprises a combination of
processes at different rates. The effect of layering on the breaching process will depend upon the
soil erodibility for each layer, hence the soil type and degree and effectiveness of compaction and
soil integration between layers.
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Historically, flood embankments have been raised to provide increased levels of flood protection,
typically after large flood events have overtopped the defences. Older dikes may have numerous
layers and extensions to the original design.
Embankment Material
Significant changes in the physical breaching process can be seen as a result of the use of different
construction materials (Morris et al., 2008). Three distinct categories of material typically used to
build flood embankments or embankment dams are non-cohesive fill, cohesive fill and rock fill.
Non-cohesive fill, such as sand, will typically erode relatively quickly. The behaviour of erosion
will vary according to embankment geometry and initiation process, but the removal of material is
broadly through progressive surface erosion. Slopes gradually vary as erosion cuts into the
embankment. Negative pore water pressure, created from moisture content within the sand or
gravel, will give some degree of cohesion (pickert et al., 2004). For example, as a breach forms, the
sides of the breach will initially remain vertical. Figure 2-1 shows the exposed side of a breach
from a large scale test undertaken in Norway as part of the EU IMPACT project (Morris and
Hassan, 2005a, Morris et al., 2007). The material used to construct the embankment was non-
cohesive. The embankment shows vertical and even undercut sections (near the crest) on the
breach face. Material has started to fall and gather at the base of the face. This developed after
erosion of the breach, with the fallen material sitting against the breach sides inside the breach
section. This behaviour is analogous in some ways to that which can be seen with river bank
recession (Damgaard and Mitchener, 1997), although breach formation processes tend to be more
dynamic than bank erosion processes.
Cohesive Fill, such as clays, will typically have a lesser rate of erosion in comparison to non-
cohesive fill. In addition, the process of erosion can differ significantly. Cohesive fills tend to erode
through a process of head cutting. This process leads to the creation of steps in the eroding face of
the embankment which progressively erode upstream (Figure 2-2). As the head cuts progress, they
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tend to merge into fewer, but more significant steps until erosion through the crest and upstream
face occurs.
Figure 2-1 Breachformation through non-cohesive material (showing vertical sides of breach)
Figure 2-2 Breachformation through cohesive material (showing head cut formation)
The development of a head cut occurs as a result of the interaction between the flow and the
erosion resistant soil. Erosion of any material will tend to initiate at a discontinuity in the soil,
where the flow is disrupted and local turbulence can remove some soil particles or blocks. Once a
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depression is formed in the material, the flow increasingly drops into the depression and scours the
base, so propagating formation of the step. The erosion resistant nature of the soil means that such
steps can form, are stable and can grow. Less erosion resistant soils are unable to support the
creation of steps, with the sides of any depression or step tending to slip and erode relatively
quickly.
Rock fill material can vary in grading from relatively fme material through to large rocks. The finer
material can behave as a non-cohesive fill material. As larger and larger particles (rocks) are used,
a transition occurs whereby the interlocking nature of the rock fill can begin to significantly affect
the rate at which material can be eroded during the breaching process.
An immediate conclusion that may be drawn from these observations is that any predictive breach
equation or model should consider these three erosion processes in a separate manner. Figure 2-3
shows how the different breach physical processes could be broadly related to the soil grading
(Morris et al., 2008). However, it should be recognised that this is indicative and that soil properties
such as density and moisture content will also playa significant role. As such, regions of overlap,
where soils may breach in different ways simply as a function of state rather than particle size are
likely to exist.
With a limited choice of predictive breach models available, it is quite common practice to apply
one breach model to all soil cases. The potential for errors arising from such an approach should be
recognised.
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Figure 2-3 Broad division of behaviour by material type
Construction and Condition of Embankment Material
Research (Hanson and Hunt, 2007, Morris and Hassan, 200Sa) has begun to highlight the
importance of the condition of embankment material in relation to potential breach growth. Both
soil compaction and moisture content have been identified as key factors affecting the erodibility of
soils, particularly of cohesive soils. Whilst the condition and method of soil placement have been
recognised as important factors for effective embankment construction for centuries (Bossut and
Viallet, 1764), this has not been recognised until more recently within the flood risk management
or breach modelling community. This is problematic since breach modelling requires the
integration of expertise from the engineering disciplines of hydraulics, soil mechanics and
structures, and it is the writer's experience that there are few breach modelling experts who are
equally familiar with the detail of each of these engineering disciplines.
It was notable during the IMPACT project field tests #1 and #2 in Norway (Vaskinn et al., 2004a)
that the rate of breach formation between non-cohesive and cohesive was reversed from that which
was typically expected due to the construction and moisture content of the test dams. The non-
cohesive test dam was constructed with very high compaction, whilst the clay embankment was
constructed during a prolonged wet period and had extremely high moisture content (Vaskinn et al.,
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2004a). The clay dam failed more quickly than the non-cohesive one. Analysis by Hassan (Hassan
et al., 2004) and Hanson (Hanson and Hunt, 2007) of the IMPACT and USDA-ARS test
embankments shows that erodibility of cohesive soils can vary by orders of magnitude with a
relatively small change in moisture content and compaction (Figure 3-2). An immediate
conclusion that may be drawn from these observations is the need for predictive breach models to
include parameters reflecting embankment soil type and state and hence embankment erodibility.
For example, parameters reflecting soil compaction and moisture content, or direct measures of
erodibility might be used (see Section 6.3.2).
2.2.1.2 Hydraulic loading
The type of hydraulic loading on an embankment significantly affects the way in which a breach
might occur. For example, a river embankment might be subject to prolonged wet or dry periods,
and subsequently to progressive or rapidly varying, flood levels. Actual conditions will depend
upon scheme design, catchment size and type (Le. large or small catchment, rapid or slow rainfall
runoff). Different combinations of loading will tend to encourage or discourage certain failure
modes, which might in turn lead to breach initiation and growth (Table 2-2).
Table 2-2 A summary of different types of hydraulic loading
Structure location Variations
Reservoir - online dam Steady for long periods; varying according to
flood; hydropower operation; rapid draw down
in emergency; waves
Reservoir - offline storage dam Steady or even empty for long periods; varying
according to release of flood water; hydropower
operation; waves
Fluvial embankment Catchment dependent with occasional loading.
Slowly to rapidly varying flood cycle. Approach
flow parallel rather than normal
Coastal I estuarine embankment Tidal (hence potentially cyclic (repeated)
loading); surge; waves (including variable
impact and flow speed); saline; tidal currents
may influence growth. Potential for
embankments to be constructed above normal
tidal range and only loaded during extreme high
tide or surge conditions.
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Breach initiation may occur through steady surface erosion arising as a function of overflowing
water, or progressively as wave overtopping sends pulses of water over the embankment and down
the landward face. When subjected to tidal loading, breach initiation and growth will stop as tide
levels drop, but will resume again when tide levels rise. This cyclic nature of the loading offers
both advantages and disadvantages; the advantage is that any breach flow will only occur during
the higher water period of a tidal cycle, so allowing assessment and repair work to be undertaken
during lower tide levels, whilst the disadvantage is that flood water will continue to flow through
the breach on successive high tides until repair work is sufficient to close the breach to an invert
level sufficient to protect against the next high tide water level.
2.2.2 Defining the basic breach processes
A number of different researchers have analysed the breach problem and attempted to define
distinct stages in breach development. Whether quoted as stages or phases of development, none of
these definitions have universal acceptance, perhaps due to confusion in understanding the different
breach processes that can occur when breach forms through different types of material (Le. head
cut or surface erosion processes as a function of soil type and state).
The advantage of adopting clearly defined phases and mechanisms for breach initiation and growth
related to specific material types and condition is that numerical models may be simplified and
hence can run faster. The danger, however, is that error in prediction will arise where soil types
and state vary and the breaching process deviates from the predefined conditions within the
numerical model.
A logical structure may be established by first considering breach in relation to the shape of the
outflow hydrograph and secondly by behaviour (as defined by material type). These are outlined
below and build upon work by the writer (Morris et al., 2006) and Visser (Visser, 1998a) on non-
cohesive breaching and Temple (Temple et al., 2005) for cohesive breaching.
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2.2.2.1 The generic breach outflow hydrograph
Figure 2-4 below shows a typical flood hydrograph that might arise from breach through an
embankment or dam. In practice, the detailed shape and duration of the hydrograph will be
determined by the type of hydraulic loading (i.e. the volume of water retained behind the
embankment; the variation in loading such as storm loading, tidal cycles etc.) and the nature of the
soil. The initiation flow (period T, to T2) might also vary, for example, showing periodic surges
where initiation was prompted by wave overtopping. However the broad features demonstrated in
this example are generally common to all breach hydrographs in varying degrees. The series of
time markers indicate different stages of breach activity as explained below.
Flow
(Q)
Q,
Q'~--~~==aE==~am~~~~~~
Time
(T)
Figure 2-4 Generic breach flood hydrograph
Table 2-3 provides a summary of each stage of the generic breaching process, including relevance
to end user, indicators of the process and indicative current modelling ability. The writer's
assessment of breach modelling ability is based upon conclusions found during the European
IMPACT project (Morris and Hassan, 2005a), the more recent Dam Safety Interest Group (DSIG)
breach modelling project (Wahl et al., 2008, Wahl, 2009) and judgement regarding modelling
advances as identified through the literature review.
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Table 2-3 Generic breaching process stages (Morris et al., 2008)
Time To
Process: Stable - no breach initiation
Indicator: None
Inspection methods: Routine - non specific
Relevance: Flood embankment or dam is performing as intended
Current modelling Not required.
capability:
Time
Process:
Indicator:
Start of Breach Initiation. Seepage through or over the embankment initiates.
Damp patches on embankment. Variations in vegetation growth. Cloudy
seepage water.
Inspection methods: Visual (seepage and vegetation); infra red photometry; ground water temp.
Relevance: It is important to identify the potential for breach before it actually occurs for
effective asset management. Seepage is often not visible and difficult to locate.
Current modelling
capability:
Limited. Limit state equations exist for surface and internal erosion processes;
a high degree of uncertainty exists in any prediction.
Time
Process: Progression of Breach Initiation. Breach flow increases slowly through either
or both increased loading and the progressive removal of material. Flow is
typically small and the rate of change can be very slow. The time period may
be hours, days or months.
Indicator: Apparent steady seepage or overtopping. Cloudy seepage water. No signs of
rapidly changing flow.
Inspection methods: As for Tl; flow monitoring to detect change in flow rate
Relevance: Having identified a potential problem, awareness of the timescale for
development is often critical in determining the most appropriate action for
maintenance, repair, emergency planning etc.
Current modelling Poor. There is a high degree of uncertainty in both the process and time
capability: prediction.
Time T1-T]
Process: Transition to Breach Formation. Critical stage where steady (& relatively
slow) erosion cuts through to the upstream face of the embankment initiating
relatively rapid and often unstoppable breach growth. Transition may occur
within hours.
Indicator: Visibly changing flow conditions and quickening erosion of embankment
through upstream face. Cloudy seepage water.
Inspection methods: Monitoring seepage flow quantity and quality
Relevance: Knowing when growth transitions to and past T2 is critical for emergency
action.
Included in many models, although typically limited representation.Current modelling
capability:
Time
Process: Breach Formation. Rapid erosion of embankment vertically; continued erosion
of embankment vertically and laterally. Extent and rate dependent upon
volume of available flood water and design and condition of embankment.
Rapid breach growth; turbulent, sediment laden flow. Continued widening ofIndicator:
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Relevance:
breach after initial formation,
Important for predicting potential inundation downstream. Lateral growth
important for planning emergency repair works.
Prediction of hydrograph - moderate. (Peak ±30% (IMPACT project (Morris,
2005». Ability to predict lateral growth rate and ultimate breach dimensions is
poor.
Current modelling
capability:
Process: Peak Discharge. Qp is a function of available flood water and embankment
design and condition.
Indicator: Difficult to identify during rapidly varying conditions.
Relevance: Often used as a measure of worst case. However, Qp at the breach does not
necessarily relate to worst flood conditions downstream.
Current modelling ±30% (most accurate of all aspects of breach modelling).
capability:
Section 6.3 details how different combinations of soil erodibility in relation to reservoir (flood)
volume can result in flatter, longer duration flood hydro graphs. It should also be recognised that
this type of breach represents conditions where the outflow is affected by the breach size. In some
situations, such as with canal breaches, where the canal channel is relatively narrow in relation to
the breach width, the breach discharge becomes a function of the canal cross section geometry and
the pound stored water volume. In this situation, the breach grows predominantly as a function of
water flowing along and out of the canal; the breach does not control the outflow and the
hydrograph tends to be flat and prolonged, rather than rapid and peaky (Dun, 2007).
2.2.2.2 Breach processes related to structure and material type
The differences between the large scale physical processes that occur for breach through more
erodible (typically non-cohesive) soil and less erodible (typically cohesive) soil are significant.
Breach formation through non-cohesive material tends to develop through the progressive surface
erosion of the material, whilst breach formation through cohesive soil tends to result in the
formation of headcuts (steps). Figure 2-5 provides a description of the surface erosion process,
using the IMPACT project field test #4 as an example (Morris, 2009). Figure 2-6 provides a
description of the head cut erosion process as defined by Temple (Temple et al., 2005).
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Stage 1 - Initial overflow and surface erosion
This stage relates to flow behaviour T ,-T2on Figure 2-4.
Erosion of the embankment surface by overflowing water.
Most aggressive erosion on downstream face. Slow or no
erosion of crest means that discharge across the crest of the
embankment is not significantly affected. Flow
concentrates erosion at discontinuities in the embankment
surface.
Stage 2 - Continued surface erosion, including crest
erosion
This stage shows the transition of flow behaviour from T)-
T2 into TrT3 on Figure 2-4.
Erosion on the downstream slope starts to cut into the
embankment. Slower erosion of the crest starts to allow an
increase in discharge, which in tum increases the rate of
overall erosion. A mixture of surface and potential head
cut formation can be seen in this photo.
Stage 2 (cont) - Continued surface erosion, including
crest erosion
This stage relates to flow behaviour T2-T3 on Figure 2-4.
The cycle of erosion of both the downstream slope and
crest cuts deeper into the embankment progressively
allowing an increase in discharge. Rapid and widespread
surface erosion removes material from the face of the
downstream slope, hence the eroding surface retreats
upstream.
Stage 3 - Continued surface erosion, including crest
erosion and some breach widening
This stage relates to flow behaviour T3-T5 on Figure 2-4,
(although specifically between T3-T4 for this example).
As erosion of the downstream slope and crest level •
becomes more aggressive, the control section for flow
through the breach lowers and moves upstream (following
the upstream slope). Some widening occurs, but erosion is
still mainly vertical.
Stage 4 - Breach expansion during reservoir drawdown
This stage relates to flow behaviour T3-T5 on Figure 2-4.
Once the embankment section within the breach has eroded
towards the bed, the width of the breach then grows. The
rate and extent of growth is affected by the volume
reservoir water that can be released and discharge through
the breach eventually stops either through the release of all
reservoir water, or because downstream flood levels rise
and drown out the breach flow).
Figure 2-5 Stages of surface erosion driven breach growth
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Stage 1 - Headeut formation
Erosion of the downstream face by overflowing water
leading to the formation of a headcut (step) in the
embankment face capable of moving upstream through the
embankment to form a breach. Erosion during this stage
does not affect discharge across the crest of the
embankment.
This stage relates to flow behaviour Tl-T2 on Figure 2-4.
Stage 2 - Headeut advance through the embankment
erest
The headcut advances upstream cutting through the
downstream face of the embankment and into the crest.
Prior to cutting through the crest and upstream slope, the
headcut still has little effect on discharge over the
embankment (and through the breach).
This stage also relates to flow behaviour Tl-T2 on Figure ':"Jt1~IJ~1Ii!I!
2-4.
Stage 3 - Breach formation - headeut enters the
reservoir
The headcut advances upstream and cuts through the crest
and upstream face into the reservoir. This has the effect of
lowering the controlling crest elevation into the breach,
hence flow increases significantly. As flow increases, so
does the headcut erosion process. At this point the
embankment or dam is likely to progress to catastrophic
failure. Erosion of the upstream face continues down to or
below the base level of the embankment.
This stage relates to flow behaviour T2-T3 on Figure 2-4.
Stage 4 - Breach expansion during reservoir drawdown
Following rapid increase in discharge under Stage 3, the
width of the breach then grows as a result of the reservoir
discharge. The rate and extent of growth is affected by the
volume of reservoir water that can be released. During this
stage of growth, discharge through the breach eventually
stops either through the release of all reservoir water, or
because downstream flood levels rise and eventually drown
out the flow through the breach (i.e. up and downstream
levels normalise). Temple noted that during this phase of
development the eroding breach sides remained more or
less vertical, consistent with observations from larger scale
tests under the IMPACT project (Vaskinn et al., 2004a) (Photos courtesy Greg Hanson, USDA-
ARS-HERU, Stillwater, OK, USA.)
This stage relates to flow behaviour T3-Ts on Figure 2-4.
Figure 2-6 Stages of head cut driven breach growth
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Case studies and research projects describing breach formation typically describe aspects of either
head cut or surface erosion, however the significance of the material type and state in determining
the overall process is often missed. Often, there are also conflicting descriptions relating to the
surface erosion process where the angle of the eroding slope appears to either steepen or flatten.
This is most likely reflecting the response to erosion of different soil erodibility, as shown by Zhu
(2006) in a series of laboratory experiments on different soil types. The current state of research
therefore allows us to state that this type of process would occur, but we cannot yet be specific as to
the angle that the eroding face might adopt (i.e. steeper or shallower than the embankment face) or
how significant this is to the overall breaching process.
A critical point during the growth of any breach occurs when erosion starts to affect the crest
elevation at the upstream edge of the embankment crest. This region of the embankment typically
controls the flow into the breach (at this stage in the breaching process) hence erosion of this crest
level will allow greater flow into the breach and acceleration of the breaching process. For a given
embankment geometry and loading, the timing at which this point is reached may differ as a result
of whether head cut or surface erosion processes occur. This is considered further in Section 6.1.
The differences in erosion behaviour are related to differences in soil strength or erodibility. This
difference is often attributed to cohesive or non-cohesive materials, however in reality the different
processes can occur within a range of soil types given appropriate compaction and moisture
contents that result in different soil states and hence different soil erodibility. This is represented in
Figure 2-3 by the overlapping arrows reflecting the zones of soil type relating to different breach
processes.
It is the writer's experience that the difference between headcut and surface erosion processes is
not widely recognised outside of the research community; even within the research community
processes are often attributed as generically applicable, without consideration of how they relate to
soil type and state (Morris et al., 2008). Guidance is needed within industry in the selection and
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application of breach models to ensure that the particular model chosen simulates soil erosion
processes that are appropriate for the particular application (Morris et al., 2009a, Orendorff and
Nistor,2010).
In addition to material, the embankment structure design plays a significant role in determining
which breach processes occur and when. Complex interactions occur between water, soil and
structure such that even small variations in hydraulic load conditions, soil type and state or
structure design, can lead to significantly different breach processes. The effects and implications
of these interactions are demonstrated in Section 7.
Many embankments typically have a surface layer of vegetation that binds and protects the surface
of the soil. Inmore exposed conditions, manufactured surface protection layers may comprise rip
rap (placed rock) or some form of stone or concrete covering. The effect of a surface layer is to
delay the onset of surface erosion and hence breach initiation and formation. The delay in
initiation can lead to significantly different breach results such as the timing, breach size, breach
outflow and the outflow characteristics. These significant changes can be seen because the altered
timing means that the various stages of breach development can occur at different times during a
given storm or hydraulic loading event. This can lead to both more or less extreme breach flood
hydrographs since a delay in timing does not always result in a slower, less catastrophic breach.
The sensitivity of breach prediction to initiation timing means that predicting the performance of
any surface layer is important within the overall prediction of breach. Since grass is a very
common form of surface protection for flood embankments and embankment dams, predicting the
performance of grass under both overtopping and overflowing conditions becomes important
(Figure 2-7). However, modelling accuracy for the prediction of the performance of vegetation is
still relatively limited (Morris et al., 2010, Young, 2005) and is a topic for further research between
2009-2013 under the European FP7 FloodProBE project (Morris et al., 2012). The issue of
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vegetation performance and how this affects overall breach prediction is considered in more detail
in Section 4.
Figure 2-7 Grass erosion: Overflow at a depression in the crest initiating erosion at weak points
in landward slope grass cover (left); Grass erosion due to overtopping
(right)(Environment Agency, 2007)
When you consider more complex structures (rather than a simple homogeneous embankment) the
design permutations grow rapidly. Figure 2-8 and Figure 2-9 show two further examples of
embankment design variations. Figure 2-8 shows an embankment with a core, whilst Figure 2-9
shows how embankments can often be raised and extended over decades (or even centuries) to
cope with increasing flood water levels. Such design variations can be dependent upon function
and availability of local material. Where an embankment or dam is expected to impound water
over long periods, then a design such as shown in Figure 2-8 is more likely to be adopted, along
with the use of a suitable low permeability material.
The effect of each of these simple design variations on the breaching process can be significant;
where the different zones (core or layers) comprise of different material type or state, and hence
different erodibility, the rate of headcut or surface erosion will change as erosion cuts through the
zones. This change in erosion rate may be sufficient to change the overall breach process - for
example, a highly erodible crest layer may allow preferential erosion of the crest, a rapid increase
in discharge and hence more rapid overall failure regardless of the state of the rest of the
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embankment. This example is particularly relevant where embankments might suffer from
fissuring and is investigated in more detail later in Section 4.
Figure 2-8 Composite embankment - simple earth embankment with core
additional layers
~ to raise original
embankment level
Figure 2-9 Composite embankment - earth embankment built progressively with additional
layers or zones of soil
A more complex form of a composite structure is where the embankment is built with additional
structures and / or protection measures included. Figure 2-10 shows an embankment within a tidal
reach of a river, close to a bridge (off picture to right) (Environment Agency, 2007). The
embankment has failing, rigid protection on the exposed river face, an outfall structure through the
embankment and concrete capped sheet piling along a length approaching the bridge abutment.
This structure already shows numerous signs of distress in terms of erosion. The location and
nature of this erosion is dictated by flow interaction with the various structure components. Hence,
prediction of breach around such a structure requires careful consideration of these interactions.
This is something that deterministic breach models do not currently predict; simulation of breach
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through complex structures such as this is an important area for model development in the future
along with consideration of stochastic breach modelling approaches. In the meantime, it is
important that care is taken in applying existing breach models for the simulation of composite
structure failure. Useful results can be obtained by identifying the likely control features of a
composite embankment, and simulating failure of that control section. For example, erosion of a
large clay core component of a zoned embankment will likely dictate the rate of overall failure of
the embankment, with more erodible supporting fill material being eroded simultaneously, but at a
rate controlled by erosion of the core. Some earlier breach models, such as the DAMBRK breach
code (Fread, 1988b) treated the erosion of zoned materials by combining and averaging soil
parameters which may vary by orders of magnitude. This approach does not offer a reliable
Figure 2-10 Composite embankn ent - earth embankment with outfall, sheet pile wall and failed
rigid surface protection
2.2.3Common misconceptions in understanding and predicting breach
The complexities of different breaching processes, and their prediction, are not widely or
consistently understood. The importance of recognising the applicability of research and models
which address different aspects of breaching for different material types and / or states is often
overlooked (Morris et al., 2008, Morris et al., 2009c). Table 2-4 provides a summary of common
misunderstandings relating to breach processes and breach prediction.
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Table 2-4 Misconceptions and misunderstandings relating to breach
Relevance to:
." Issue Misconception Correction
."~ = =~ ~ .S.. ...
Q, .S:! GIl.S:!.c 'C C.u ~
GIl .. Q,
~ g., -<
CC
One (breach) All embankments breach Different mechanisms will prevail driven by material
,/ ,/ model fits all in the same way type, construction and design. Core processes apply
to non-cohesive, cohesive and rock fill des!gt:l_s.
Use of All embankments breach Simplified breach equations will most likely be
,/ simplified in the same way applicable to a very specific set of test data and
breach hence design of embankment. Use for conditions
equations outside of this data envelope should only be done
recognising the uncertainty.
Use of peak Provides a simple Peak discharge equations have been developed for
,/ discharge "reliable" method of use in assessing dam failure and are generated by
equations predicting the "worst regression analysis using historic dam failure data.
case" from a breach The reliability of the equation depends greatly upon
the historic data used and specifically the types of
dam within the dataset. Typically no allowance is
made for variations in dam condition, design,
materials etc.
Use of peak Assumption that the When assessing flood conditions arising from a
,/ discharge as a highest peak value from a breach, the downstream flood conditions will be a
measure of the breach flood hydrograph function of the volume of water released, timing and
worst case will match to the worst local topography. Selection of the peak discharge
case condition value as correlating to the worst conditions
downstream downstream is not always the case. Analysis of the
full breach hydrograph is required for a reliable
assessment (Morris 200~
Quality of All embankments breach The embankment quality and condition arising from
,/ Construction in the same way construction can significantly affect the rate of
erosion and hence breach growth. A measure of
material condition should be incorporated in any
predictive model.
Embankment All embankments breach Weather and hydraulic loading conditions can
,/ condition at in the same way significantly affect the embankment condition prior
failure to breaching. Extreme and prolonged rainfall or
prolonged high water levels can affect moisture
content and hence erodibility. This aspect is also
relevant in relation to potential effects of climate
cha'!&_e.
Shape of Predefined breach shapes The shape of the breach opening during growth is a
,/ breach growth such as trapezoidal, function of material type and erosion process.
(side walls) parabolic etc. which are However, with soil moisture content offering some
then typically used within form of strength through soil suction, both cohesive
models to calculate flow and non-cohesive breaches tend to develop with
through the breach vertical side walls.
Flow control Assumption that the flow The point of critical flow through a breach is often
,/ (prediction) through a breach is across the upstream face of the embankment as the
through a controlled by a section breach forms. Erosion typically creates a curved weir
breach within the breach opening that forms upstream of the central part of the breach.
(typically used in models) This weir is typically wider than the minimum
central section of the breach.
Use of Assumption that the Breach formation is dynamic and unsteady;
,/ standard 2-D, erosion of material from a morphological river modelling is taken as a long
steady flow (dynamic) breach follows term averaged process. It is by no means clear that
sediment the same laws as applied the two processes correlate.
equations to morphological
modelling in rivers (i.e.
long term steady
evolution based upon
steady flow data).
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2.3 The development of breach models
The following sections introduce the different types of breach model and their application,
including a summary of physically based models developed over the last 40 years. A reference
system for describing breach processes is given in Figure 2-11 below.
z
(a) General reference system
Flow -7
z
Lx
(b) Slope angles in X-Z plane
Figure 2-11 General reference systems for describing breach processes
2.3.1 Breach model types and typical applications
Models used to predict breach formation range in complexity and basis. One common factor is that
researchers and engineers have striven to develop improved models for at least the past 50 years. A
discussion as to why progress has been slow is given in Section 3.1.
Breach models are typically described as one of three or four types of model, depending upon the
writer. These may be summarised as:
• Non-physically based, empirical models;
• Semi-physically based, analytical and parametric models;
• Physically based models.
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2.3.1.1 Non-physically based, empirical models
Non-physically based or empirical models are methods usually based upon data collected from a
series of documented breach events. Breach parameters (e.g. peak discharge, beach width etc.) are
estimated from predictor equations, derived through regression analysis using the available data.
The advantage of these equations is their simplicity; there is no need to run computer models.
However, this simplicity is also one of their main weaknesses, in that there can be considerable
uncertainty within the predictions. Users often have little knowledge of the dataset upon which the
equations were developed and hence any constraints for application and the suitability for
application to site specific cases are hidden or unknown.
An additional limitation of these equations is that only specific parameter values are predicted by
the equations. For example, peak discharge rather than the whole outflow hydrograph, or final
breach width rather than the time varying growth of width.
When using peak discharge equations it should be recognised that the worst case flood extent
conditions downstream do not always relate to peak discharge. The Tous case study in the
IMPACT project (Morris, 2005) provides an example where the worse case flooding from a dam
break does not correspond to the breach peak discharge; flooding is a function of volume and rate
of water release, combined with topographic features of the valley downstream of the breach.
An additional source of uncertainty when using peak discharge equations is that users requiring a
flood hydrograph will typically then estimate a hydrograph around the peak value given by the
equation. This is often done by forming a triangular shaped hydrograph. With care, the estimated
hydrograph should ensure conservation of reservoir or flood volume, but it is likely to increase the
uncertainty in flow calculation because the rate of breach growth defined by the triangular shaped
hydrograph has been specified by the user without a sound basis for the prediction.
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Some examples of peak discharge equations are given by MacDonald and Langridge-Monopolis
(MacDonald and Landgridge-Monopolis, 1984) and more recently Froehlich (Froehlich, 1995a,
Froehlich, 1995b, Froehlich and Tufail, 2004, Froehlich, 2008). The Froehlich (Froehlich, 1995b)
equation is given below:
(2-1)
Where
Q, Peak outflow (m3/s)
Vw Volume of water stored above breach invert at the time of failure (nr')
h, Depth of water above breach invert at the time of failure (m)
An extensive review by Wahl (Wahl, 2004) assessed the performance of different breach prediction
equations and, at the time of writing, remains the most recent assessment of empirical model
performance for peak discharge estimation. A more detailed investigation and discussion with
Wahl (Wahl, 2008b) identified some errors in this assessment indicating that the large bands of
uncertainty, suggested in original analysis, are likely to be under estimated. For the Froehlich
equation, the band of uncertainty around a hypothetical predicted value of 1 was approximately 0.4
to 2.4 for breach width and peak flow, and 0.4 to 7.3 for the timing.
2.3.1.2 Semi-physically based, analytical and parametric models
The large range of uncertainty associated with the non-physically based methods on one hand and
the complexity of the physically based methods on the other hand, prompted authors such as (Singh
and Scarlatos, 1989) and (Walder and O'Connor, 1997) to develop models based on physical
processes, but with simplified assumptions to represent the failure of embankment dams.
The purpose of these models is to improve the prediction capability by including some of the
physical processes involved in the failure without unduly complicating the computation procedure.
Assumptions usually include use of a weir equation to represent the flow over the embankment,
and hence that critical flow conditions exist on the embankment crest. The breach growth process
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is also assumed to be time dependent, but with simplifying assumptions.
Models, based on these assumptions, can be used to estimate the outflow hydro graph through a
breached embankment. However, these models often also require input of erosion rate for the
growth of breach or time to, and the fmal dimensions of, a breach shape. Some models then simply
predict a growth pattern to fit these parameters and subsequently produce a flood hydrograph.
However, input parameters are not easy to estimate and can be subjective. Thus their values may
vary depending upon the user. Hence, whilst these models appear to provide a more accurate
prediction of the flood hydrograph in comparison to empirical equations, they simply reflect the
data provided by the user and hence can also include large degrees of uncertainty.
2.3.1.3 Physically based models
Physically based models differ significantly from the empirical, analytical and parametric models
described above. Physically based numerical models simulate the failure of embankments based on
the processes observed during failure, such as the flow regimes, erosion and slope instability
processes. In the last four decades many models have been developed to simulate the failure of
embankments. These models differ in their complexity, assumptions involved, and techniques used.
A summary of these models is given in Table 2-5.
Some authors (Kahawita, 2007) subdivide physically based models into empirical and theoretical
models, based upon the degree of use of empirical relationships within the model versus theoretical
processes. A recent example of a physically based, empirical model is given as SIMBA (Hanson et
al., 200Sc, Temple et al., 2005). SIMBA predicts the growth and progression of headcut advance
through cohesive material, so predicting the stages of breach formation, flood hydro graph and
breach dimensions. The model is based around the use of an erodibility coefficient for the
embankment soil, the value of which is determined experimentally. Four different stages of
headcut erosion are predefmed in the model simulation (Figure 2-6).
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Examples of physically based, theoretical models include FIREBIRD (Wang and Kahawita, 2002,
Wang et al., 2006) and HR BREACH (Mohamed, 2002, Morris et al., 2009a). These models
endeavour to use theoretical relationships to simulate the physical processes. However, invariably
there is always a degree of empirical relationships embedded within the models, since modelling
"factors" or coefficients are generally included at the detailed level of model simulation (e.g. weir
discharge coefficients).
The advantages of using physically based models include:
• observed breach growth processes are simulated, generally incorporating aspects of
hydraulics, sediment transport, soil mechanics and structural behaviour;
• an estimate of the outflow hydrograph and breach growth process are predicted, without (in
more recent models (2000 onwards - see Table 2-5» predefining or constraining the
predicted growth process or requiring the user to define critical breach parameters;
• uncertainties within individual processes or parameters may be included within the model.
The disadvantages of using physically based models typically include:
• Computer programs are required; model runtimes can become quite long as the simulation
of processes becomes more complex;
• Current computing power means that 1D / pseudo 20 models incorporating hydraulics,
sediments, soil mechanics and structural stability are feasible; 20 / pseudo 3D models
incorporating all of these elements are being considered and developed, but are not yet
practical for industry use in terms of model run time or validated in terms of improved
performance (relative to the faster ID models).
An example of an early, widely used physically based model is given by the NWS (DAMBRK)
BREACH model (Fread, 1984, Fread, 1988b). Developments in understanding of breach
processes, soil mechanics and computing power mean that more recent models, such as SIMBA,
FIREBIRD and HR BREACH now offer more rigorous analyses.
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2.3.2Current state of the art and research initiatives
The history of numerical model development is highlighted well by the summary of models
presented in Table 2-5 below. This summarises the development of numerical breach models to
2007, starting with a model produced in 1965 (Cristofano, 1965). Whilst a considerable number of
models are listed here, it is inevitable that others exist. The listing provided here builds from the
earlier review work by Mohamed (Mohamed, 2002) updated with recent review findings from
D'Eliso, Kahawita, Zhu and Morris (D'Eliso, 2007, Kahawita, 2007, Morris et al., 2009a, Zhu,
2006).
The list of models under Table 2-5 reflects the wide number of researchers that have worked to try
and provide a reliable method for predicting breach. A number of trends and observations can be
identified when looking at this table:
• The method of flow calculation typically varies between solutions of the St Venant
equations (typically 1D, but more recently, 2D) and the use of simplified equations or weir
flow formulae;
• Until the last 10 years (2000 onwards), most models used equilibrium sediment transport
equations rather than sediment erosion equations;
• Many models predefme the shape of the breach which include triangular, rectangular,
trapezoidal and parabolic;
• Many models ignore slope stability;
• The model descriptions do not easily reflect the degree of complexity of the model
calculations; a mixture of simple and more complex models are listed.
A summary of researchers and initiatives since Fread's work on DAMBRK and the NWS
BREACH model in the 1980s (Fread, 1988b) is given in Table 2-6. Note that this focuses on work
relating to breach prediction and does not include research on internal erosion.
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Table 2-6 Major research initiatives supporting breach model development
Fread I NWS Breach (National Weather Service (NWS» (mid 1980s onwards)
Fread of NWS developed the original US DAMBRK code in the early 1980s (Fread, 1984). This
code included the NWS BREACH model (Fread, 1988b) and revisions to the code were made in
later years. Development of this model occurred with the start of widespread use of personal
computers and the code proved very popular, particularly since it was freely provided. The code
was used worldwide and a variation was adopted in the UK called DAMBRK UK (DoE, 1991)
although this did not modify the breach model in any way.
Visser I BRES (Technical University of Delft (TUD» (1990's onwards)
Visser has undertaken a series of research projects investigating breach formation. His work
produced the BRES model (Dutch for breach). BRES(1998) (Visser, 1998a) addressed breach
through sand dikes whilst BRES(2006) (Zhu, 2006) addresses breach through clay dikes. The
earlier work on sand dikes was underpinned by large scale testing of breach through a sand dike
constructed across a tidal inlet at Zwin.
Wahl (US Bureau of Reclamation) (1990s onwards)
Wahl has worked on a range of dam safety related issues for the last 20 years (Wahl, 1998). His
work related to breach initially focussed on the analysis of peak discharge equations from breach
(Wahl, 2004, Wahl, 2008b). Between 2005-2010 Wahl coordinated the CEATI (Centre for
Energy Advancement through Technological Innovation) facilitated Dam Safety Interest Group
(DSrG) project on breach modelling (Wahl et al., 2008). The goals of this work included
collation of laboratory and field data on breach (Courivaud, 2007b, Wahl, 2007), identification
of promising breach models for evaluation (Kahawita, 2007) and evaluation of breach model
performance with the aim of supporting industry development and uptake (Wahl, 2009). Since
2005, research has also focussed on comparing and analysing different erodibility measurement
equipment (Wahl, 2008a) (underpinning both breach and internal erosion research).
Mohamed I Hassan & Morris I HR BREACH (HR Wallingford) (Late 1990s onwards)
Hassan (formerly referenced as Mohamed) undertook initial research and development of the HR
BREACH model (Mohamed, 1998, Mohamed, 2002). This was undertaken in parallel with the
European research projects CADAM (1998-2001) and IMPACT (2001-2004) (see below).
Morris coordinated the CADAM (Morris, 2000) and IMPACT projects (Morris, 2005) along
with breach research under the FLOODsite project (Morris et al., 2009a) which underpinned
development of the next generation of the HR BREACH model (as reported in this thesis).
European Framework Research 1998 - 2009
These European funded research projects all included research related to different aspects of
breach initiation and growth:
CADAM (1998-2001) [www.hrwallingford.co.uk] - Concerted Action on Dambreak Modelling:
Identified current state of practice and gaps in knowledge
IMPACT (2001-2004) [www.impact-project.net] - Investigation of extreme flood processes
and uncertainty: A programme of research looking at breach formation, flood propagation, debris
and sediments and modelling uncertainty. As part of the breach research,S large scale field tests
(Vaskinn et al., 2004a) and 22 laboratory tests (Hassan et al., 2004) were undertaken.
Comparisons of the performance of various breach models were undertaken.
FLOODsite (2004-2009) [www.floodsite.net] - Integrated flood risk analysis and management
methodologies: Breach research here focussed upon wave induced breach initiation processes
and detailed analysis of the IMPACT project data. New versions of the BRES and HR
BREACH models were produced; research models simulating wave induced breach were also
produced. Breach data from the IMPACT project was reviewed and issues identified (Hassan
and Morris, 2008).
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European Framework Research 2009 - 2013
Temple, Hanson & Tejral I SITES I SIMBA I WINDAM (USDA-ARS-HERU) (1980s
onwards)
Temple & Hanson undertook, and continue to conduct, an extensive, long term programme of
research into the performance of earth embankments and small dams at the US Department of
Agriculture, Agricultural Research Service, Hydraulic Engineering Research Unit centre at
Stillwater, Oklahoma, US. Their test facilities allow for construction and testing of
embankments typically 2m high, with established vegetation (since most facilities are open air).
Research in the 1980/90s covering performance of vegetation and soil erosion; more recently
(90s onwards) the work has focussed on soil erosion, headcut growth and most recently pipe
formation through embankments. Hanson is responsible for the development of jet testing
equipment for measuring soil erodibility, ~, subsequently used within the Hanson erosion
equations (Hanson and Hunt, 2006). This research work underpins the development of breach
models simulating headcut advance through embankments. The SITES headcut model was
originally developed, and more recently the SIMBA breach model which will be integrated
within the WINDAM package (Temple et al., 2006).
Dam Safety Interest Group (DSIG) Breach Modelling Project (2006 - 2010)
The CEATI facilitated DSIG breach modelling project adopts many of the concepts applied
under the earlier IMPACT project, but at a larger, more international scale (Wahl et al., 2008).
Actions under the project included a review of breach models and identification of the most
promising for potential industry use (Kahawita, 2007); review and collation of data available for
breach model testing and calibration (Courivaud, 2007b); and evaluation of breach model
performance and potential for integration into flow modelling packages for wider industry use
(Wahl,2oo9).
The IJKDIJK Project (2006 onwards)
The Ijkdijk [www.ijkdijk.eu] is a facility in the Netherlands to test dikes and to develop sensor
network technologies for early warning systems. In studies of dike stability, about eighty dikes
will be destroyed aiming to, ultimately, derive a relation between the various sensor readings and
dike performance. The research on IJK.DIJK is not focussed directly at breach model
development, but at understanding the soil state and processes that lead to failure and hence
processes that future versions of breach models might want to incorporate.
UrbanFlood (2009 - 2012) (www.urbanflood.eu). The UrbanFlood project is an EU funded
project under the leT area of Framework Programme 7. The focus of the research is on the
development of a sensor system embedded within flood embankments and linked wirelessly to
the Internet and cloud computing facilities to allow real time analysis of embankment state and
subsequently, real time analysis of flood risk. The flood risk assessment is made by analysing
the probability of embankment failure, linked to breach prediction, flood inundation and flood
impact models. The system will support routine asset management, event warning and event
management systems.
FloodProBE (2009-2013) (www.floodprobe.eu). The FloodProBE project is an EU funded
project under the environment call of Framework Programme 7. The focus is on flood risk
management in the urban area, which includes analysis of processes affecting flood embankment
performance. Aspects of relevance to breach modelling include analysis of internal erosion
processes and soil erodibility, performance of flood defence structure transitions, and the
performance of flood embankment grass cover.
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2.4 Identifying and understanding key physical processes
In order to develop and assess the performance of a physically based predictive breach model it is
important that there is first a clear understanding of the physical processes that occur during real
embankment or dam failure. Sections 2.2 and 2.3 have emphasised some of the confusion and
misconceptions that exist in relation to predicting breach growth, and in particular to predicting
breach shape and the way in which the embankment structure erodes. Since the breaching process
depends upon complex interactions between soil, water and structure, evaluation of these three
processes simultaneously becomes very difficult in laboratory studies. Hence research performed
in laboratories at small scale is particularly at risk of misrepresenting the correct physical processes
(Morris and Hassan, 2005a). Missing the significance of soil state on erodibility and hence overall
breach behaviour (Section 2.2.2) is also a common failing (Morris et al., 2008, Wahl, 2007).
Hence, the most useful data for understanding breach processes is that collected from large scale
tests or real events. Since large scale testing is expensive, and data from real events is not often
recorded to the degree of detail and accuracy required, such data is difficult to find.
However, the programme of breach research under the European IMPACT Project (www.impact-
proiect.net) comprised a series of five large scale field tests on up to 6m high dams, a programme
of 22 smaller scale laboratory tests at 1:10 to field test scale dams, and an extensive programme of
numerical breach model testing and comparison (Morris and Hassan, 2005a). A considerable
amount of data was collected during this study. This data was not fully analysed during the
IMPACT project because the amount of data collected and extent of potential analysis proved far
more than had been anticipated and hence budgeted for. The data included survey data, DVDs with
video footage, flow and water level data and sensor data reflecting the time when movement
occurred at sensors embedded within the body of the dam. Hence, availability of this data provided
an opportunity for a more detailed review, which forms part of this thesis. The extensive video
footage from 36 project DVDs provided an invaluable record of breach initiation and formation
processes for a range of different load conditions, structure type and soil type and state. The video
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footage was recorded from various positions up and downstream of the breach, including some
from directly above the breach.
A detailed report on this review, including many screen shots detailing specific breaching
processes, is referenced in Appendix 5 and is also registered as FLOODsite Report T06-08-11
(Morris, 2009). Key findings are summarised in Section 2.4.2. It should be noted that an
additional review of IMPACT Project data quality was also undertaken and a series of issues were
identified relating to much of the test data. It was found that there were inconsistencies between
the data provided during the IMPACT project, and hence reported within the IMPACT project
reports, and that reported after the event by Statkraft Groner, who undertook the field work. The
source of error appears to arise from the difference between specified and as built test conditions.
In some tests these differences were significant and related to the embankment geometry as well as
soil parameters. Findings from this review are reported under FLOODsite Report T04-08-04
(Hassan and Morris, 2008). Any readers wishing to access and use the IMPACT Project data
should refer to this report as it provides recommendations as to corrections and clarifications to the
IMPACT data sets and additional information regarding the field test conditions.
2.4.1 Analysis of the IMPACT project breach data
Key IMPACT project reports (available from the project website: www.impact-project.net) are:
I. The IMPACT Project: Final Technical Report (Morris, 2005);
2. IMPACT: WP2 Technical Summary Report (Morris et al., 2005);
3. IMPACT: Breach Formation Technical Report (WP2) (Morris and Hassan, 2005a);
4. IMPACT: Summary of breach formation field tests (Vaskinn et al., 2005).
The large scale field tests were undertaken in Norway, at a remote site close to the Arctic Circle
(Vaskinn et al., 2004a). The test site (Figure 2-12) comprised a reach of river, where the test
embankment was built, with a large reservoir, and hence flow control structure, upstream.
Downstream from the test site the river widened into a small lake. The stage-volume relationship
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at the test site allowed for a volume of approximately 70,OOOm3of water to be retained behind a 6m
high test embankment. Hence, the 70,OOOm3of retained water plus any released from the upstream
reservoir could be used during a test to create a breach.
Whilst five large scale tests were undertaken as part of the IMPACT project, additional tests were
also undertaken as part of a parallel Norwegian funded national project. The five IMPACT project
tests are summarised in Table 2-7.
Figure 2-12 Aerial view of the Ressvass dam breach test site (IMPACT project)
Table 2-7 Summary of IMPACT project breach field tests
No Ref!rence Height Descril!.tion Failure initiation
1 Testl-02 6m Homogeneous cohesive structure (clay) Overtopping
2 Test2C-02 Srn Homogeneous non-cohesive structure (gravel) Overtopping
3 Testl-03 6m Composite structure (gravel with moraine core) Overtopping
4 Test2-03 6m Composite structure (gravel with moraine core) Piping
(Overtopping)
S Test3-03 4.5m Homogeneous structure {moraine} PiEing
The writer coordinated the IMPACT project and hence all the data were readily available. A set of
36 DVDs was provided to the IMPACT project upon completion of the work in Norway by
SWECO (formerly Statkraft Groner, a partner within the project). The DVDs provide video
footage from cameras in different locations for different tests, but generally provide views from
upstream and downstream left or right banks. For one test aerial footage directly above the breach
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is also available, which shows the critical point when erosion of the downstream face cuts through
the upstream edge of the dam crest. The video footage was analysed in detail as part of this
research, with the observations summarised in Section 2.4.2 below. This analysis allowed different
stages of the breaching process to be identified. In addition, data from three of the tests was
provided to the Dam Safety Interest Group modelling project for use in model performance
evaluation (Chapter 8; Appendix 3).
2.4.2 Summary of observed processes
Table 2-8, Table 2-9 and Table 2-10 provide a summary of the processes observed from analysis of
the five field tests (Morris, 2005, Vaskinn et al., 2004b). These summarise breach initiation and
growth processes observed in relation to flow, erosion and structure response respectively. A series
of screen shots showing selected processes referenced in these tables are included in Figure 2-13,
Figure 2-14 and Figure 2-15. More detailed versions of these tables, which include links to screen
shots for each of the observed processes, are available in FLOODsite report T06-08-11 (Morris,
2009) under Table 8-1, Table 8-2 and Table 8-3. These are then followed by a discussion of the
significance of these processes in relation to breach modelling methods and subsequently
recommended approaches for future breach model development (as summarised in Section 3 of this
thesis).
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Table 2-8 Flow related processes observedfrom IMPACT field test video footage
No. Observed flow related process
1 Broad crested weir flow (in notch)
2 Modified broad crested weir flow, with flow entering breach across embankment side slopes
as well as directly through the mouth
3 Round or even sharp crested weir flow - weir shape modifies during crest erosion and as head
cut erodes back through upstream crest edge
4 Braided surface flow (around rocks and cutting gullies)
5 Converging flow - flow behaviour as with a point sink (smooth glassy flow surface)
6 Asymmetric converging flow behaviour as approach velocity changes
7 Flow parallel to crest along embankment faces either side of breach opening
8 Turbulent flow (up welling) against face of embankment either side of breach opening
9 Elongated vortices created along base of either face within the breach
10 Central jet emerging through converging flow in breach as embankment erodes down and
greater flow can pass directly through the converging and falling flow
11 Seepage and piping through cracks and fissures developing within remaining embankment
sections
12 Upstream vortices into mouth of submerged pipe through embankment
13 Culvert / pipe flow behaviour for flow through enlarging pipe (in relation to varying up and
downstream water levels)
14 Minor and transient disturbances to breach flow as large blocks collapse into central breach
area and are removed
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a. Erosion of surface layer; flow eroding fines b. Broad crested weir flow cascading into head
from between larger rocks cut through clay embankment
c. Flow converging to point shortly after erosion d. Flow vortices and undercutting along the toe
cuts through upstream crest of each eroding breach face
e. Central jet of water flattens as erosion removes f. Secondary seepage and erosion as breach
upstream embankment material results in tension cracking and progressive block
failure
Figure 2-13 Screen shots showing selectedjlow related processes
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Table 2-9 Erosion related processes observed from IMPA C'I'field test video footage
No. Observed erosion related process
I Headcut erosion was observed in 3 of the 5 tests; surface erosion was observed in I of the 5
tests and piping occurred for the remaining test.
2 Headcut erosion allowed erosion of a stepped or near vertical face to cut back into the
upstream crest leading to a relatively sudden and catastrophic collapse of the eroding breach
section.
3 Surface erosion allowed progressive erosion of the embankment material leading to (what
appeared to be) a less catastrophic failure of the embankment section.
4 Headcut erosion was observed in frozen gravel (non-cohesive) material. The geometry was
very rigid with vertical cut sides and a single step back to failure.
5 Three types of sediment erosion / removal were observed, consistent with Mostafa (Mostafa
et al., 2008); these were sediment erosion, mass erosion and soil wasting. Sediment erosion
occurred through particles within the flow. Mass erosion occurred where small blocks of clay
or soil were removed (often during the initial overtopping phase). Soil wasting occurred
where large blocks of embankment failed into the breach flow and were rapidly removed by
the high energy flow.
6 Significant erosion of the upstream face of the embankment on either side of the breach was
observed, with converging flow running parallel to the embankment crest into the breach area.
7 Block failure occurred through undercutting of the breach side faces by highly turbulent,
elongated vortex flow which arose due to strong flow convergence through the breach and
which ran along the eroding toes of the breach side faces. This is consistent with other
research observations (Mingsen et al., 1993).
8 Pipe formation could only be observed from the outside, but demonstrated removal of
sediment through 'sediment erosion', arching of the embankment soil and collapse of the
downstream embankment progressively from the pipe outlet backwards to the crest.
9 Soil wasting also occurred where the force of flow near to the breach helped to created
tension cracks in the remaining embankment sections, allowing erosion within the cracks and
shear failure of the blocks in response to the high pressure of flow.
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a. Initial surface erosion of sediment b. Early stages of mass erosion (small lumps
being removed)
c. Substantial head cut erosion into 6m high clay d. Head cut in heavily compacted and potentially
embankment frozen (non-cohesive) gravel material
e. Surface erosion at crest - onset of breach f. Block failure leading to soil wasting - this
formation as erosion cuts through upstream edge block completely removed within 3s of frame
of crest
Figure 2-14 Screen shots showing selected erosion related processes
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Table 2-10 Structure related processes observed from IMPACT field test video footage
No. Observed structure relatedprocess
1 Tension cracks develop within the crest and slopes of the embankment as breach formation
occurs (prompting soil wasting along these lines)
2 The exposed ends of the embankment (facing into the breach) showed signs of slumping and
rotation into the breach. As large blocks were created through cracking, those most exposed
to the breach flow also showed signs of sliding before eventual failure.
3 Breach sides remained vertical, near vertical or undercut. Erosion within the breach leading to
soil wasting created undercut sections just prior to failure.
4 Arching of the soil structure was observed during the piping test (and also obscured erosion
during the failed piping tests). During the single test, no signs of crest disturbance were
observed right up to the point of crest failure.
5 Pipe migration from the base of the embankment towards to top of the embankment occurred
for the failed piping test.
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a. Tension crack forming in crest; embankment b. Tension cracks develop into block failure.
ends rotating into breach Pressure of flow sliding and rotating blocks
c. Soil block fails and rotates into breach flow d. Breach sides remain vertical or undercut
(removed completely within lOs) during the breach formation process
e. Overhanging remains of embankment made f. Arching effect during pipe formation delays
from non cohesive material at test completion roof collapse
Figure 2-15 Screen shots showing selected structure related processes
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Based upon the review of processes observed from the field tests, the following points may be
concluded:
1. The flow processes that occur during breach initiation and growth are complex and three
dimensional. Elongated vortices tend to form along the breach faces, actively eroding and
undercutting the breach sides;
2. The flow processes vary according to the different stages in breach initiation and growth and
depend upon the eroding embankment geometry, size of breach and up and downstream water
levels;
3. A range of flow processes and controls can occur at any given time during the formation
process, as embankment and breach geometry is rarely regular, and approach flow conditions
are not normally symmetric and uniform;
4. Overall erosion behaviour falls into one of two main categories: head cut erosion or surface
erosion;
5. Factors dictating whether head cut or surface erosion occurs are not clear, but seemingly
related to soil strength or erosion resistance;
6. The rate of release of flood water (i.e. nature of failure event) differs between head cut and
surface erosion (but also probably as a function of upstream storage volume and water level);
7. Most of the erosion processes occur simultaneously at any given time;
8. Soil wasting through block failure appears to be a significant physical process through which
breach formation and widening occurs;
9. Sediment erosion and removal is not uniform or steady. High energy flow typically removes
soil blocks that fall into the breach within seconds;
10. The structure response to breach formation appears to guide where subsequent block failure
will occur (through the creation of tension cracks). The tensile strength of the material
therefore plays an important role here;
11. The sizes of soil blocks tend to follow the embankment geometry, comprising blocks (the full
depth of the embankment to undercutting flow) that are the width of the crest section, upstream
or downstream slope sections, or a combination of two or all of these.
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Considering these points in relation to breach model development:
Complex Interactions
It can be seen that the processes of breach initiation and growth comprises complex interactions
between flow, soil erosion and structure response processes. An error in predicting any of these
'components' can significantly affect the results of breach modelling. This error might arise from
the modelling methodology itself or the data used to describe the embankment and hydraulic
conditions.
An alternative approach to the deterministic prediction of these specific processes is to adopt a
probabilistic approach in the simulation of breach. Hence a distribution of possible answers will be
provided rather than a single deterministic solution. This approach is better suited to situations
with complex interactions and a lack of knowledge of embankment soil parameters and state.
However, there are likely to be conflicting demands from industry for different types of breach
model. Predictive breach models will be required to work in parallel with predictive flow models,
whilst probabilistic breach models will provide additional information and understanding for
situations where in-depth breach studies are appropriate.
Model development: Two broad lines of model development can be envisaged; deterministic
and probabilistic, or a combination of the two. For predictive models an appropriate balance
between all three processes (flow, erosion and structure) needs to be established within the breach
model, so that a consistent level of detailed inputs that are of adequate accuracy is adopted
throughout the model leading to the final breach prediction.
To date probabilistic approaches related to breach have tended to focus on breach location within
flow systems, rather than detailed analysis of a single breach case (Sayers and Meadowcroft, 2005).
In these cases, even simpler breach models or assumptions tend to be used because of limitations in
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computing power. Research under the Flood Risk Management Research Consortium 2
programme is investigating this aspect of breach (Spagni et al., 2009, van Damme, 2010). Hassan
developed a Monte Carlo option within the original HR BREACH model that allows the user to
specify breach parameter distributions and then analyse result distributions (Mohamed, 2002) and
application of this is demonstrated on the Taus Dam case study within the IMPACT project
research (Morris and Hassan, 2005b). Development of more refined probabilistic methods for
breach analysis has not been undertaken; uncertainty regarding true breach physical processes and
the selection of relevant soil parameters may have influenced this.
Flow Simulation
3D flow simulation would be most appropriate for simulating the complex flow conditions within a
breach. However, to predict overall breach behaviour requires flow, erosion and structure response
to be simulated; full 3D simultaneous simulation of these processes is not yet possible within a
reasonable (industry acceptable) model run time, hence simplifications remain necessary in
practice. (This conclusion is drawn from initial observations of model run times for simple breach
conditions conducted by EDF as part of the Dam Safety Interest Group breach modelling project
(Theriot, 2008».
Where 20 flow simulation is possible, either 2D-H or 2D-V will provide a refmement upon 10
simulation, but will also miss key processes. 2D-H will allow for flow contraction into the breach
but will miss flow dropping through the breach and the vortex behaviour leading to soil wasting
within the breach. 2D-V will miss flow contraction and vortex behaviour.
Where only 10 flow simulation is practicable, then modifications to allow for contraction and
evolving weir profile may allow some improvement ofthe flow calculation.
It is clear from all of the tests that the earlier, traditional assumption of trapezoidal breach flow is
unrealistic; breaches have vertical or undercut sides, hence flow should be calculated accordingly.
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Model development: Whilst 3D simulation of flow is appropriate for breach conditions, it is
recognised that this is not yet practicable (in conjunction with 3D erosion processes and 3D
structure response). Where possible 2D flow simulation (2D-H) should be adopted to account for
flow contraction when approaching the breach. If ID flow is adopted, then calculation should take
into account the varying flow conditions and the evolving breach section.
Erosion Simulation
A number of different types of erosion have been observed (sediment erosion, mass erosion and
soil wasting). All occur within a very transient and dynamic environment. Soil erosion occurs -
not equilibrium sediment transport - hence mass conservation is not observed for numerical
modelling.
The rate of breach growth and widening would appear to depend upon the rate of soil wasting. This
in turn depends upon the size and frequency of block failure, dependent upon the breach toe
erosion process and tension cracking within the embankment. Erosion also depends (of course)
upon the erodibility of the soil in question and hence erodibility and how this may vary within a
soil, or through different layers of soil, needs to be included within the model.
Model development: A better understanding of structure response, tension cracking and soil
wasting is required in order to refine model prediction. Current state of the art models that consider
soil wasting do so on an individual section by section basis (Le. 2D analysis of stability rather than
3D) whilst tests show that failure tends to occur by geometric regions such as within the crest or
slope areas, implying a 3D process. Breach models should be developed to allow for variations in
soil erodibility to be considered.
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Structure Simulation
The susceptibility and response of the structure to breach formation needs to be considered as an
integral part of the breach model. This is linked closely to the simulation of erosion processes,
since processes such as tension cracking, soil wasting, block sliding etc. arise in response to the
preceding erosion.
The accuracy of predicting breach formation and widening might be improved by a closer
inspection and more detailed analysis of the embankment sections adjacent to the breach. In
particular, how these sections erode during the early dynamic flow stages, crack due to loss of
structural integrity and slide through pressure of the approaching flow. Understanding how these
processes occur and support breach development would allow a better representation of the
processes to be developed. Links between field observations (site inspections), measured data and
the risk of breach could also be developed to support flood risk management activities. Research
under the EU UrbanFlood project is currently developing real time modelling systems to predict
flood risk based upon measured field data, collected in real time by sensors embedded in the flood
embankments (Krzhizhanovskaya et al., 2010). Cost effective methods for the provision of real
time embankment data makes the inclusion of these breach processes within future models feasible.
Structural behaviour of an embankment is also highly dependent upon soil type and state.
Simulation of soil erodibility and how it may vary within a homogeneous embankment, or change
between different material layers or construction layers, may help to improve breach model
accuracy.
Model development: Breach models should include greater detail regarding the response of the
structure to breach formation. Analysis should include an assessment of when and where soil
blocks might form. Rates of erosion should also relate to varying soil erodibility as a function of
soil type and / or state.
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2.4.3 Effect of freezing on breach growth
The IMPACT project field test on a dam constructed from non cohesive material provided an
interesting special case because of the freezing conditions under which the test was undertaken.
The dam showed very clear headcut erosion despite, in theory, being a non cohesive and potentially
highly erodible material. Whilst heavy compaction helped to improve resistance to erosion, the
freezing conditions most likely significantly affected behaviour (Figure 2-16). Breach formation
through headcut rather than surface erosion changes the timing and shape of the breach flood
hydrograph.
Figure 2-16 Enlargement of Figure 2-14d showing headcut through frozen non cohesive material
This finding has implications for breach modelling under extreme climatic conditions and hence
should also be of interest when considering potential climate change effects on breaching
processes. Extremes of temperature will affect soil state by changing moisture content. Under very
hot conditions, moisture will reduce and cracking will be an increased risk. Under very low
temperatures, as shown here, there is the potential for freezing the moisture within the soil
structure. Climatic changes will also affect any surface vegetation, which will in turn affect soil
moisture retention and hence erosion behaviour. Whilst specific climate change impacts such as
these are not considered further within this thesis, they will require closer analysis in future in order
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to determine the real effect that climate change has, or will have, on the performance of flood
embankments and dams, and hence allow the assessment of future variations in flood risk.
2.5 Evaluating breach model performance
In undertaking any model development it is necessary to evaluate model performance to establish
an absolute measure of performance and to ensure that any developments have made a positive
contribution. During the IMPACT project, considerable work was undertaken to try and assess the
relative performance for a number of breach models against the various field and laboratory test
data. This concept was recently adopted and taken further by the Dam Safety Interest Group
(DSIG) Breach Modelling project (Wahl et al., 2008). The writer participated in this project, using
the international expert meetings to discuss and develop breach modelling concepts and the
selected test case data for HR BREACH model development and evaluation.
2.5. 1The Dam Safety Interest Group Breach Modelling project
The CEATI facilitated Dam Safety Interest Group (DSIG) comprises an international group of dam
owners that undertakes collaborative research on a wide range of topics. Since 2004 the DSIG has
been working to facilitate the development and deployment of a physically-based embankment dam
breach model. A working group and project was initiated in 2004 with a plan for three phases of
work comprising (I) information gathering; (II) breach model evaluation; and (III) model
refinement and integration. These actions are consistent with recommendations from a US review
of dam failure analysis needs (Hanson et al., 2001a) and efforts under the IMPACT project to
review and evaluate breach models (Morris and Hassan, 2005a).
In Phase I, three activities were completed comprising (1) development of a database of case
studies suitable for use in breach model testing; (2) a review of laboratory and field testing
programmes to identify data sets that could be used for breach model testing and evaluation, and
(3) a review of computational breach models to identify those models which could serve as the
foundation for a next-generation breach modelling tool (Wahl et al., 2008)
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The conclusion from Activity 3 of the Phase I work (Kahawita, 2007) was the recommendation to
evaluate the performance of 3 specific breach models (Table 2-11), namely:
• SIMBA - Under development at the USDA-ARS Hydraulic Engineering Research Unit,
Stillwater, Oklahoma. (Hanson et al., 2005c, Temple et al., 2005);
• HR-BREACH - Under development at HR Wallingford, UK. (Mohamed, 2002, Mohamed
et al., 2002);
• FIREBIRD BREACH - Under development at Montreal Polytechnic. (Wang and
Kahawita, 2002, Wang et al., 2006).
Model Erosion modes
Table 2-11 Summary of basic model characteristics (Wahl et al., 2008)
Erosion processes
SIMBA Homogeneous cohesive Overtopping
Embankment types
HR-BREACH Homogeneous cohesive, or
simple composite
embankments with non-
cohesive zones, surface
protection (grass or rock)
and cohesive core
Overtopping,
piping
FIREBIRD
BREACH
Homogeneous, cohesive or Overtopping
non-cohesive
Head cut formation, deepening,
and upstream advancement;
lateral widening
Surface erosion or head cut
erosion.
Variety of sediment transport I
erosion equations and multiple
methods for application.
Discrete breach growth using
bending, shear, sliding and
overturning failure of soil
masses
Surface erosion.
Coupled equations for
hydraulics and sediment
transport
Evaluation of these models was undertaken using a set of seven test cases, drawn from a variety of
data sources, comprising 2 tests from the US Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Research
Service laboratory (USDA-ARS, Stillwater, Oklahoma), 3 tests from the European IMPACT
project and 2 real dam failure case studies (Courivaud, 2007b). These data sets are summarised in
Table 2-12 and presented in more detail in Section 8 and Appendix 3.
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These tests provide a range of challenges for the models, since they cover a range of material types
and condition plus additional factors that will have affected the breach initiation and growth
processes.
The ARS tests provide very reliable data (both for construction and test conditions) relating to the
failure of earth embankments via the head cut process. Whilst the first test comprises a sandy soil
that is relatively erodible, the second contains a higher degree of clay, is far less erodible and does
not reach the breach formation stage during the test. Both embankments include grass cover which
delays the onset of surface erosion and head cut formation.
Name & Source
Table 2-12 Summary of DSIG test data used for model evaluation
CommentDescription
ARS#l
ARS#2
IMPACT Clay
(Field Test#l /
Testl-02)
IMPACT Gravel
(Field Test#2 /
Test2C-02)
2m high, homogeneous embankment
constructed from silty sand.
Includes grass cover.
Controlled construction.
Head cut failure occurs
2m high, homogeneous embankment Controlled construction.
constructed from clay-loam. Head cut starts, but failure does not
Includes grass cover. occur within timeframe
5.9m high homogeneous
embankment with -25% clay
content.
No surface protection (grass etc.)
5.0m high homogeneous
embankment constructed from
gravel (D50 4.75mm)
Very wet construction. Variable
compaction.
Head cut failure.
High degree of compaction.
Freezing conditions.
Head cut failure occurs
IMPACT Composite 5.9m high composite embankment Mixture head cut and surface
(Field Test#3 / constructed from moraine core with erosion failure
Testl-03) rock fill cover layer
Oros Dam (Brazil)
BanqiaoDam
(China)
35.5m high zoned dam with mass
clay core, sand and rock fill
shoulders
24.5m high zoned dam with clay
core and earth shoulders. Failed
during construction - condition at
failure uncertain.
Real dam failure case study
Uncertainty within data means test
data are calculated / estimated
Real dam case study. Limited data
(for example, core geometry
unknown) hence test data are
calculated / estimated
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The IMPACT project tests were at a large scale but have a higher degree of uncertainty regarding
soil state (Hassan and Morris, 2008). In particular, the clay test was constructed during a very wet
period, hence the clay was soft with a very high moisture content. The gravel test was constructed
with a very high degree of compaction, but was conducted during late autumn during freezing
conditions. It was clear that this affected at least the surface layer of the dam. Analysis of the
composite test construction geometry suggests that this was more akin to a homogeneous
embankment with a surface layer of rock protection as compared to a rock fill dam with a moraine
core (Appendix 3).
Finally, both the Oros and Banqiao cases (Courivaud, 2007a, Courivaud, 2007c, Wikipedia
Contributors, 2011b) were real dams that failed and demonstrate the typical problems associated
with dambreak prediction, namely considerable uncertainty in all data describing the event. Test
conditions for these two cases were estimates based upon an analysis of limited recorded data
combined with observations from the event. For example, details of the material used for dam
construction are poor, and restricted to an indicative soil type. Details of the breach outflow are
back calculated from recorded and observed reservoir water levels. This means that small errors in
estimating the reservoir level with time result in large errors in estimated outflow due to the large
reservoir surface area.
2.6 Investigating the original HR BREACH model
A detailed review of the original HR BREACH model (Mohamed, 2002) was undertaken. A
summary of the key modelling processes covering flow calculation and sediment and section
erosion, including breach side slope stability, is provided in Appendix 1.
During this review a number of model performance issues were noted, modifications to the code
and run settings undertaken and rules established regarding use of the model. This, and later
research activities address some of the future research recommendations from Mohamed
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(Mohamed, 2002). Key issues and actions arising from the initial review of the original model were
as follows:
Explicit Modelling Solution - Space and Time Step Dependency
The modelling process of Mohamed (Mohamed, 2002) uses an explicit solution, which means that
the solution depends upon space and time steps defined by the modeller. Achieving an implicit
modelling solution that simultaneously solves for hydraulics, sediment transport and breach side
slope instability and soil wasting would require a far more complex modelling approach. At this
stage in model development and testing, it was thought appropriate to continue with the explicit
approach, but to check for any model performance limitations.
Testing the model for a range of space and time steps showed that there are zones of space and time
value combinations that result in poor model performance. In this instance, 'poor' is taken to be
the point where results from using the combined values of space and time show a significant trend
away from the observed test results. Within the 'acceptable' range of space and time values the
model results show slight dependency, but cluster around the observed test results. A basic rule to
ensure acceptable performance was found to be selection of a uniform section spacing (in metres)
that was, at most equivalent to the embankment crest width, but ideally half crest width. From a
physical perspective this is necessary in order to define the embankment crest profile. The
associated time step (in seconds) should be broadly equivalent to the section spacing (in metres).
Increasing the time step by a factor of 2 or 3 can be accepted where model run times become
limiting. The Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy condition (Courant et al., 1928) applies in principle here,
but is complicated through the inclusion of soil wasting from block failure within the breach.
Simplified Section Profiles
In order to optimise model run speed, the various combinations of hydraulic load condition and
potential flow section evolution and block failure were identified and then simplified to a minimum
number of section description points (Buchholzer, 2007).
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Modelling Tolerances
The breach model incorporates a senes of tolerance factors that define the degree to which
iterations continue to achieve numerical solutions at each time step. Some of these tolerances were
found to have a marked effect on modelling results; hence the values were revised to ensure
minimal influence. These tolerances were then set as default values within the modelling software.
It was noted that where model simulations showed no breach development or progression, yet
hydraulic load conditions were applied, the lack of initiation could relate to the use of specific
tolerance values. For example, where erosion at a section is found to be below the selected
tolerance level, then no section profile update is undertaken and hence no change to the breach
section will be seen. This will remain the case until tolerance values are exceeded by the load
condition.
2.6.1 HR BREACH model limitations
Evaluation of the HR BREACH model (Mohamed, 2002) under the IMPACT project concluded
that it was one of the better performing breach models at that time (Morris and Hassan, 2005a,
Morris et al., 2005). This conclusion was endorsed two years later by the selection of this model
(and two others) for further evaluation under the DSIG project (Kahawita, 2007). The approach
taken within the model to integrate flow, sediment erosion and structural behaviour has been built
on by others (Wang and Bowles, 2006b, Wang and Bowles, 2006c, Wang and Bowles, 2006d) but
significant improvements in performance have yet to be demonstrated. For example, Wang (Wang
and Bowles, 2006d) presents excellent performance of his model against the EU IMPACT project
data (Vaskinn et al., 2004b) but this was prior to published warnings about potential errors in the
IMPACT project data sets and test case conditions (Hassan and Morris, 2008). Hence, the model
performance appears to have been fitted to the data, rather than evaluated against it.
Whilst the original breach model (Mohamed, 2002) performance has been considered to be good in
comparison to many other breach models, there were a number of areas where the modelling
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process could be extended and improved. The initial review of model performance identified the
dependence of the modelling results upon the flow and sediment model used (1D explicit rather
than, say, 2D implicit scheme). However, it also highlighted the complexity of interactions that
occur between flow, erosion and structure behaviour; the timing of initiation, controlled by the
performance of surface layers, could also have a significant impact.
Since the underlying concept for original model development was to integrate flow, erosion and
structural processes to broadly the same degree of analytical complexity, any improvements should
try to maintain this concept. This approach supports the fact that the entire breach initiation and
growth process comprises complex interactions between different physical processes.
Consequently, the focus for model development should adopt a wide ranging approach, looking at
improvements in all process simulations rather than focussing just on, say, flow or erosion
prediction.
A more fundamental issue to consider, given the complex interdependencies, is whether a
physically based deterministic model is the best approach for simulating breach processes? It
might be argued that a probabilistic based approach to breach modelling is more appropriate given
the large number and magnitude of uncertainties spread throughout the modelling process. This
approach has been investigated by researchers such as (Morris and Hassan, 2005b, Yang, 1996b)
and can produce a spectrum of results as shown in Figure 2-17 below. This plot shows the number
of breach simulation results distributed by peak discharge value. The grouping of results to the left
demonstrates a large number of scenarios where the modelled outflow is significantly lower than
the distribution of results to the right. This group of results represents the scenarios where
catastrophic breaching did not occur, and hence the peak discharge value arises from overtopping
only. The group of results to the right show a wider distribution of peak outflow values. These
reflect different breach scenarios where the unique combination of parameter values for each run
results in a slightly different breach scenario. In this example, the peak outflow value varied from
around 15,OOOm3/sto 23,OOOmJ/s.The inset image shows an enlarged scale plot of these breach
scenarios. By providing a distribution of potential breach scenarios in this way the dam owner is
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able to appreciate the uncertainty within the breach prediction and perhaps use a range of scenarios
for emergency planning. Closer analysis of the data may also allow dependence of the predictions
on certain parameters to be identified and hence steps to be taken through which the likelihood of
catastrophic breach may be reduced. Such an approach can form part of risk analysis and
management for dam safety (Morris et al., 2011a). In practice, it is likely that both deterministic
and probabilistic approaches will be of value to meet the range of industry needs (see Section 1.1).
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Figure 2-17 Example of Monte Carlo analysis of breach formation
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3. Identifying gaps in knowledge and research priorities
3.1 Observations and conclusions from the literature review
Many of the publications produced emphasise the importance of accurately predicting breach to
support flood risk analysis for dams or flood embankments (Wahl, 1997) and then proceed to
develop a new model or method. The review of breach models (Section 2.3; Table 2-5) shows that
research into breaching processes and prediction has been undertaken for many decades in an
attempt to provide more reliable models. However, despite these many initiatives, the efforts often
uncover similar conclusions and recommendations, as shown by Wahl, Ralston and White (Section
3.2 below). This cycle of repetition goes back considerably further than a few decades; Bossut
(Bossut and Viallet, 1764) gave descriptions of how soil type affects embankment performance and
how care should be taken in selecting and placing soils in 1764, which would not be out of place
today. Hence, whilst numerous methods and models are produced (Table 2-5), real progress in
terms of improving prediction accuracy, is slow.
Reasons for this slow progress may be divided broadly into two categories:
1. general observations and factors and;
2. specific factors relating to the influence that material properties and condition have on the
breaching process (Morris et al., 2008).
3.2 General factors influencing progression of breach modelling
capability
Similar observations relating to beach growth processes may be seen in publications dating back
over the last six decades (Ralston, 1987, Wahl, 1997, White and Gayed, 1943). All authors agree
on the need to reliably predict breach in order to manage flood risk; Wahl (Wahl, 1997) starts with
the statement that "simulation of embankment dam breach events and the resulting floods are
crucial to characterizing and reducing threats to potential dam failures". The authors also describe
similar observations for the breaching processes. Wahl refers to the "predominant mechanisms of
headcut erosion, geotechnical slope failure and lateral erosion" whilst Ralston (Ralston, 1987)
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states that "it is necessary to understand the mechanism of embankment erosion", that "erosion of
cohesive soil occurs in single or a series of stair step cascades" and that "hydrodynamic and soil
mass wasting processes are involved". Ralston also recognises that "interest (in predicting
breach)...has existed for years, even centuries". However, subsequent investigations to produce a
better model rarely consider the full range of load conditions and soil types, resulting instead with a
model or method that offers a solution for only certain, limited breach conditions.
During the past few decades there have also been significant changes in science and technology
that should allow improvement in our ability to model or predict breach growth. These include the
development of concepts, tools and techniques in the field of geotechnical engineering and the
development of computers to aid predictive modelling. It is clear that both of these areas play an
integral part in our present ability to predict breach growth, however, improving capabilities within
both of these disciplines are not similarly reflected in breach modelling progression over the last
10-20 years; other factors must be dominant here.
The review of research highlights three recurring problems that undermine the development of
more reliable, generic breach modelling solutions. These are the:
i. Limitations in model applicability;
11. Use of incorrect modelling assumptions;
iii. Misapplication of models.
Limited model applicability
It has been shown in Section 2 that the overall breaching process is complex, with a number of
different stages and processes that are dependent upon the type of embankment design, material
and construction, and which are more or less relevant to different types of end user. Key
differences between breach initiation and growth processes related to material type (primarily rock
fill, non-cohesive and cohesive earth fill) have not always been clearly identified by researchers.
Many researchers focus on overtopping breach of non cohesive material, undertaking tests with
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sand in laboratory flumes. Results of this work are then published as a new breach modelling
solution without emphasising the limited scope of applicability of such a model. Such a model will
only simulate a surface erosion process, ignoring the headcut process that occurs with less erodible
material. In addition, unless details of the way in which the sand has been compacted are analysed,
the process of embankment surface flattening, steepening or parallel retreat may be reported as a
generic breach model solution, rather than a solution for those specific conditions. Consequently
these are often dismissed by later researchers who identify that the earlier model performs poorly in
comparison to new methods, when applied to a different data set. This does not necessarily mean
that the models are poor, rather than there is a failure to recognise the importance of material state
as well as type when developing and validating models, and that such models have very specific
limitations for application. It should be recognised that a majority of dams or flood embankments
are made from either cohesive or a mixture of cohesive and non cohesive material, hence a model
that simulates only sand erosion, only offers part of a generic solution for breach prediction.
Use of incorrect modelling assumptions
A common error with many models is the use of a predefined shape for the eroding breach section.
As shown in Table 2-5, the cross section of the breach used for flow calculation in models is often
given as trapezoidal or even triangular, when in practice it can see seen as very nearly rectangular,
with vertical or undercut breach side slopes. The effect of this error on breach prediction accuracy
will be 'site specific' since, as the breach widens, the error contribution from incorrect side slope
representation to the overall outflow prediction, reduces. However, changes in the breach initiation
process also affect the timing of overall breach development, which in tum can have a significant
impact on overall results (see Section 4.1).
The recent failure of a Hungarian tailings dam (Figure 3-1) provides a clear example of vertical
sides to a recent breach whilst the British Waterways archive of canal breach data also confirms
observations that breach sides are typically vertical during breach formation (British Waterways,
2005, British Waterways, 2010). Collapse of the side slopes after breaching has occurred helps to
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support the incorrect assumption of triangular or trapezoidal shape during the breach formation
process. Publications past and present (Froehlich, 2008, liles, 1977) propagate these perhaps
mistaken concepts. Naturally, use of a trapezoidal rather than rectangular flow section within a
breach model can noticeably affect the discharge calculation; complex interactions between soil,
water and structure mean that such changes can result in significantly different end results.
Figure 3-1 Vertical sides to breach through Hungarian tailings dam (BBC, 2010)
A further problem with some models is the inappropriate use of case study data to validate the
model. A good example of this is use of the Teton Dam failure which is often cited because it is
one of a few rare data sets that exist regarding the real failure of a large dam. However, the Teton
failure arose through a very specific failure process of seepage across a rock abutment (Muhunthan
and Pillai, 2008), leading to pipe formation and complete dam failure. The significance of breach
development against a rock abutment rather than in the body of the dam often appears overlooked.
As reported by Mohamed (Mohamed, 2002) and the IMPACT Project (Morris and Hassan, 2005a,
Morris and Hassan, 2005b) the location of a breach does noticeably affect the breach evolution rate
and hence the outflow hydrograph. One of the IMPACT Project laboratory tests investigated the
difference in the nature of breach growth between initiation at a central location and initiation
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adjacent to non erodible material (i.e. the flume side). The tests showed a measurable difference in
peak discharge (for the given test geometry) of approximately 13%, with the centrally located
breach resulting in the higher discharge (since the rate of breach growth was higher because
erosion could occur inboth directions simultaneously). A similar effect might be envisaged for the
Teton Dam failure which had non-erodible rock abutments. Hence, validation of a breach model
assuming unrestricted breach growth, but using the Teton data to validate, will lead to a systematic
error in the model.
Misapplication of models
Since breaching processes in relation to soil and structure type do not appear to be well understood
by researchers, model users, who may have far less detailed knowledge of the physical processes,
often misapply models in the search for a quick and easy solution.
A recent example of how modelling approaches can be misapplied is given by Tucker (Tucker and
Spencer, 2010) for the analysis of potential breach for the Herbert Hoover dike. In this paper, the
authors review different parametric equations, which are based upon dam rather than levee failure,
and consider how they might perform for the Herbert Hoover Dike (11110). The HlID comprises
143 miles oflevee, encircling Lake Okeechobee. The levees have an average height of 35ft (l0.7m)
and the lake has a large surface area of 720 miles2 (1,865km2) with an average retained depth of
10ft (3m) resulting in an average (and very large) retained volume of 5.6xl09 m). The authors
review a range of parametric equations, developed through analysis of historical dam failure, rather
than levee data, and choose to apply one of these equations rather than adopting a predictive model
as detailed in various European research initiatives (for example the work on dike breach by
Verheij (Verheij, 2002» or the OSlO project (Wahl, 2009). Further to this, the MIKEll model
(DHI Software, 2004) is also applied, apparently because it offers an integrated breach and flow
model, rather than because of the accuracy of the breach model. The author states "... it is probably
impossible to say it is the most accurate of all other prediction models, its dynamic link to MIKE21
FM (flexible mesh) makes it convenient and efficient to produce the products as tasked". This
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suggests selection of the model for ease of use rather than quality of performance. Having listed a
large number of possible analysis methods, a comparison of only Pugh (Pugh, 1985) and MIKEll
is made, giving similar results. However, it is clear from earlier discussion that use of some of the
other methods would have given significantly different results. Finally, a comparison between the
analysis and a local breach event is given, showing very similar outflow hydrographs, but with no
discussion regarding the significant differences in key parameters - notably the lake surface area -
which, combined with soil erodibility, would have a affect major influence on the breach
conditions.
3.3 Specific factors (material properties) influencing progression of
breach modelling capability
More recent research into the effect of material properties on breach, particularly for cohesive
materials, highlights some specific factors that could explain why many models initially appear to
perform well, but are subsequently discredited by others who find their performance not to be as
good in comparison to (yet) another new breach model. As early as the 1940s it was observed that
clay and water content had a significant effect on physical modelling of breach failure of small
scale embankments (White and Gayed, 1943). At that point no conclusions physically or
numerically were made because it was deemed too complex to offer a solution. Research over the
last decade by Hanson and others (Hanson et al., 2001b, Hanson and Cook, 2004, Hanson et al.,
2005a, Hanson et al., 2005b, Hanson et al., 2005c, Hanson and Hunt, 2007, Hunt et al., 2005) at
USDA-ARS has focussed on the erodibility of cohesive material and how this affects breach
growth. Three key factors affecting erodibility have been identified, namely material texture,
compaction moisture content, and compaction energy. The influence that these parameters have on
erodibility and hence the rate of breach initiation and growth is extremely high, extending to orders
of magnitude for relatively small changes in moisture content or compaction. Erodibility studies
conducted by Hanson and Hunt (Hanson and Hunt, 2007) on a series of soil material samples
prepared at three compactive efforts over a range of water contents provide an insight into the
importance and complexity of compaction (Figure 3-2). The different compaction efforts shown in
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Figure 3-2 relate to American standard ASTM D698A (ASTM, 2003) whereby 'standard
compaction' equates to 25 blows per layer (BIL) using a standard defined force and layer thickness.
Hanson and Hunt observed that the soil erodibility coefficient Kct (see Equation 4-2), can clearly
vary by several orders of magnitude as compaction water content and effort is varied. Additional
observations from Figure 3-2 include that:
1. each compaction effort results in a unique curve dry of the optimum water content (wopt);
2. each curve merges at water content values greater than wopt; and
3. small changes in water content dry of Wopt can result in vary dramatic changes in
erodibility.
The variations of erodibility are a result of the influence of compaction effort and water content on
the complex interaction of soil particles, material structure, and water. It is recognised that the
extent of erodibility sensitivity to variations in these parameters will vary according to material
type and tests are ongoing to widen the range of available data. Hanson and Hunt (Hanson and
Hunt, 2007) also observed that material properties (Le. gradation) also have an important influence
on erodibility. These observations have important practical implications relative to construction
practices of earthen embankments and the resulting erosion resistance, and for assessing (i.e.
testing and measuring erodibility resistance) and understanding the state of existing embankments.
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Figure 3-2 Measured variation of erodibility for a soil over a range of compaction water contents
and compaction effort (Hanson and Hunt, 2007)
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If Ka, as a measure of erodibility, is a dominant factor contributing to soil behaviour during erosion
(i.e. determining whether the dominant erosion mechanism is by surface erosion or head cut
processes), then re-drawing Figure 2-3 using erodibility along the x axis might allow identification
of the exact transition point between these two erosion processes. This could have significant
implications for embankment performance and hence design if it can be shown that the timing and
nature of catastrophic breach for a given embankment geometry differs significantly between
breach arising from surface erosion or breach arising from head cut erosion.
Having established the importance of understanding material type and state in relation to erodibility
and hence breach growth, a number of questions may then be considered:
Does embankment size affect the breaching process?
A further issue that arises in considering potential transitions between or conditions relating to head
cut and surface erosion, is how the embankment size might affect the erosion processes. For
example, is there a transition in process when the head cut height on large embankments
approaches the limits of the physical strength of the material? Does this result in catastrophic
movement or does the process continue as a form of steep sloped movement dependent upon
hydraulic stress and erodibility? Dependencies of scale such as this will affect the applicability of
models developed using smaller scale tests or field data. In this context, 'large embankments'
might be considered to be in the range of20-100m, hence 'smaller scale tests or field data' refers to
most, if not all, tests undertaken to date and results in another aspect of uncertainty and another
reason for the present slow rate of progress in this field. Aspects such as this are only likely to be
addressed once researchers recognise and agree upon the relationship between materials, erodibility
and breaching processes.
Do existing models use the right parameters/material characterisation?
If one accepts the significance of these parameters (material type, compaction moisture content;
compaction effort, erodibility) in addition to soil strength as relevant to the breach formation
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process, then an immediate question that arises is whether or not they are adequately reflected
within the various breach models that are presented by researchers.
The answer to this is not always simple, since whilst a majority of models do not directly
incorporate these parameters, some breach models include a representation of material type,
moisture content, and compaction energy through the use of other soil parameters such as soil
strength, density, and porosity. This raises the question as to whether this is enough to represent the
real effects of varying material state on failure processes within the model. To answer this, we
have to look at the failure processes that are associated with breach development and which may be
simulated by a model. We can broadly split the modelling processes into two main categories,
namely soil erosion and slope instability. All models simulate some form of erosion whilst some,
such as that by Mohamed (Mohamed, 2002), include analysis of block failure and soil wasting. If
the model representation cannot account adequately for the soil state reflected by moisture content
and compaction energy in the calculation of each of these processes, then the representation is
insufficient. It is clear that the soil strength, and density, form key parts in slope stability analysis
but it is not certain what the degree of influence this aspect of the modelling has on the overall
breach prediction results (see Section 6.3.4).
Looking at traditional sediment transport equations, which have been typically used within a
majority of breach models, we can see that the effect of density or porosity on the rate of transport
is not significant as the equations are mostly based upon applied shear stress, water velocity and
particle diameter and specific gravity, which do not reflect soil strength, density, porosity or
erodibility. This is because these equations were not developed for predicting conditions within a
breach, but rather the long term, near steady state conditions found within rivers. Therefore, we
could say that at least one of the main breach processes is not well represented by many of the
existing models that use sediment transport rather than soil erosion based equations.
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Section 3.2.2 of Mohamed (2002) provides an overview of different sediment transport equations
investigated and used by different researchers. One example of a sediment transport equation that
has been used for non cohesive materials, but which fails to allow for variations in density,
erodibility etc. is the Yang formula (Yang, 1979). The Yang (1979) formula for non-cohesive soils
can be expressed as follows:
OJ o; U.
log C, = 5.435 - O.286log s - 0.457 log -
v OJs
(3-1)
where: Cl
USe
Dso
ro.
V
U.
: Total sediment concentration (parts per million by weight).
: Unit stream power (U: Average water velocity, Se: Energy slope) ([(ft-lb/lb)/s].
: Median particle diameter (mm)
: Sediment fall velocity (ftls)
: Kinematic viscosity of Water (ft%)
: Shear velocity (ftls)
If the effect of material type, compaction moisture content and compaction effort is so great, it is
clear that any models developed without these parameters or direct input of erodibility based on
specific measurements will struggle to provide reliable predictions over a range of embankment
types and conditions. Whilst these parameters are particularly relevant to cohesive materials (of
which many flood embankments and embankment dams are constructed) the concepts are also
relevant to breaching through non-cohesive materials. Analysis of the European IMPACT project
field test data (Morris, 2009) shows both headcut and surface erosion processes occurring in non-
cohesive materials, arising as a result of the material state.
Why is there afrequent cycle of new model development?
A third question that then arises is why new research models initially appear to work well, and are
subsequently criticised by others? It is suggested by the writer that this relates to the way inwhich
models are often calibrated and validated. Breach models are often calibrated to a laboratory data
set rather than based purely on theoretical analysis. Calibration is often done using a specific set of
data arising from laboratory, and in some cases, field tests. Where directly calibrated, the model
should invariably perform well against the data sets. Fundamentally, if material state arising, for
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example, from intentional or default compaction effort and moisture content conditions are not
recorded, then the value of the data reduces significantly since there is no means to determine
where within the differing orders of magnitude of erodibility the test data resides. Whilst the
calibrated model may reproduce those test conditions well, there can be no guarantee of prediction
for other material types or conditions.
Model validation is also typically accomplished using different data sets (but often drawn from the
same test series) or by using case study data. Test data from the same experimental setup is likely
to use material in a similar state (i.e. similar compaction effort or moisture control processes during
model construction) as the data used for initial numerical model calibration. Hence the importance
of material state is unlikely to be highlighted here. This is demonstrated well by the recent DSIG
project review of breach modelling data sets (Courivaud, 2007b) which shows that very few
recorded laboratory experiment data sets include details of material state (such as moisture content
and compaction detail); real dambreak or breach case study data sets contain even less information
and often do not include a clear record of material type and in some cases little information on
embankment geometry.
As with the earlier Teton Dam example (Figure 1-2; Section 3.1), the error that would arise in
model prediction is a result of generally applying a model which, in fact, is only really valid for a
limited set of soil type and conditions.
How useful is case study data?
Validation against case study data then raises a fourth question, namely that if construction history,
defining material state, plays such a significant role in determining erodibility and breach growth,
how can model performance be validated against case study data where this information typically
does not exist? The answer has to be that models cannot be reliably validated against such data, yet
that is exactly what is done. It seems that the attraction of comparing model performance against a
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real event is strong and tends to blind many to the question of the real uncertainties associated with
the case study data.
A more general problem with case study data is related to the uncertainty surrounding the event
itself. This is due to uncertainty in obtaining reliable data related to the as built embankment
materials, construction history, condition, geometry, reservoir inflow and storage failure timing,
process and outflow. Often, the combined magnitude of these uncertainties makes detailed model
performance evaluation very difficult, if not impossible. This is one of the challenges that faced
the OSlO project on breach model evaluation (Courivaud, 2007b, Wahl et al., 2008).
Without better certainty in the actual case study data, and the limited number of such cases, there
can then be a reluctance to improve physically based breach models or to rely on the results of such
models. In order to solve this problem there is a need for improved data gathering and forensics of
actual failures and increased physical modelling of breach processes at large rather than laboratory
scales.
3.4 Know/edge gaps, and research priorities
The need to improve the performance and availability to industry of predictive breach models is
clear, with calls for research to address this problem continuing from different sectors of academia
and industry (DoE, 1986, Environment Agency, 2003, Fleming et al., 2001, Hanson et al., 200la,
Hinks and Mason, 2007, Pitt, 2008, Simm, 2006).
The review of breach modelling has highlighted a range of issues relating to breach modelling.
There is clearly a demand from industry for improved models (Morris et al., 2009b) but conflicting
publications from academia and industry as to how reliable different breach models are and their
suitability for different applications. This stems, to some extent, from confusion within the
research community, but also a tendency within industry to find and apply a quick solution with
lesser regard to the applicability and uncertainty that may be introduced by such a method
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(Environment Agency, 2009a, HR Wallingford, 2009). An example of this is given by Orendorff
(Orendorff and Nistor, 2010) which claims to provide an assessment of the current (2010) state of
the art in breach modelling. There are a range of statements in this paper which are misleading.
The most significant include:
1. That the size of initiation notch affects the time to peak discharge, but that the magnitude
of peak discharge remains similar. This fails to recognise the link between upstream stored
water volume, soil erodibility and flood outflow;
2. That eroding downstream slopes will steepen. This fails to recognise the range of different
processes that can occur during surface erosion;
3. Quoting "The manner in which a cohesive embankment breach slope progresses is also
thought to be highly different from that of a non cohesive structure, owing of course to the
large difference in erosion characteristics. However, they may in fact be more similar".
Fails to identify the real difference in processes, namely surface and headcut erosion, and
then implies little difference between the two. For the surface erosion, the paper states
that the downstream slope steepens as it erodes back upstream. This can be compared to
work by Schmocker (Schmocker and Hager, 2009) who shows plots of sand and gravel
embankment slopes flattening as they erode back upstream. Both fail to emphasise the
relationship between material type and state (erodibility) and the overall physical process.
The Orendorff paper also concludes that little progress has been made in recent years, yet fails to
reference any recent research programmes on breach modelling, such as the EU FLOODsite project
(Morris et al., 2009a), the DSIG project (Wahl et al., 2008) or ongoing work by USDA-ARS
(Visser et al., 2010).
The review (in this thesis) has highlighted that a better understanding of the role of soil type and
state within the breaching processes is needed. This affects both the rate at which soil is removed
and the overall physical process of breach growth.
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The review has also highlighted complex interactions between soil, water and structure, noting that
relatively small changes to any of these can significantly affect the overall breaching process.
These dependencies mean that breach initiation processes, such as initial grass or rock cover
erosion, also play an important role in the overall prediction process.
The approach taken previously with the HR BREACH model development to integrate simulation
of the three physical processes (soil, water, structure) provides a logical basis for breach modelling
upon which to build.
Hence the goals for the research will be to:
1. Investigate the prediction of physical breach processes to establish how well existing
models, and the HR BREACH model in particular, simulate breach initiation and growth
processes, noting that complex interdependencies between processes exist (Figure 3-3).
Identify and define the breach initiation and growth processes and understand why the
accuracy and reliability of breach modelling has not progressed over the past two decades
at the same rate as the development of numerical flow models. [This addresses research
questions RQl and RQ2 introduced in Section 1.2];
2. Building from the initial review and analysis of physical processes through use of the EU
IMPACT project data, refine, enhance, restructure and extend modelling capability, whilst
retaining a relatively fast and flexible model suitable for practical applications. In
particular investigate:
a. ways in which flow processes within breach initiation and growth may be better
represented, including the suitability of 1D, 2D or 3D simulation;
b. soil erosion processes, including the suitability of using sediment or erosion
equations, initiation processes and structure response (head cut versus surface
erosion; soil wasting etc.).
[This addresses research questions RQ3 and RQ4 in Section 1.2];
3. Consistent with these research goals, build upon the existing HR BREACH model through:
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a. evaluation of model performance - where possible against internationally
recognised data and standards
b. development of a new modelling approach to provide a m,odel that can simulate
breaching of structures that more accurately reflect real, rather than simplified,
structures;
[This addresses research questions RQ5 and RQ6 in Section 1.2].
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4. Breach initiation processes
Breach initiation is defined under Section 2.2.2 as that period of erosion occurring before breach
formation, leading to initial flow between times To and T2 on Figure 2-5. Breach initiation
processes can be difficult to observe in the early stages since this is the point where a stable
embankment starts to erode as a result of flow over or through the embankment. The erosion of
soil particles from the embankment can be delayed or hidden by surface protection layers, such as
grass cover or a surface cover of rocks. The rate at which the initiation erosion progresses can be
extremely hard to predict since it requires accurate prediction of both the initiation of sediment
erosion, which will depend greatly upon soil type, state and variability, as well as the performance
of any surface protection layers, which are also subject to local variability in terms of condition
performance.
Whilst breach initiation (leading to 'open' breach formation) can arise from either overflow erosion
or internal erosion arising from seepage flow, subsequently leading to a collapse of the soil above
the erosion area, research here focuses upon the process of overflow erosion. Ongoing research by
teams in the European FloodProBE project (Benahmed and Philippe, 2012) and the ICOLD
European Club working group on internal erosion, aim to make significant advances in clarifying
and defining internal erosion processes.
4.1 The significance of breach initiation
Where breach initiation depends upon the erosion of soil by a small overtopping flow, then small
changes in soil structure or soil erodibility can result in significant changes in the time before
breach formation occurs (breach formation being the point where erosion and discharge start to
rapidly increase (T2-T), Figure 2-4). Hence, the breach initiation process can significantly affect
the timing when breach formation occurs. The impact on timing is further increased when surface
protection measures, such as grass or rock cover, are added to prevent or limit surface erosion.
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With these measures in place, the timing of breach formation then depends both upon soil erosion
and the performance of the surface protection measures.
Since the breach formation process depends upon the close interaction of hydraulic load with soil
state and structure response, a change to one or more of these parameters can lead to a change in
the breach growth process. Where the breach initiation process results in either a faster or slower
progression towards the point of breach growth, the change in timing means that breach formation
initiates at a different point in the load flood hydrograph. This, in tum, affects the volume of
potential outflow water available to erode the breach and the rate at which that water can pass
through the breach. This change in timing can therefore result in either a greater or a less severe
flood outflow hydrograph, depending upon the nature of the loading and the timing of initiation.
Figure 4-1 shows an example of how the breach outflow prediction can change by varying the
breach initiation timing relative to the flood load conditions. Two sets of three runs are presented.
One set of runs has a steady inflow which leads to embankment overtopping whilst the second set
of runs has a small flood event added to the steady inflow. Three curves are shown for each set of
results, which relate to poor, average and good quality grass cover. The quality of the grass cover
affects the rate of erosion and hence the timing of initiation.
For the set of runs with a steady inflow, it can be seen that two runs result in breach whilst one
(with good grass cover) does not breach. The flow predicted for this case simply arises through
water flowing over the embankment crest. For the runs with a flood event imposed, the interaction
between the timing of the flood event and the timing of initiation, affected by the quality of grass
cover, leads to results that show a difference in peak discharge of nearly 40%. For this set of runs,
the only difference between the three results is the grass condition.
The reliable prediction of the breach initiation process is therefore an essential part of overall
breach prediction.
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The small spikes and steps shown in the modelling results of Figure 4-1 arise when the control
section within the model changes. This is normally triggered by block failure within the breach
section which affects the section flow capacity and hence the predicted location of critical flow
control through the breach. This process of critical flow control moving around within the breach
area can be seen in video footage of some of the IMPACT project field tests (Morris, 2009).
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The following sections provide an overview of factors influencing breach initiation processes.
More detail on the performance 01 grass cover is subsequently provided in Section 4.3 and on soil
Figure 4-1 Impact ofbreach initiation timing on breach/ormation
4.2 Factors influencing breach initiation processes
erodibility and fissuring in Section 4.2.3 and Chapter 6.
4.2.1 Hydraulic loading, including wave impact and overlapping
The magnitude of hydraulic load on an embankment affects the rate at which surface protection
layers fail and soil erosion begins. Where embankments are exposed to wave action, then both
wave impact and wave overtopping can lead to breach initiation processes that would not have
occurred with static water loading. Wave impact can result in more rapid destruction of the surface
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protection, and subsequent removal of the soil beneath through repeated wave action. Wave
overtopping provides a periodic pulse of water over the crest and down the landward face of the
embankment. The acceptability of overtopping has often been assessed by calculating an average
overtopping flow and comparing this against surface protection performance criteria. However. the
pulsed nature of the flow will mean that flow shear stresses will likely be higher than the averaged
values, particularly since the shear stress at the soil or grass surface is a function of the flow
velocity squared. Peak stresses arising from surges in flow arising from wave overtopping could be
substantially higher than the averaged values.
The effects of wave action on breach initiation were studied during the European FLOODsite
project (D'Eliso, 2007, Morris et al., 2009a, Stanczak et al., 2007. van der Meer, 2006). For the
performance of grass cover, the research suggested that performance appeared to be better than
current guidance suggests. However, a more recent study now suggests that the performance of
grass might dramatically reduce as the quality of the grass cover reduces (Morris et al., 2011 b)
suggesting that the distribution of grass performance in relation to quality is much wider than
previously thought. Whilst wave action remains an important aspect of breach prediction for wave
exposed embankments, they are not considered further here.
4.2.2 Surface protection measures
A range of different surface protection measures are used in the design of flood embankments and
embankment dams (Environment Agency, 2007. Meriaux and Royet, 2007). A large proportion of
earth dams and flood embankments are covered with grass. Some design guidance is available for
predicting the performance of grass cover (Hewlett et al., 1987). The impact of grass protection on
breach initiation is considered in more detail in Section 4.3. The performance of stone layer
protection (revetment design) can also be assessed through different design methods (Escarameia,
1998) but is not considered further within this thesis.
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4.2.3 Soil erodibility and fissuring
The soil state affects how breach initiation occurs since the soil state affects soil erodibility, and
hence the rate of erosion. The soil erodibility also determines larger scale processes such as
whether head cut or surface erosion processes dominate; these processes are considered in more
detail in Section 6.
Fissuring of the outer layers of soil can occur for certain soil types and climatic conditions. This
can affect erodibility by permitting the rapid ingress of water into the soil structure (Zielinski and
Sentenac, 2010) and is considered further in Section 4.4.
4.3 Therole of vegetation
The performance of vegetation in resisting erosion from overflowing water depends upon a range
of factors including condition of the grass, root density, consistency of cover etc. Data relating to
the performance of grass appears to be dispersed, and with different climate and types of grass
growing in different countries, the applicability of performance data from one country to another is
unclear and the extent of knowledge regarding performance relatively limited (young, 2005). In
the UK it is common to use design guidance provided by CIRIA (Hewlett et al., 1985) since this
provides a simple method for predicting the duration that grass might withstand surface flow of a
certain velocity.
4.3.1 CIRIA grass performance curves
When a closer investigation into the CIRIA design data (Hewlett et al., 1987) was undertaken by
the writer it was found that the data was based upon earlier analysis undertaken at the Hydraulics
Research Station by Whitehead (Whitehead et al., 1976). The quantity of data supporting the grass
performance curves appears to be quite limited but there are also differences between the original
research data and the performance curves, suggesting that a factor of safety has been introduced
into the CIRIA curves (Figure 4-2).
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Grass Performance Curves
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Figure 4-2 Comparison between CIRIA 116 grass performance curves (Hewlett et al., 1985) and
the original Technical Note 71 field test data (Whitehead et al., 1976)
It is important to remove factors of safety from any stages of analysis used for modelling breach
initiation and growth since these factors will bias the true model predictions. Instead, it is more
appropriate to consider uncertainty within any parameters and process predictions to allow a
realistic range of solutions to be simulated that are not affected by embedded factors of safety.
Whilst the suggested factor of safety within the CIRIA curves would have been intended to provide
assurance in the use of the performance curves for surface protection design, the effect on breach
prediction is very significant. Figure 4-3 shows model predictions for breach outflow using the
CIRIA design guidance (CIRIA), original data (TN71) and a delayed onset of erosion (Delay)
against observed data from a controlled field test on a 2m high embankment. The difference in
timing between the CIRIA and TN71 plots (i.e. approximately 800s peak to peak) accounts for
more than half the error in timing between the CIRIA prediction and the observed data (i.e. 1200
peak to peak).
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Figure 4-3 Comparison of HR BREACH model performance using ClRIAJ J6 performance curves
or TN7 J original data
Another aspect of the CIRIA grass performance curves is that they provide predictions for the
performance of 3 different types of grass condition (poor, normal, and good). Figure 4-4 and
Figure 4-5 show how breach predictions vary when using these different grass condition grades and
the different CIRIA and TN71 performance data respectively. Figure 4-4 shows that all of the
predictions made using the CIRIA curves predict breach initiation much earlier than the observed
event. However, Figure 4-5 shows the observed test results sitting within the distribution of results
provided from the TN71 predictions. Note that the prediction for TN71 Good quality grass
suggests that breach does not occur, with the overflowing water being of insufficient intensity to
erode the grass cover and allow breach initiation. However, using the CIRIA performance curves
containing the factors of safety, lead to predictions of breach that occur much earlier than the
ob erved data.
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Impact of Grass Condition on Breach Initiation and Growth
(Test ARS#1; CIRIA Grass Performance Curves)
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Figure 4-4 Impact of grass condition on breach initiation and growth (CIRIA performance
curves)
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These findings emphasise the difference between the use of design guidance data and data for
performance evaluation. The former assumes use of the data for design and may embed factors of
safety which can bias the results. The latter provides unaltered data against which performance
may be directly evaluated.
A further limitation of the CIRIA 116 data shown in Figure 4-2 is that there is no data for the
period 0 to 1 hour. Whilst the original goal of the CIRIA research was to investigate the
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performance of grass and reinforced grass cover for embankment dams, and this time period may
have been considered unlikely (and unacceptable) for reservoir safety, it is certainly a zone of
interest for flood embankments, where upstream water levels can rise more rapidly leading to
failure in less than 1 hour. As such, this is an area where further research is required.
The test data used (ARS#l) comes from the US Department of Agriculture Agricultural Research
Station at Stillwater, Oklahoma. The outdoor test facility provided for a 2m high test embankment
with a large upstream reservoir basin and a downstream basin, discharging into an outlet channel.
As the test embankment breached and flow rapidly increases, the water level in the downstream
basin rises above the embankment base invert level. Consequently, this affects growth of the
breach during the breach formation and widening stages.
The effect of the downstream level on modelling results needs to be understood since this is a
further factor affecting overall model performance. The test data presented in Figure 4-3 to Figure
4-5 above uses observed downstream water levels as a model boundary condition. Hence, if the
model prediction deviates from the observed timing, the imposed downstream boundary conditions
make predictions worse. The effect of the downstream conditions can be seen in all three figures
where the breach model predicts failure too quickly; a second small peak of water can be seen later
in the simulation. This small surge reflects flow through the already formed breach that occurs
after the (imposed) downstream levels rise (sometime after the model prediction of breach), so
raising the upstream reservoir water level via backflow through the breach, and subsequently
allowing the reservoir to drain again through the breach.
Section 5.3 includes a detailed assessment of the effects of drowning on breach growth, along with
analysis of the difference in breach model prediction achieved by using predicted downstream
boundary conditions rather than the simple imposition of observed data.
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4.4 The role of fissuring in breach initiation
Soil erodibility dictates the rate at which erosion and hence breach initiation can occur. Soil
fissuring affects the structure of a soil and can permit the rapid ingress of water within the soil
structure as well as influencing the process of block failure during breach formation. The ingress of
water could affect both soil moisture content and the pore water pressure. Whilst changing the pore
water pressure within a soil can significantly affect the embankment stability, changing the soil
moisture content will affect the soil erodibility.
Analysis of embankment fissuring processes (Dyer et aI., 2007, Dyer et aI., 2009, Zielinski and
Sentenac, 2010) showed the propensity of some soil and climate conditions to result in the
development of a fissure network, extending over 600mm into the surface of a flood embankment
(Figure 4-6). Under such conditions, the embankment soil becomes susceptible to water ingress
and greater erodibility of the soil in the crest area that in itself is most critical for overall
embankment performance under extreme flood conditions.
Figure 4-6 Embankment fissuring: Surface cracking in new embankment at Thorngumba/d (left);
Depth of cracking in original embankment at Thorngumbald (right) (Dyer et al.,
2007)
The potential impact of different layers of soil erodibility on embankment performance has been
considered later in the thesis through the use of a newly developed breach model that imulates
breach erosion through different zones of soil (Section 7). An example of potential behaviour
predicted by this new model is given below. Figure 4-7 shows the generic form of the zoned
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embankment used for breach modelling. In this example two layers were used with two
significantly different values for soil erodibility. Figure 4-8 shows predicted flood hydrographs
(Type 2 - 2 layers), also including a comparison against predictions for the same embankment
constructed entirely of one or other of the two soil types (Homo). The 2-layer simulations give
results that are significantly different, depending upon whether the outer layer has a higher or lower
soil erodibility (i.e. whether it is a fissured embankment or not).
Figure 4-7 Generic geometry for Type 4layered embankment
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Figure 4-8 Breach outflow: Type 2, 2 layer embankment
The e re ult confirm the importance of fissuring in affecting the breach initiation process through
permi ion of water ingre and the subsequent adjustment of soil moisture and hence soil
er dibility. The re ult al 0 demonstrate the importance of simulating zones of material when
predicting breach thr ugh real tructures. More detail on soil erodibility processes is given in
4.
n 6 the new m delling approach in Section 7 and the detailed modelling re ults in Appendix
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4.5 Discussion
The issues highlighted here all affect the time to breach initiation, which in tum was shown to
affect the way in which breach formation might develop. Factors affecting the initiation timing
include surface protection layers (such as grass cover) and the structure soil type and state, and
hence erodibility, in conjunction with the magnitude and timing of the hydraulic load. A failure to
recognise these processes and their significance will result in poor model performance; historically,
many models have ignored or poorly represented these processes. In particular, the significance of
grass cover and soil erodibility is demonstrated with measures defined for breach model
development. Hence the research here helps to explain why historic model performance has been
poor, provides clarification on how to use available grass performance data (to avoid
misrepresentation of grass performance) and demonstrates the significance of modelling soil
erodibility and soil layers, supporting the new modelling approach outlined in Chapter 7.
The timing of breach initiation can have a significant effect upon the subsequent breach formation
and growth process. This is not because the condition of the embankment or the process of breach
formation and growth changes, but because the load conditions will typically change with time.
For example, the nature of flood flow along a river contained within flood embankments is a
function of the geographic storm event and the drainage catchment upstream of the breach point.
At any given time the flood levels in the river might rise or fall and the volume of flood water that
could be released through a breach will vary. Hence, delaying the onset of a breach at any given
time does not necessarily result in a less extreme flood hydrograph when the breach eventually
occurs. In practice, what is and is not acceptable for flood risk management can only be
determined by undertaking careful analysis that covers a range of possible initiation timings. It is
important to understand this for breach model research and development since model performance
is quite often assessed against field or case study data where the same issues apply.
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Since surface protection layers play a significant role in delaying the start of breach initiation,
understanding and being able to predict the performance of such measures becomes an important
part of breach modelling of real structures. However, the multitude of protection measures and
complexity of different design solutions make this a challenging task. In order to simulate the
initiation process correctly, it is necessary to integrate a failure model of the surface protection
layer with the breach model. The performance of both grass and rock protection has been included
within the breach model, but more complex protection measures such as interlocking stone or
concrete units are not simulated. Analysis models exist to allow the design of such measures, but
these alone are not sufficient to predict the overall failure and breach process. Equally, limit state
equations for failure modes (Allsop et al., 2007) provide a simplified method for analysing aspects
of embankment reliability, but need to be fully integrated within a breach model to provide a more
accurate prediction of the combined failure and breach growth process.
Grass cover is one of the most common forms of surface protection provided to flood
embankments and dams. However, there are many different types and condition of grass that in
tum affect performance against erosion during wave overtopping or water overflow. The preceding
analysis has shown how sensitive the breach predictions are to the performance of vegetation, since
it significantly affects the timing of initiation.
Whilst investigating the data typically used in the UK for the design of grass protection (Hewlett et
al., 1985, Young, 2005) it became clear that the extent of available data was limited and that safety
factors had probably been incorporated into the design curves. Since this work was produced more
than 20 years ago, detail regarding the inclusion of safety factors is now unavailable and the design
curves used as given. Whilst this provides for a safer design, this has the opposite effect when used
directly within breach modelling or system risk modelling. Within the design curve, an added
safety factor has the effect of suggesting that grass will fail more quickly than observed. For
breach modelling, this results in predictions where breach initiation occurs too quickly and for
reliability analysis, a fragility curve that suggests that failure will occur when years of experience
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show that it does not. This was consistent with findings from a study into flood defence
performance in England and Wales after the 2007 floods, where a number of defences breached,
but a significant number did not fail, despite fragility curve predictions that they should (Flikweert
and Simm, 2008, Flikweert and Underwood, 2008).
For more accurate breach and reliability modelling, it is therefore important to use the original
grass performance data (Whitehead et al., 1976), referred to within this thesis as Technical Note 71
(TN71) data. However, the need for more reliable data covering a wider range of grass types, grass
conditions and load conditions is clear. With climate change effects likely to influence soil
moisture content and hence vegetation condition and type, such research becomes even more
urgent. A review of such data and research needs is being undertaken as part of the European
FloodProBE project (www.floodprobe.eu) (Morris et al., 2011 b).
The rate of breach initiation also depends upon the rate at which soil starts to erode and hence the
soil erodibility. Whilst soil erodibility is addressed in more detail in Chapter 6, the potential effects
of fissuring on breach initiation are demonstrated. Fissuring affects soil moisture, the soil
erodibility and hence the rate at which breach initiation can occur, which in turn affects the
predicted breach flood hydrograph. This is particularly relevant when the embankment is under
extreme flood conditions where the flood water levels impinge upon the fissured areas, hence it
becomes clear that for breach modelling of real embankments it is necessary to consider potential
variations in the embankment soil state and the way in which this can vary within the embankment
body. As such, the breach model needs to have the capability of predicting breach behaviour
through zones of different soil type (erodibility). Development and testing of a new modelling
approach to achieve this is detailed in Chapter 7.
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5. Breach flow processes
The nature of flow over an embankment during the breach initiation, formation and growth stages
changes as the geometry of the embankment and breach evolves. At times, the flow approximates
to different forms of weir flow, orifice, flume and open channel flow (Ackers et al., 1978). Hence,
the validity of any single simplifying assumptions made for modelling breach flow will vary
according to the stage of breach initiation and growth being considered.
The downstream water level also plays a key role in the breaching process. As discharge through
the breach increases, and the breach invert level erodes downwards, a point at which flow through
the breach is affected by the downstream conditions is reached (i.e. drowning after the modular
limit is reached). The effect of drowning is to reduce the discharge and flow velocity, and hence
the rate of erosion and of breach growth. In some situations, such as dambreak conditions in
steeply sloped valleys, drowning may never occur and hence not be an issue. However, in other
situations such as breaches through flood embankments where flood levels on the other side of the
breach can rapidly rise, drowning effects may stop breach growth all together. It is therefore very
important to allow for the potential effects of drowning within any general purpose breach model.
5.1 Observed now behaviour
As flow through the breach increases, the nature of the flow control changes. These changes may
be broadly related to the different stages of the generic breach hydrograph (Figure 2-4) and can be
seen in the analysis of IMPACT Project field data and the images in Figure 2-13, Figure 2-14 and
Figure 2-15, also explained in Table 2-8, Table 2-9 and Table 2-10. The phases of flow are
summarised in Table 5-1.
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It can therefore be seen that the flow behaviour changes considerably during the breaching process.
Consideration is given in Section 5.2 below as to how these different phases of flow may be
modelled more accurately within a ID simulation, or whether a 2D or 3D flow model is needed.
5. 1. 1 Converging flow
More detailed consideration was given to the flow conditions that occur around the point of
collapse of the upstream slope of the embankment, and when flow through the breach rapidly
increases. This flow is characterised by rapidly converging flow that is semi elliptical or semi-
circular in plan, with flow dropping near vertically through a narrow slot (breach) in the
embankment (Figure 2-I3c). This phase of breach flow does not appear to have been analysed by
other researchers into breach modelling and was identified during analysis of the IMPACT project
field test video footage.
This phase of flow has been termed Converging Flow and an approximate analysis by Samuels
(Samuels and Morris, 20 IO) (Appendix 5) suggests that the position of the critical flow point is a
function of the discharge, and independent of the breach and bed geometry. Critical flow occurs at
a radial distance inside the reservoir of'r, given by:
(5-1)
with discharge given by:
(5-2)
which only differs from a broad crested weir flow equation by the term nrc replacing the weir crest
width B. Hence, the discharge during converging flow conditions will exceed that calculated for
broad crested weir flow by a factor of rc/2.
Two key points may be concluded from this analysis:
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1. The discharge calculated using a normal weir flow equation for this phase of flow may
underestimate the true rate of flow;
2. At the point where the critical depth occurs, flow rapidly accelerates and drops nearly
vertically through the breach. At this point the assumption of shallow water flow with
negligible vertical acceleration in the approximate analysis, breaks down and a 3D flow
analysis is required. This is also the point when strong vortex action is generated along
the edges of the breach, leading to rapid undercutting of the breach sides and subsequent
side block failure (see Figure 2-13d).
However, whilst it can be demonstrated that converging flow occurs, it can be seen that during the
earlier stages of breach initiation where the head over the crest is small, broad crested weir flow
occurs and at later stages, once the breach opening has widened and water levels dropped, weir,
orifice or open channel flow occurs. The duration of converging flow is therefore site specific and
could vary (in tenus of Figure 2-4) between T2, T3 and T4. Analysis of the IMPACT field test
videos suggest that (for these tests) the duration of converging flow is relatively short with the
timing of occurrence closer to T3 than T4 In this situation, the error arising from the use of a weir
equation instead of converging flow equation will be smaller. However, it is not clear whether this
would be the case for all or a majority of breach events, hence further analysis of this flow phase is
required.
5.2 Improving 1D flow simulation
Many breach models use weir equations as the method for calculating flow through the breach
opening. All models reviewed to date (that use a weir equation) use fixed discharge coefficients
within the weir equation. The use of a fixed discharge coefficient is an approximation representing
continually changing conditions.
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5.2.1 Rationale
The magnitude of error generated through use of fixed weir coefficients could be very significant
given that weir coefficients can change by over 40% according to different weir geometries. This
error in flow prediction (by ID flow simulation) may be reduced by finding a way of adapting the
simple weir flow calculation (Equation AI-I) to better match the changing weir profile that
controls the flow during breach development.
5.2.2 Use of weir discharge coefficient curves
The behaviour of flow over a weir varies according to the weir shape, the up and downstream
channel geometry and the local approach flow conditions. As a breach develops through an
embankment, the type of weir flow varies since the weir geometry and the hydraulic loading
changes with time. When you consider different breach flow and profile conditions, different types
of weir flow may be identified (Table 5-2).
Table 5-2 Potentialforms of weir equation that might be used to predict flow through a breach
Type of flow and embankment profile Potential Form of Weir Equation
Small flow overtopping embankment crest Broad crested weir flow
Moderate flow overtopping embankment crest Broad crested flow ~ tending to round or ogee
crested flow as crest geometry erodes
Moderate flow overtopping narrow crest width Triangular profile weir flow ~ tending to ogee
embankment flow if crest erodes?
Moderate flow overtopping narrow embankment Sharp crested weir equation ~ tending to ogee
crest with headcut step downstream of crest if crest becomes rounded
Moderate flow with small, eroded embankment Drowned weir flow - ogee or broad crested,
section with modified discharge coefficient based upon
ration of up and downstream heads of water
Ackers (Ackers et al., 1978) provides a comprehensive review of weirs and how they may be used
for flow measurement. Ackers considers different types of weir, different weir equations and in
particular, potential variation in discharge coefficients for different weir types and conditions. The
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comparison of different equations goes back to reviewing and analysing source laboratory and field
data in order to provide an objective assessment. Recommendations are made as to the use of
different equations for various flow conditions, as well as variation in discharge coefficient in
relation to various flow and structure parameters.
Figure 5-1 shows a plot which relates the discharge coefficient to the up and downstream slope ofa
triangular weir. This shows the discharge coefficient varying in the extreme between
approximately 1.5 and 2.2 - consistent with the upper and lower bound behaviour of sharp and
ogee crested weirs. This is consistent with the changes in the up and downstream slopes of the
weir, in effect between a steep, near vertical faced weir and a low flat weir. It is suggested that
these shapes can approximate towards a sharp crested weir and an ogee weir, hence by extracting
the time evolving breach model surface slope angles, the time varying weir discharge coefficient
may be estimated.
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1978)
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A similar approach may be adopted for adjusting the discharge coefficients relating to broad
crested weir flow. The weir flow equation (Equation AI-I) may be written as:
(5-3)
where
Q Flow through breach
C, Discharge coefficient depending upon weir geometry
b Crest breadth (across channel)
H Total energy head
This may be extended to
Q = (2/3)3/2 CbFbg
l/2 H3/2 (5-4)
Where
C, Base coefficient
F Coefficient adjustment factor (depending upon head and geometry)
The base coefficient is fixed and defined as 0.848 (Singer, 1964) or 0.855 (Crabbe, 1974). Whilst
the former was used in British Standards, the latter seems to be recommended by subsequent
researchers.
A value of C, ofO.855 equates to a value of Cd in Figure 5-1 above of0.465. This is at the lowest
end of the variable range of Cd and is consistent with a transition to variable coefficient. This value
also relates to an overall 'combined' coefficient (as use in Eq.5-3) of 1.456. This is consistent with
use of a typical coefficient value of 1.5 for (sharp edged) broad crested weirs.
The adjustment factor F depends upon the head of water on the weir crest, h, and the weir geometry
(namely, P, the crest level above upstream bed level). The correction factor F, is generally greater
than 1. Singer plotted this correction factor for a limited range ofh/L and h/(h+P) (Figure 5-2) and
this range was extended by Crabbe (Figure 5-3). Note that the Singer plot (Figure 5-2) shows just
the correction factor F whilst the Crabbe plot (Figure 5-3) shows the product ofC~.
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N5
Figure 5-2 Correction/actor Fin terms of h/L and hl(h+P) after Singer (Ackers et al., 1978)
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Variation of the combined coefficient Cl? in Figure 5-3 ranges between 0.875 and 1.15. This
correlates to a range ofF (comparing the Singer plot, Figure 5-2) of 1.02 to 1.35, so extending the
range of the adjustment factor and giving up to 35% increase in estimated discharge. The upper
end of this range correlates to a Cd value in Figure 5-1 of approximately 0.626. This value relates to
a larger but still relatively contained area of the plot.
5.2.3 Effect of application within the breach model
In order to implement the variable coefficient approach within the model, parameters regarding the
eroding crest profile shape need to be extracted and rules developed for changing between
coefficient sets. The following logic was applied to select between coefficient sets and to define a
minimum C, value:
1. Calculate the Head to Weir width (in the direction of the flow) ratio;
2. If the ratio >= 0.5 use the triangular curves;
3. If the ratio < 0.5 use alternate set of curves;
4. If the calculated value of Cd is less than 1.7, then default to 1.7.
The default minimum value of Cd set to 1.7 is based upon the difference between a purely
rectangular broad crested weir (Cd=1.5) and a round nosed rectangular broad crested weir (Cd=1.7).
Even slight rounding of the weir nose moves the discharge coefficient rapidly towards 1.7 hence,
even for initial overflow of an embankment, the crest profile can be considered as a round nosed
broad crested weir.
Figure 5-4 shows how use of different weir coefficients, including a variable coefficient approach,
effects breach prediction. Results are presented for three fixed weir coefficient values and for the
variable coefficient approach. The effect of using discharge coefficient values of 2.2, 1.7 and 1.5
are shown. It can be seen that changing the coefficient value (for this particular example) affects
the timing of breach formation as well as the peak outflow, with a higher discharge coefficient
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resulting in breach initiation earlier than for a lower coefficient value. Peak outflow is affected by
approximately 10%. Results from using the variable discharge coefficient differs only slightly (in
this example) from results for the fixed coefficient value of 1.7.
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Figure 5-4 Example impact of using different (and variable) weir discharge coefficients
The value of the results shown in Figure 5-4 is to demonstrate that varying the weir discharge
8000
coefficient can noticeably affect the timing and shape of the breach flood hydrograph. The extent to
which this will happen will be very case specific. Hence in some situations use of a variable weir
coefficient will make little difference to model predictions as compared to use of a fixed coefficient
(such a Ccr=1.7), whereas in other cases the impacts could be significant. Hence, where breach
modelling i being undertaken using a simplified ID flow modelling approach, use of a variable
weir c efficient will improve the model prediction. Use of an integrated 2D or 3D flow model
would ffer a better luti n for flow prediction, but at an increasing cost in terms of model run
time.
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5.3 The significance of drowning
The importance of including the effects of drowning within a breach model is shown in the
following section. In the past, many breach models did not take potential drowning effects into
account. This perhaps reflects the fact that many breach models were developed to simulate
dambreak conditions, where it was often assumed that the breach discharge would be into a steeply
sloped valley where drowning effects would be negligible. Where this is not the case, such as with
the breaching of levees and flood embankments, the downstream water level can significantly
affect flow through the breach and the rate at which breach growth occurs. Examples of the
influence of drowning are given below using the ARS#1 and Oros case study data (see Sections
5.3.2 and 5.3.3).
5.3.1 Predicting the effect of drowning
Mohamed (2002) accounted for the drowning of flow over a weir through the use of Villemonte's
equation (Villemonte, 1947), as reported by King (King, 1954). Villemonte showed that drowning
(for thin plate weirs) could be represented by the single equation (Equation 5-5 and Figure 5-5)
(5-5)
Where
n is the exponent in the free discharge equation (Equation 5.3)
Q is discharge for the submerged or drowned condition
QI is discharge for the free or undrowned condition
HI is upstream head of water (relative to weir crest)
H2 is downstream head of water (relative to the weir crest)
and
(5-6)
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Drowned Weir Flow - Vlllemont Sensitivity
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Figure 5-5 Villemonte drowned weir flow function
These equations were applied within the HR BREACH model, using the eroding crest of the
embankment breach as the invert against which up and downstream water levels are compared.
However, upon review of the original work by Villemonte (Villemonte, 1947), it can be seen that
the Villemonte equation refers to the performance of drowned thin plate weirs, rather than broad
crested or triangular weirs. It is likely that the apparent confusion regarding application stems from
the use of descriptions by Villemonte such as rectangular and triangular shaped weirs, for thin plate
rectangular and thin plate triangular shaped weirs (Figure 5-6).
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Figure 5-6 A summary of tests performed by Villemonte showing the different weir types
(Villemonte, 1947)
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A review of guidance on drowning functions (Ackers et al., 1978, Chadwick and Morfett, 1993,
Chow, 1959, French, 1986, Henderson, 1966, King, 1954) identifies two main sources of
information, namely Weirs and flumes for flow measurement (Ackers et al., 1978) and the British
Standards (British Standards Institution (BSI), 1986, British Standards Institution (BSI), 1990,
British Standards Institution (BS!), 2008a, British Standards Institution (BS!), 2008b, British
Standards Institution (BS!), 2008c).
The difficulty in identifying a single drowning function for use within a breach model is that the
function varies according to the weir geometry; in tum the weir geometry changes as the breach
evolves. Hence, any function that is selected either needs to cope with significant geometry
changes, or multiple functions are used and selectively applied as the geometry changes.
The guidance on drowned weir flow by British or International Standards varies in format
according to the weir type under consideration. A plot that combines the drowning functions from
different sources was produced (Figure 5-7) to allow a direct comparison of the different guidance.
Comparison of Drowned Weir Flow Reduction Factors
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Figure 5-7 A comparison of weir drowning/unctions
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Additional weir drowning functions were also developed by HR Wallingford for weir design
studies undertaken in the 1980s (HR Wallingford, 1989). These offer a more generic approach to
the drowning equation, incorporating the weir modular limit as a variable. These are included for
comparison against selected drowning functions in Figure 5-8.
BS1438:2008 (British Standards Institution (BSI), 2008c) relates to flow measurement using thin
plate weirs. The guidance here should correlate with the work by Villemonte. However, as shown
in Figure 5-7, there is a difference between the drowning functions. BS1438:2008 makes it clear
that the drowning function depends upon a range of geometric parameters as well as simply the
crest and relative water levels; the two curves plotted show upper and lower bound functions.
The three remaining plots in Figure 5-7 appear very similar, but originate from different sources
and for different weir shapes. These comprise:
• Drowning function for triangular weirs (e.g. Crump) from Weirs and flumes for flow
measurement (Ackers et al., 1978);
• Drowning function for V shaped, broad crested weirs from BS3680-4I (1986);
• Drowning function for rectangular broad crested weirs from BS3846 (2008).
Care should be taken to recognise whether gauged heads (h2/hl) or the ratio of total head (H/H1)
are used:
Villemonte uses gauged heads
Ackers uses total head
British Standards use total head
The approach velocity for breach could vary from low to moderate, whilst the downstream velocity
is likely to vary from moderate to very high. Hence, the (mis)use of total head instead of gauged
could make a significant difference.
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The Ackers equation comprises a modular limit at H2eiHie = 0.75, with the following equation
applicable to 0.75 <H2eiHie ::::0.93 (Le. when 0.87 ::::f < 0.99)
[
4]0.0647
f = 1.035 0.817 -( ~:: J (5-7)
and the following equation is applicable to 0.93 <H2eiHie ::::0.985 (i.e. when 0.40 ::::f < 0.87)
f = 8.686 - 8.403[ H2e ]
Hie
(5-8)
BS3846 (Broad Crested Weirs) gives guidance on a specific, but typical geometry of rectangular
broad crested weir where the length (in the direction of flow) to height ratio is approximately 3:
(5-9)
Where f, the drowned flow reduction factor is defined in terms of total head as follows:
in the range 0.750 < HiHI < 0.925:
(5-to)
in the range 0.925 < H2IHI < 0.975:
f = 5.70-5.245(H2 / HI) (5-11)
The HRW equation (HR Wallingford, 1989) was developed to allow simulation of drowning of a
gated weir structure. The gates were initially angled with the flow, providing a sharp crest, but
could be pivoted into a horizontal position whereby flow could pass both over and under the gates.
The drowning function comprises:
(5-12)
Where:
X=H2IHI
A = Modular limit (0 <A < 1)
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Figure 5-8 shows a comparison of how this equation compares to the Ackers and Villemonte
equations. Note that Villemonte uses gauged heads whilst the others use total head.
It can be seen that the HRW equation offers a range of solutions that can be set to match either of
the other equations. Consideration also needs to be given to the dependency of the overall weir
behaviour on geometric parameters, which are not reflected here. A further variation in discharge
of the order of 20% might be experienced as a function of head relative to geometry (within the
given weir type).
Comparison of Drowned Weir Flow Reduction Factors
(HRWVarying Modular Limit Vrs Villemonte & Ackers)
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c nfid n in kn wing the hape of the eroding weir section. Whilst the Villemonte equation has
b n h wn t be derived from the analy i of thin plate weir , it can be argued that the drowning
pr i m t imp rtant at the breach formation tage where the embankment body can be
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eroding fast in relation to the head of water. Under these conditions the potential difference
between thin plate and ogee weir flow is less, hence the potential error in applying Villemonte is
less.
Examples of the impact of the weir drowning function are provided for two case studies in the
following Sections 5.3.2 and 5.3.3.
5.3.2Influence of drowning on the ARS#1 test case
Details of the ARS#l test case can be found in Appendix 3. The test data includes measured
downstream water levels as the breach evolved. The flow through the breach was calculated from
changes in the upstream reservoir level, using a measured stage volume relationship, combined
with measured inflow to that reservoir. The downstream water levels occurred as a function of
discharge through the breach and the rate at which the water could drain away from the test basin.
No formal stage discharge relationship is available for the downstream area for this test, but an
estimate of this relationship may be made using the observed test data. This was then used within
the breach model to investigate the effects of drowning on model predictions. Figure 5-9 shows
measured data for the rising and falling limb of the breaching experiment, along with curve fits for
the discharge assuming either a broad crested or V-shaped weir flow relationship (Le. H3/2 or H5/2).
The rising and falling limb data shows a degree of hysteresis, likely, in part to arise from the
calculation method for breach discharge. Assuming some form of weir control for discharge out of
the downstream reservoir, it can be seen that a V-shaped weir equation (i.e. H5/2) fits the data better
than a rectangular weir equation (i.e. H3/2).
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Figure 5-9 Analysis of downstream stage discharge relationship for test ARS#l
Three modelling scenarios have been investigated to assess the effects of the downstream water
level on breach growth:
a) Simulation applying (rigidly) the observed test case downstream water level conditions;
b) Simulation assuming no downstream influence;
c) Simulation applying the calculated downstream stage discharge relationship.
The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 5-10 and Figure 5-11. Figure 5-10 shows all of the
results on one plot, whilst Figure 5-11a, b, c show results for the fixed downstream boundary, no
downstream influence and application of the calculated downstream stage discharge relationship
respectively. The observed test discharge is shown on all plots. It can be seen that:
• Where the observed test boundary conditions are applied regardless of initiation timing, the
model predictions rapidly deviate from the observed data when the model prediction timing
varie from the ob erved conditions;
• Without con idering the effects of downstream water level on breach growth, the breach
utfl w prediction are significantly greater than observed;
• Applicati n of the e timated downstream boundary conditions gives a far more consistent
predicti n that i ignificantly les dependent upon the initiation timing.
The imp rtance f including dr wning effects within a breach model is clearly demon trated by
th ~re ult . v ning ffe t can ignificantly affect the rate of erosion and the magnitude of the
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flow hydrograph. The importance of using appropriate model boundary conditions is also
highlighted. Using observed downstream data rather than a generic stage discharge relationship
can rapidly distort the apparent performance of the model as the model predictions start to deviate
from the actual test case conditions.
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Figure 5-10 Model predictions with varying downstream boundary conditions: all boundary
conditions (fixed head time; no downstream influence; estimated rating)
It is noticeable that the observed flow data shown in Figure 5-10 and Figure 5-11shows fluctuations
in comparison to the model predictions. These most likely arise from two sources. Firstly, the
breach discharge is calculated from the change in measured upstream water level, hence any error
or oscillation in this level will be reflected in the 'observed' discharge. Oscillations can be seen in
the predicted values leading up to the point of breach formation. These errors are indicative of
estimated flow error for relatively stable, slowly changing conditions; during breach formation
when conditions change more rapidly, it is reasonable to assume that these errors might become
larger, which is what can be seen as the breach flow surges. The second cause of fluctuation arises
when blocks fail and fall into the breach as part of the breach widening process. Block removal
below the water level increases the flow area, whilst block failure into the breach comprising
material from both above and below the water level may briefly reduce the flow area. Hence the
influence of block failure can be to both reduce and then increase discharge, as can be seen in the
observed results.
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5.3.3Influence of drowning on the Oros test case
Details of the Oros test case can be found in Appendix 3. A particular feature of the Oros Dam site
is a narrow constriction in the valley downstream of the dam formed by two large rock outcrops.
The effect of this constriction on flood water levels downstream, and hence drowning of the
breach, is very significant.
Figure 5-12 shows the predicted breach outflow with (Run M10) and without (Run M1) the effects
of drowning. The nature of the outflow changes significantly from a high peak discharge
hydro graph of relatively short duration, to a much lower peak discharge hydro graph but over a
considerably longer duration.
The predictions are compared against an estimated range for the observed peak discharge. Since
actual dambreak discharge was not recorded, the discharge is back calculated from observed
reservoir levels. With a very large reservoir surface area the uncertainty in calculation arising from
small errors in timings and / or levels can be significant - as shown in Figure 5-12 where the
potential peak discharge ranges from 12000m3/s to 58000m3/s.
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Figure 5-12 Influence of drowning on predicted breach outflow
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5.3.4 Conclusions from drowning analysis
A number of conclusions may be drawn from the analysis undertaken on the ARS#l and Oros test
cases. Firstly, both cases demonstrate that the effect of drowning can be very significant, changing
the shape of the outflow hydrograph and the magnitude of peak discharge by several factors.
Secondly, the ARS#l test in particular demonstrates the importance of applying appropriate
boundary conditions for performance analysis. Tests for ARS#1 using no boundary conditions or
rigidly applying observed downstream test conditions suggest a much wider range of model
predictions than is actually the case. This may be misleading when trying to compare the
performance of a number of models together.
5.4 The significance of valley shape for dam breach
The analyses above have highlighted the importance of considering the effects of drowning on
breach formation and ensuring correct boundary conditions for the model. A constraint that is
ignored inmany breach models, is that imposed by valley shape when considering failure of a dam
across a valley. In the cases where catastrophic breach through an embankment dam is being
simulated, there may be considerable error introduced by not representing the true valley profile
(assuming this profile is established by non erodible rock).
Most breach models assume a flat base as a limit for breach simulation. The magnitude of the error
that this assumption introduces will depend upon the size of reservoir in relation to predicted
breach growth and valley geometry; more specifically, whether simulation of the main features of
the flow hydrograph occurs during the period when breach erosion has reached the valley floor and
is widening within (or across) the constraints of the valley geometry (Figure 5-13).
To take the valley shape into account whilst modelling breach, the valley bed definition defines the
non erodible base to the embankment. This is considered to be fixed through the X direction - i.e.
the same for all sections through the breach. However, the non erodible bed may vary in the Y and
Z directions in order to define a valley shape. The objective is how and when to introduce the
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valley shape within the breach shape definition, whilst maintaining fast and efficient breach
computation.
Breach Development
Figure 5-13 Potential error in calculation when ignoring valley shape for dambreak analysis
The valley shape needs to be defined by as small a number of points as possible in order to keep the
model run time as low as possible. A simple valley can comprise a river channel with flood plains
on either side before reaching the valley sides. This geometry may be defined by 11 points as
shown in Figure 5-14.
Figure 5-14 Breach growth through an embankment with a fixed (rock) valley profile
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Checking whether the growing breach profile has intercepted the valley sides at every time step
complicates and slows the computational process, hence it was considered that initial zones of 'safe
breach growth' could be established (for each model section) prior to the model run. This could be
done, for example, by extending a profile from the initiation notch vertically down until it
intersects the valley, horizontally until intersection and then back vertically. This may be done for a
single vertical drop (line A-B-C-D in Figure 5-15) or for additional lines such as a 45 degree drop
(line A-E-F plus A-E-G-H in Figure 5-15).
z
Ly
F D H
Figure 5-15 Defining a safe growth zone within a valley profile
With the two projections shown in Figure 5-15, the safe breach growth zone is defined by line F-E-
IJ-B-C-h-G-H (shaded). An initial check on valley profile data will allow identification of the
valley low point; a rule may be defined ensuring that a valley shape can only be defined by
horizontal or sloping lines leading to a single low point - this makes calculation of the safe breach
growth zone and subsequent breach - valley side interaction significantly easier with minimal
limitation on the modeller.
Th m th d utlined above focuses upon how to resolve the evolving breach profile at each section
thr ugh th embankment. However, when tested, a greater problem was found relating to the way
in which critical flow condition through the breach are calculated. The current analysis method
CM harned 2002) a e e the flow capacity of each cross section through the breach and identifie
th minimum fl w ection a the control point and hence where subcritical flow transition to
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supercritical. This flow capacity is calculated independently of flow conditions at other sections.
This is acceptable for conditions where a breach channel evolves progressively through the
embankment, but becomes a problem when there are abrupt changes, such as the fixed valley shape
boundary conditions, imposed, generally from the downstream section back towards the crest. By
fixing the breach cross section, the method of identifying the critical flow section by calculating the
minimum flow section becomes trapped at the valley imposed section, generally near the toe of the
breach. Considering the physical situation, it is recognised that this section would not control flow
conditions through the breach unless it created a backwater effect sufficient to influence or drown
the next upstream section. However, calculation of this influence requires a section by section
analysis through the model, with recalculation of the water surface profiles for each potential
critical section. This would create a much larger computational load for the model, and slow the
simulation significantly, defeating one of the goals of this breach modelling approach.
Investigation into rapid methods for predicting critical flow transitions did highlight some possible
approaches (Castro-Orgaz et al., 2008, Montes, 1998) but the complexity of analysis seemed more
appropriate to smoother, more stable flow transitions rather than the dynamically changing and
relatively uncertain processes that develop during the breaching process. Consequently, this line of
investigation was stopped and the valley shape adjustment not implemented within the model.
Allowing for the effect of valley shape does, however, remain an important area that should be
addressed in future breach model developments. Figure 5-16 highlights where errors may be
induced when calculating breach conditions with a 'flat base' breach model rather than one that can
adapt to fixed bed profiles, such as a rock valley. A simple example of the potential error in flow
calculation, and hence breach growth calculation is given by comparing calculated flow for a
rectangular breach, 10m deep and 20m wide (i.e. Figure 5-l6a) against a triangular valley profile
that is 10m deep and 20m wide at the crest (i.e. Figure 5-16c) using simple rectangular and
triangular weir flow equations with approximate, but accepted coefficient values (Webber, 1971):
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Rectangular valley flow:
Q = CLH3/2 = 1.7 x 20 x 103/2 = 1075m3/s
V shaped valley flow:
Q = C, 8115 (2g)I/2 tan (0/2) H5/2 = 0.598115 (2g)O.5 tan(45) 1052 = 441m3/s
- -
(a) Rectangular valley
(b) Trapezoidal valley
( ) V haped valley
Pi Ire 5-16 Example of how different valley hape may affect the accuracy of flat bed breach
model pr diction
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The potential effect of valley shape on the formation of a large breach can therefore be significant.
At the time of writing, no breach models contain the ability to predict breach evolution over a
fixed, non rectangular bed profile.
5.5 Discussion
Flow prediction is a fundamental part of any breach model hence the physical processes that occur
were studied in detail (using the IMPACT project data) and ways to improve the accuracy of
simulation tested. Four aspects were considered, comprising:
(i) a review of the physical flow processes, including identification of a 'converging flow'
phase not previously identified in breach modelling;
(ii) a review and testing of methods for calculating flow (Le. weir flow, 10, 20, 3D models
etc.) and in particular the automated use of varying weir discharge coefficients;
(iii) demonstration ofthe importance of breach drowning and how to calculate this;
(iv) clarification of the significance of constraints on overall breach growth and flow, such as
valley shape.
Hence, ways to improve simple flow representation were demonstrated, along with the importance
of including the effects of drowning in the flow calculation process. This was also further
validated during model performance evaluation (Chapter 8). However, it was recognised that the
actual flow processes that occur during breach formation are far more complex than a simple ID
weir flow representation and that a balance is being made between the use of a simplified approach
for rapid computation against the accuracy of the flow prediction.
An investigation of breach flow conditions reveals how complex and transient the flow processes
are. The nature of the flow, and the factors that control it, change with time; this means that a
single, simplified approach to flow calculation for breach modelling will never precisely represent
the true breach flow for all phases of breach development. The issues are firstly, whether the
impact on accuracy implicit within a simplified approach is really understood and secondly,
whether this impact is acceptable for the given use of modelling results.
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Analysis of the IMPACT project video footage allowed the different stages of flow and breach
evolution to be highlighted. Initially, the breach flow is controlled by the eroding shape of the
embankment and a number of different types of weir flow can be seen as the control section and
conditions change. Hence, there are several factors that will affect the accuracy of flow calculation
using a simple weir flow approach, including weir geometry, water depth on the weir, upstream
channel geometry, etc. (Figure 5-17). These influences are represented (in weir equations) by a
range of adjustment factors, as presented in various different texts and the British Standards for
flow measurement using weirs (Ackers et al., 1978, British Standards Institution (BSn, 1986,
British Standards Institution (BSI), 1990, British Standards Institution (BSn, 2008a, British
Standards Institution (BSn, 2008b, British Standards Institution (BSn, 2008c).
Breach / Weir
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Figur 5-17 Factor: affecting weir based calculation offlow through a breach
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The magnitude of variation in flow calculation from each of these different factors can be
significant. For example, considering each of the factors shown in Figure 5-17:
• Weir Geometry: the weir discharge coefficient can vary by as much as 50% between
broad crested and ogee weir shapes. As the embankment section erodes non hydrostatic
pressure distributions also develop due to the steep water surface curvature and vertical
accelerations. Flow vortices also form along each side of the breach. See Figure 2-13a,f
and Figure 2-14a, e;
• Effective Weir Length: as the flow control section erodes the embankment it moves
upstream (Samuels and Morris, 2010). In the latter stages of erosion (through the upstream
embankment slope) the control section moves out of the narrower embankment crest area
and can form an elliptical weir control on the upstream face. Effective weir lengths depend
upon the geometry, but an elliptical profile with the ratio of a:b as between 5:1 and 3:1
gives a control length of 5-11% greater than the normal weir length. See Figure 2-14e;
• Disrupted Flow: Weir flow calculations assume normal, uniform flow conditions. Whilst
this can exist during the early and late stages of breach development, the conditions in-
between can be extremely disrupted. For example, where flow depths and velocities are
high, the flow will pass directly across an elliptical (planform) shaped weir section, with
the effective weir length reverting back to the normal width rather than the curved length
(hence counteracting the example 5-11% increase suggested above that may occur under
less extreme flow conditions). See Figure 2-15;
• Flow Contraction: Flow contraction can have a significant effect on weir discharge, with
reductions of 10-20% or more depending upon the precise weir geometry in relation to the
approach flow and flow channel conditions. These effects will change as the breach shape
evolves and widens. See Figure 2-13e-f;
• Drowned Flow: as the downstream water level rises and drowning occurs, the flow
through a breach and hence the rate of growth can slow or even stop. The onset of
drowning and the rate at which flow is reduced is a function of the breach geometry.
Modular limits (hih) may be considered anywhere between 0 and 0.85, with 0.66 or 0.75
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often used. The difference in the rate of drowning (due to geometry and use of different
functions) at a given point in the submergence range say 0.7-1.0, could be as much as 30-
40%. See Figure 1-5 and Figure 1-6.
Alongside these uncertainties within the model flow calculation process is the additional
uncertainty introduced by defining horizontal and vertical boundaries to modelling the breach
growth. It can be seen that introducing natural geometry boundary conditions, such as valley shape
for dambreak modelling, can have a significant effect on modelling predictions.
However, whilst a long list of uncertainties in flow calculation using simple weir flow calculation
can be presented, it should be recognised that the magnitude and range of application of each of
these uncertainties varies during the breaching process. The influence that each component of
uncertainty has on the overall prediction of breach will vary from case to case and is not
necessarily independent of the other factors. For example, a 50% error in flow calculation for initial
weir flow conditions when little or no erosion is taking place may have a negligible effect on the
final magnitude of breach outflow calculation, but alternatively may have a significant effect on the
initiation timing.
From a different perspective, it can be seen that application of the simple weir flow approach
within a breach model can provide results that appear reasonably consistent with observed data for
a range of different test cases. The test cases used for the DSIG performance evaluation were
drawn from a range of sources and covered different sizes and types of structure; whilst the
predicted results are far from perfect, they do broadly reflect the observed flow behaviour. This
suggests that the uncertainties discussed above do not occur simultaneously or combine to give
widely differing answers.
Whilst the simplified weir flow approach might offer an indicative solution to breach flow, a
simple observation of the true flow processes during breach evolution demonstrates a complex and
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changing 3D flow structure. In particular, the converging flow phase shows near vertical dropping
of water through the breach and the later erosion and undercutting along the toes of the breach
sides are driven by flow in the form of elongated vortices, which in tum arise through the
combination of flow contraction and 'dropping' through the breach. To simulate these flow
conditions and the associated erosion processes will require a 3D flow model. Application of a 2D
flow model may improve flow predictions relative to I-D weir flow however a 2D (H) analysis will
not be able to simulate the vertical flow accelerations through the breach and in forming the erosive
vortices.
In conclusion, it is recognised that use of a weir equation to predict breach flow contains many
approximations and a significant degree of uncertainty. Analysis of physical flow processes show
that breach flow is a complex 3D process that evolves throughout the breaching process. This
suggests that a time varying 3D flow model is required to reproduce these conditions within a
breach model. However, whilst 3D flow modelling is possible, it will require significant
development to integrate 3D flow, erosion and structure stability analysis, as would be required for
a true 3D breach model. In comparison, the performance evaluation of the 1D weir flow approach
shows that this offers a pragmatic indicative solution for breach flow conditions. However,
attempts to refine the ID weir flow calculation method simply emphasise the number of dependent
parameters and the degree of uncertainty within this approach and it is considered that following
this line of analysis further is not practical in the context of this research. Instead, integration of 2D
or 3D flow, erosion and stability processes is recommended. This approach should also lend itself
to the easier definition of natural boundary profiles, such as valley shape or bedrock boundaries.
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6. Breach erosion processes
The erosion processes that occur during breach initiation and growth vary according to the
hydraulic loading, soil type and state and structure response (Morris et al., 2009a). Much of the past
research into breach formation processes has been undertaken with only a limited, if any, analysis
of soil state (Wahl, 2007). This leads to confusion as to the validity and applicability of different
breach models (Morris et al., 2008, Zhu, 2006). It is therefore important to clarify what erosion
processes can occur, when and how these might be simulated in a breach model. In particular,
when breach formation might occur through headcut erosion as compared to surface erosion. This
difference is important because the nature of the erosion affects the timing at which the upstream
edge of the crest might be eroded; since this typically controls flow driving the breach initiation
stage, a change in timing here could significantly affect the overall breach formation timing and
hence the rate of flood water release and the ultimate size of the breach.
6.1 Observed behaviour
6. 1. 1Breach erosion behaviour: Head cut versus surface erosion
As introduced in Figure 2-3. two 'large scale' physical processes can occur that affect the rate and
way in which erosion dictates the breach formation and growth process. These mechanisms are:
1. Headcut formation;
2. Surface erosion.
Headcut formation occurs when the erosion of material forms steps in the downstream face of the
embankment. These steps tend to deepen and migrate upstream, progressively forming a smaller
number of larger steps. Eventually the steps (or step) cuts through the upstream edge of the crest,
where control of the flow into the breach takes place, and rapid failure ensues (Figure 6-1; also see
Figure 2-6). The process of headcut formation tends to occur in cohesive materials with a low
erodibility (in comparison to say, a sandy non cohesive and highly erodible material), The nature
of the material is such that it can support the creation of steps, without rapid collapse and erosion of
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the surface material. This process leads to the creation of a series of cascading jets of water, which
impact the embankment surface and erode back into the step (embankment) as well as the step
surface.
a. Initial stages of head cut formation (11:55) - erosion b. Formation of small headcut (12:07) near toe of
at weak . near toe of s embankment
e. Progre sive erosion of head cut (12:59)
Figure 6-1 Stages ofheadcut development (EU IMPACT Project clay test 1-02) (Morris, 2009)
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When surface erosion occurs, material is eroded from the embankment face and the crest area
rather than just from the downstream face (Figure 2-5). The occurrence of this process is
significant since erosion of the crest area will affect the control of flow into the breach. Hence,
erosion of the crest could be expected to increase the speed with which catastrophic breach might
occur when compared to erosion via a headcut process. Surface erosion tends to occur in non
cohesive, more erodible materials which, by their nature, tend not to support the creation of steps.
Unlike headcut erosion, surface erosion appears to be driven by tangential flow stresses.
Analysis of the IMPACT field data test data in relation to physical processes (Morris, 2009) shows
that headcut processes clearly occurred in Field Test #1 (Testl-02 - Clay embankment) and Field
Test #2 (Test2C-02 - Gravel embankment). Field Test #2 demonstrated unusual behaviour by
eroding through a headcut process for non-cohesive gravels; this was attributed to the effects of
freezing conditions and ice in the gravel, creating a more erosion resistant material. Field Test #3
(Testl-03 - Composite embankment) demonstrated both headcut and surface erosion processes,
whilst Field Test #4 (Test 2-03 - Composite embankment; initial attempts at piping failure,
followed by overtopping failure) demonstrated predominantly surface erosion processes.
A similar mixture of headcut and surface erosion processes is reported in more recent laboratory
based research looking at how the type and state of fill material affects the breach erosion process
(Malisa et al., 2010). In particular, Malisa reports behaviour of a cohesive soil that initially shows
surface erosion (referred to as 'stress detachment') and subsequently headcut (Figure 6-2). Plots of
time varying erosion show the critical stage of erosion through the upstream edge of the crest
occurring as surface erosion rather than headcut, for this particular soil and embankment type.
This mixture of erosion processes suggests that, for improved breach process prediction, a breach
model should be capable of simulating both headcut and surface erosion processes in order to cope
with structures built from a range of different material types and state; the challenge is in
identifying when and why these large scale processes change as a function of soil type and state.
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'IGURII Breach Morphology for Material Ml
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Figure 6-2 Laboratory modelling of breach (as reported by Malisa) showing mixed phases of
surface and then headcut erosion (Malisa et al., 2010)
6.1.2 Breach erosion mechanisms
The processes of headcut or surface erosion are fuelled by the removal of sediment from the
embankment body. This can occur via the three mechanisms listed below (de Vroeg et al., 2002,
Mostafa, 2003, Mostafa et al., 2008); this is also supported by observations from the IMPACT field
test data (Morris, 2009). These mechanisms comprise:
1. Sediment erosion;
2. Mass erosion;
3. Soil wasting.
Sediment erosion occurs when sediment is removed from the surface of the embankment and held
in suspension by the flow. Mass erosion occurs when small lumps of soil, rather than individual
particles, are removed from the embankment surface by the flow. This process is particularly
affected by the structure of the soil, including any fissuring that may have occurred. Soil wasting
occurs when large blocks of soil are undercut and collapse into the breach flow. The e are then
quickly removed via a mixture of sediment and mass erosion (Figure 6-3).
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a. Sediment erosion by turbulent flow along base of
breach sides
c. Soil wa ring - block failure on left face of breach
Figure 6-3 mailer cafe ero ion mechanisms
b. Mass erosion - small lumps of soil/clay being
removed
d. Soil wasting - block failure on left face of breach 2s
after failure of block into breach (i.e. block has been
removed)
The proce s of soil wasting occurs most clearly during the breach formation stage. At the entrance
to the breach the flow contracts and drops into the breach. This tends to create three flow zones, as
hown in igure 6-3a comprising (i) a central jet of water that is relatively free from sediment and
(ii) two highly ero ive, elongated vortices that cut along the base of the breach sides. These vortices
er d and undercut material at the breach sides until failure occurs whereby a block of soil will
break away from the embankment body and either rotate into or slide into the breach. The e blocks
tend t crumbl into maller units a they fall into the breach and are then removed very rapidly by
th high nergy fl w (igur 6-3c,d). This process of breach formation and growth is very
c mple and dynami. low pr ce e are three dimen ional and oil ero ion is not in equilibrium.
h fl \ Z n and rte er i n pr ce e shown in Figure 6-3 can al 0 be en at a much larger
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scale in photos of the El Guapo dam which failed in December 1999 due to spillway failure,
followed by headcut erosion through the earth dam (Figure 6-4).
a. Headcut erosion back through dam after failure of the b. Vortices undercutting the breach sides just after
spillway (El Guapo Dam, Venezuela) failure of the spillway crest (El Guapo Dam, Venezuela)
Figure 6-4 Failure of the El Guapo Dam (Venezuela)
6.2 Approaches for simulating erosion
Until recently (-2005), a majority of breach models have used equilibrium sediment transport
(EST) equations. This can be seen from Table 2-5 where there are frequent references, for
example, to formulae such as the Meyer-Peter and Miiller, Yang, Bagnold-Visser and Smart
equations (Mohamed, 2002, Smart, 1984, Visser, 1998a, Yang, 1979, Yang, 1996a). The problem
with the use of EST equations is that they have been developed for the long term prediction of river
bed morphology rather than the prediction of short term, dynamic conditions arising from a breach.
EST relationships have typically been established by studying equilibrium sediment transport
conditions in a flume, where sediment is fed into and collected from a flume under steady state
flow conditions in order to establish what bed load and wash load transport rate Occurs for a given
sediment and flow condition. This process relies upon a balance being established between
sediment inflow and outflow; it is also based upon flow over a sediment bed, rather than flow
through a breach where erosion may occur along the breach sides resulting in oil wasting, where a
mass of sediment is injected into the flow.
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Some of the problems encountered whilst investigating different sediment equations and numerical
solutions for breach modelling, included:
• The need to adapt sediment transport rate to account for potential erosion of the breach
sides, rather than for the bed only;
• Modelling instabilities arising from application of the transport equation to breach sections
without any balancing inflow of sediment, often leading to unsustainably high rates of
erosion at the first eroding flow section. (This problem could be countered by the
introduction of erosion 'smoothing' for the initial erosion sections of the model);
• Uncertainty in selection of the most appropriate transport equation, given that none were
truly applicable to flow conditions found in a breach.
Critically, the rate of formation of breach can be seen to be highly dependent upon soil state - for
example, a highly compacted soil as compared to a loosely placed soil, will take much longer to
erode. EST equations do not offer the flexibility of allowing for soil state, since the equations are
based upon the soil being in flux along a river bed.
The use of erosion equations rather than EST equations for simulating erosion during breach would
appear to offer a better solution that more closely represents the physical processes that occur.
Unlike EST equations, erosion equations relate the rate of sediment removal to the shear stress
applied by the surface flow and are applicable to non equilibrium conditions. This concept is not
new, and derives from early work on sediment transport. Early research proposed a relationship
between sediment size, critical shear or velocity and sediment transport (Henderson, 1966,
Hjulstrom, 1935). This was extended by later researchers who started to highlight the significance
of soil state on sediment transport (de Vroeg et al., 2002, Sundborg, 1956). Partheniades
(Partheniades, 1965) subsequently proposed the following general relationship;
e=O for t < te
e=M[(t/tc}-I] for t ~Le (6-1)
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Where:
e is the erosion rate for cohesive soils
t is the effective shear stress
t c is the critical shear stress
M is a factor representing soil characteristics and condition
Examples of more recent use of this form of equation for breach modelling is given by Chen (Chen
and Anderson, 1986) and Hanson (Hanson et al., 200Sc) in the form below:
(6-2)
Where:
E is the erosion rate inm3/s/m2 (bulk volume hence rate of bed elevation change or retreat)
Kd is the erodibility or detachment coefficient
T is the effective shear stress
re is the critical stress
a and b are empirical coefficients dependent upon soil properties.
The use of such an erosion equation has two advantages; firstly, the equation reflects a dynamic
erosion process and is not based upon steady state equilibrium conditions which clearly do not
apply; secondly, the erodibility parameter, Kd, can be used to reflect variations in erosion as a
function of soil state (which has been identified as an important issue for breach modelling and is
impossible to do using equilibrium sediment transport equations).
The drawback to using an equation based upon an erodibility coefficient, such as K, is the need to
define a value for Kd• To date this has been undertaken through laboratory or field testing (Hanson
and Cook, 2004) but there are several different methods by which this might be done and results
are not yet consistent between approaches (Regazzoni et al., 2008b, Wahl, 2008a, Wahl et al.,
2009).
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Simple guidance on the likely range of erodibility for a given soil and state is available, but this
needs to be refined in order to support breach modelling accuracy. Nevertheless, it should be
recognised that the accuracy of breach prediction offered by this approach (predictive breach
modelling based upon erosion equations) is far more accurate than the application of simple peak
discharge equations and offers a better long term solution for model development than use of
traditional sediment equations.
The recognition that erosion equations should be used in preference to equilibrium sediment
transport equations means that a majority of breach models developed previously have used
incorrect erosion relationships to simulate breach initiation and growth (Morris et al., 2008).
6.3 The significance of erosion behaviour and modelling approach on
breach prediction
The effect of soil state and choice of modelling approach on breach prediction was investigated by
the writer in relation to variations in embankment geometry. Figure 6-5 shows the assumed test
layout.
Steady inflow
Im3/s
..'
Impo ed dJ
water level
\ "' .
,....·········..··....·· ..·_,::::·..·.·.··· ···1"-
; 7500m2 re ervoir ]
."; urface area !1.. .. ..'. ......
".,...'..'
"
".
Figur 6-5 imple embankment s enario Jar analysi oj effect oj ero ion behaviour, modelling
approach and embankment geometry
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Table 6-1 summarises the different test conditions, namely different permutations of embankment
crest geometry with different breach mechanism (erosion behaviour) and approach for modelling
sediment erosion. The results (outflow hydro graphs ) are compared in Figure 6-7. The upstream
reservoir has a constant surface area with depth of 7500m2 resulting in the reservoir stage volume
relationship shown in Figure 6-6 below.
Effect of Embankment Geometry and Erosion Process· ReservolrStage Volume
Relatlonshlp
30000 35000
ReMt'Voir Volume (m3)
Figure 6-6 Assumed reservoir stage volume relationship
Table 6-1 Run permutations for modelling test case
Ref Crest Erosion Type of Erosion Erosion Other
width Behaviour Equation equation (~: cm3 / N-s)
{m2
Ml 1 Surface Erosion Hanson 3~=IO.2
M2 2 Surface Erosion Hanson ~=10.2
M3b 4 Surface Erosion Hanson ~=IO.2
M4 8 Surface Erosion Hanson ~=lO.2
M6 I Headcut Erosion Hanson ~=lO.2; 4C=O.OO2
M7 2 Headcut Erosion Hanson ~=IO.2; C=O.OO2
M8 4 Headcut Erosion Hanson ~=lO.2; C=O.OO2
M9 1 Surface ESTI M_P_M2
MIO 2 Surface EST M-P-M
MIl 4 Surface EST M-P-M
MI2 8 Surface EST M-P-M
EST - Equilibrium sediment transport equation
2M_P_M =Meyer - Peter - Muller equation (cohesive)
3~ = soil erodibility
4C = Headcut migration rate
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Effect of Embankment Geometry and Erosion Process - Outflow
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Figure 6-7 Effect of embankment geometry, erosion process and modelling approach on breach
prediction
The results shown in Figure 6-7 provide an example of how the different modelling approaches
affect the breach prediction. Three groups of results can be seen, labelled Ml-4, M6-8 and
M9-12 and representing surface erosion behaviour using a sediment erosion equation, headcut
erosion behaviour using a sediment erosion equation and surface erosion behaviour using a
sediment transport equation. The key differences are that:
1. Each group of results clusters in a different area and with a different characteristic shape.
The timing of the results are a function of how quickly erosion occurs at the upstream
edge of the crest (the point where breach flow is typically controlled during the breach
initiation stage);
2. It can be een for this example that the sediment transport equations predict a much
quicker rate of era ion than the erosion equation (i.e. comparing surface erosion runs M9-
M12 again t MI-M4). This reflects the in built assumption of soil state for sediment
tran port equation , whereas this parameter is defined by K, within the erosion equation.
Henc th timing difference here is a function of the assumed parameters for the test ea e;
he differenc in hydr graph shapes reflect the rapid onset of ere t era ion for surface
r i n u ing the ediment tran port equation, the slower rate of ere t era ion u ing the
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erosion equation (for surface erosion) and the delay in any crest erosion that occurs whilst
simulating headcut advances back from the downstream face to the upstream edge of the
crest (i.e. runs M6-M8);
4. Note that the shape of the decaying limb of the hydrographs reflects the reservoir stage
volume relationship in conjunction with predicted breach size and soil erodibility. The
rate of fall can increase or decrease as the reservoir stage volume relationship changes in
relation to the rate of breach formation. This is considered further in Section 6.3.5;
5. When considering differences arising from varying embankment crest width a
fundamental difference between approaches can be seen. The results from modelling
surface erosion compared to headcut erosion show that the timing of the breach is delayed
as the crest width widens for headcut, but not significantly for surface erosion. This is
because the surface erosion process occurs rapidly and across all areas of the
embankment, including the crest, whilst the headcut process starts on the downstream
face of the embankment and cuts back through the embankment. Breach formation only
occurs once the upstream edge of the crest area starts to erode, so allowing flow through
the breach to increase.
Point 5 above reflects the fact that the application of a sediment erosion equation in surface erosion
mode, neglects continuity of sediment. This is acceptable for a breach where the flow path into and
through the breach is relatively short, and sediment is "instantly" removed. However, as the
embankment crest width increases, say tending to infinity, it is physically inconsistent that no
change in the rate of breach initiation occurs. An example of this breaching situation could be
where a landslide into a valley has created a very wide blockage to flow. In this situation, where
surface erosion occurs, a process tending towards equilibrium sediment transport will probably
develop. Whilst the flow energy through an undrowned dam or embankment breach is sufficient to
remove large blocks of sediment "instantly", this could not be sustained continuously over an
indefinite length and sediment would eventually be dropped by the flow, or the flow would have
insufficient energy to move it. Identifying the point where the transition between rapid erosion and
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'balanced' sediment transport occurs would require analysis of flow energy and sediment carrying
capacity of the flow, but physical observations and judgement suggests that this transition would
not occur for most typical dam or embankment geometries (contrary to Visser (Visser, 1998a)), but
should be considered carefully for the analysis of landslide dams.
6.3.1 The significance of soil erodibility
The example above highlights how dependent breach model predictions are on the assumed 'large
scale' physical process (i.e. headcut or surface erosion) and the choice of sediment or erosion
equation. The rapid and dynamic physical processes that occur during breach suggest that the use
of an erosion equation is more appropriate than an EST equation, combined with an appropriate
representation of the physical processes to replicate either headcut or surface erosion. However, in
using an erosion equation (for example, Equation 6-2), it is necessary to define a value for K,
which reflects the embankment soil in the conditions that would occur during the breaching
process. Depending upon the soil and speed of breach, K,might also vary with time (although this
is not considered further within this thesis). The dependence, and hence importance of defining K,
as accurately as possible is shown in Figure 6-8.
120
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Effect of Soil Erodibility on Breach • Outflow
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Figur 6- Effect oj different soil erodibility on breach growth
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The results in Figure 6-8 show outflow hydrographs for four different breach simulations, made
using the test setup shown in Figure 6-5. Four different soil erodibility values are used - 1.02,
10.2, 102 and 500cm31N-s. The runs use the same setup / soil parameters (except for varying K.!) as
run Ml in Table 6-1 and Figure 6-7. The impact on breach rate and hence outflow hydrograph is
very significant. Hence it is important to limit the uncertainty associated with erodibility
prediction.
6.3.2 Defining and describing soil erodibility
In order to relate the breach model prediction to specific field measurements and to construction
design specifications, it is necessary to be able to define and describe erodibility, ideally through
the use of easily measurable parameters. The basic classification of soils varies subtly from
country to country. Figure 6-9 shows how three different soil classification systems compare.
Figure 6-10 shows how a soil can be represented on a 'soil triangle'. The soil triangle maps
different descriptions of soil type to different component percentages of clay, silt and sand.
---, .._--._-. -
'" SAND'0
ASTM :9 CLAY SILT GRAVEL'0
Coarseu Fine Medium
I 5
SAND GRAVEL VlIJJ
FINES ..Juses co(silt or clay) Fine I Medium Icoars~ Fine J Coarse 8
75 urn 0.425 mm 4.75 19 75
CLAY SILT SA~D GRAVEL VlLIJ
..J
BSCS COCO
Fine Medium Coarse Fine Medium Coarse Fine Medium Coarse 0U
2 6 20 60 0.2 0.6 2 6 20 eo 200
~m I mm
ASTM - American Society for Testing and Materials
USCS - Unified Soil Classification System (US Bureau of Reclamation, Corps. of Engineers)
BSCS - British Soil Classification System (BS 5930 :1981)
Figure 6-9 Soil classification and the differences between different classification systems
(Barnes,2000)
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0/0
SILT
A soil textural triangle showing the subtle differences between
the USDA(colours) and UK-ADAS (black lines) soil classes
0/0
CLAY
0/0 SAND
Figure 6-10 Soil textural triangle
10
Soils containing silts and clay can have the properties of plasticity and cohesiveness. The degree of
these properties depends upon the mineralogy of the clay and the moisture content of the soil.
Typical soil moisture contents (ratio of mass of soil to mass of water) for different soil types are
listed inTable 6-2.
Table 6-2 Typical
Soil Type Moisture Content% (by mass)
Moist sand
Wet sand
Moist silt
Wet silt
rmally on olidated clay -low plasticity
rmally on olidated clay - high plasticity
on olidated clay - low plasticity
er on olidated clay - high pla ticity
rganic clay
trernely high pla ticity clay
P at
5 -15
15-25
10-20
20-30
20-40
50-90
10-20
20-40
50-200
100- 200
100- >1000
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As the moisture content of a soil increases, the soil state is described as changing from a solid (dry
soil) through a semi-solid, to plastic and then liquid. A semi solid soil is one which will crack and
break up easily if remoulded, whereas in a plastic state the soil is softer and can be remoulded
without cracking or changing volume. As the water content increases, the soil eventually
transitions to a liquid (Figure 6-11).
~
t\r'j\t\~----
~.
I ~ Liquid
-constant volume-----
Semi - Solid Plastic
or
Solid Semi - plastic Solid
~- mouldable-.. sticky -. thickdry
soil
thin
slurry suspensionhard stiff firm soft very soft slurry
SL PL LL
I+----Pl I
U=I
rT-O
moisture content %
U=O
Cl-I
Figure 6-11 Transition between soil states - consistency limits (Barnes, 2000)
The limits between different consistencies are defmed as the liquid limit (LL), plastic limit (PL)
and the shrinkage limit (SL). These (Atterberg) limits provide useful descriptors for the soil type
and state, such as the Plasticity Index (PI) and Activity, as defined below:
PI=LL-PL (6-3)
A .. PIctivity =--
C%
(6-4)
Where
PI = Plasticity index
LL = Liquid limit
PL = plastic limit
C% = Percentage clay content
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The Atterberg limits may be used to create a plasticity chart (Figure 6-12) to which different soil
types can be mapped. Clays (marked C) typically sit above the Activity Line and silts (marked M)
sit below.
From the simple description of soils given above, it follows that the erodibility of a soil will
depend, at least to some extent, upon the soil state and hence the moisture content. Descriptors
such as plasticity index are therefore also likely to influence erodibility. Inpractice, however, there
is not yet an agreed or simple description of soil erodibility. de Vroeg et al. (2002) reviews a
number of publications on this topic dating from the 1980s and identified a long list of factors that
might affect soil erodibility (Table 6-3). Conclusions were mainly drawn from work by Kruse
(1996) who noted that parameters affecting soil erodibility "are many and complex and that
literature is often not unambiguous about the effects".
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Figure 6-12 Plasticity chart (Barnes. 2000)
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Table 6-3 Factors affecting soil erodibility
Factors affecting soil erodibility (de Vroeg et al., 2002)
• Soil structure • Initial salt content of • Other elements (Fe, AI)
pore water
• Soil density • Salt content of eroding • Temperature (for fresh
water water)
• Clay silt sand percentage • Na+ content • Roots
• Moisture content of soil • Lime content • Rabbit burrows
• Type of clay minerals • Organic content • In-homogeneities (such
as sand layers parallel to
slo e
De Vroeg also noted that other factors commonly listed include hydraulic stress, plasticity index,
dispersion / SAR, cementation, slaking and permeability. However, de Vroeg also concluded that
some factors could be identified as more significant than others. These include:
• Soil structure;
• Density;
• Clay content;
• Water content.
In particular, the soil structure affects the way in which mass erosion might occur. Where the
structure comprises fine or large fissuring, this can also allow rapid ingress of water, which in tum
can affect the soil erodibility (de Vroeg et al., 2002). This is consistent with observations by
Marsland and Cooling (1958) following the 1953 north sea storm surge which resulted in numerous
coastal embankment breaches along the east coast of England.
Later work by Hanson (2007) reiterates these potential links. Temple and Hanson have undertaken
programmes of research into soil and vegetation performance at the USDA Agricultural Research
Service centre in Stillwater, Oklahoma, US. As part of this work they have produced some
indicative and qualitative descriptions of soil erodibility, as shown in Equation 6-5 and Table 6-4
and Table 6-5 below. Equation 6-5 provides an approximate method for estimating erodibility (~)
based upon percentage clay content and soil density (Temple and Hanson, 1994).
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(6-5)
Where:
I«I- erosion rate in units of [(cm3/N -s)]
C%- percent clay
Yd - dry unit weight in Mglm3
Yw - unit weight of water in Mglm3
Equation 6-6 (Hanson, 2007) provides an (unpublished) indicative equation relating K, to
compaction energy and moisture content of the soil
(6-6)
Where
K1- erosion rate in units of [Mu-/(lb/ft?)]
E, = compaction effort [ft-lb/ftl]
WC% = compaction water content per cent
When using Equation 6-2, a value of r, is also required. An approximation is to assume that 'tc=O
or to use Equation 6-7 (Hanson and Simon, 2001, Hanson and Hunt, 2007).
(6-7)
Where
I«I- erosion rate
Te • critical shear strength
Given the uncertainty associated with a clear description and measure of erodibility, an alternative
approach is to adopt qualitative descriptions of erodibility and to allow for this uncertainty when
considering modelling results. Table 6-4 and Table 6-5 (Hanson, 2007) provide examples of such
qualitative descriptions.
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Table 6-4 Qualitative descriptions of values for Kd
Qualitative description of values for Kc! (modified from (Hanson, 2007)
x, Description x,
(ft/h)/(lb/fl?) (cm3/N-s)
> 10 Extremely Erodible > 18
1 - 10 Very Erodible 1.8 - 18
0.1 - 1 Moderately Erodible 0.18 - 1.8
0.01- 0.1 Moderately Resistant 0.018 - 0.18
0.001- 0.001 Very Resistant 0.0018 - 0.0018
< 0.001 Extremely Resistant < 0.0018
Table 6-5 Factors affecting soil erodibility(Hanson, 2007)
%
Clay
Well Compacted
(ft/h)/(lb/fl?)
At Optimum Dry of Optimum
Moisture Content Moisture Content
Poorly Compacted
(ft/h)/(lb/ft2)
At Optimum Dry of Optimum
Moisture Content Moisture Content
>25
10-25
5 -10
0-5
0.1
0.5
2
10
1
5
10
20
1
5
10
20
10
1
:::s
Cl)
~ 0,1..,"'-
E
~
~ 0,01
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,
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Figure 6-13 Erodibility of soil (Hanson and Simon, 2001)
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Embankment Soil SandI Fines I Fines!
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Figure 6-14 Example analyses showing relationship between soil erodibility (KtiJ and soil type,
den ity and water content (Hanson et al., 2010)
The variation in K, shown in Figure 6-14 is similar to the range of'K, values listed in Table 6-5 by
Hanson (2007). This shows that a small change in moisture content can give rise to large changes
in the value of soil erodibility. Similar findings were reported by Regazzoni (Regazzoni et aI.,
2008a). [Note that within Figure 6-14 the soil classification terms relate to the Unified Soil
la ification Sy tern (USCS) (ASTM, 2011), where SM = silty sand and CL = clay. The
reference to ASTM relates to codes 02487 and 04318 under the American Society for Testing and
Material (ASTM International, 2013)].
Howe er m re recent re earch by Regazzoni (Regazzoni, 2009) includes a statistical analysis of
parameter affecting erodibility. Regazzoni looked at the influence of 12 variables on soil
er di ility. By undertaking principal component analy is (PCA) (Wikipedia Contributors 201lc)
the e were reduced t the main contributor. The original 12 variables are li ted in Table 6-6
b 1 w:
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Table 6-6 Potential parameters affecting soil erodibility (Regazzoni, 2009)
Parameter Parameter Parameter Parameter
No No
1 WLL 7 Degree of saturation, S,
2 WPL 8 Degree of compaction, c%
3 WeIII}' 9 Log(Sc,Pd)
4 Percentage clay, C% 10 Moisture content, w%
5 Percentage silt, M% 11 Percentage fine sand, SF%
6 Dry soil densi!y'_fl_d 12 Percentage coarse sand, SC%
Where:
(6-8)
(6-9)
w
w =--clay c% (6-10)
Regazzoni develops relationships between soil parameters and erodibility for soils in general
(Equation 6-11), soils excluding dispersive clays (equation 6-12) and soils including dispersive
clays (Equation 6-13). The linear correlation factor (R2) for each of these equations was found to
be 0.35, 0.81 and 0.62 respectively. It is notable that the correlation excluding dispersive soils is
significantly better than those including dispersive soils. The work by Hanson tends to focus on
soil density and moisture content rather than soil chemistry; both would appear to have a
significant impact on soil erodibility and advancing knowledge in either field will help improve the
accuracy of breach models using the soil erodibility parameter.
r, =-O.97+0.47wu -0.37c+5.4IS,. (6-11)
la = -1.36 + 8.69wu + 2.68c + 2.08S,. (6-12)
la = -0.665 + O.166C%+ O.138M%
-1.97IwLL -8xIO-3Wclay
- 5.645log( Sd) + 34.237w
+34.996c-3.877S,.
(6-13)
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The indicative methods of Hanson plus the equations developed by Regazzoni now provide the
breach modeller with a means of estimating soil erodibility based upon soil type or specific soil
parameters. Where greater certainty is required, however, these equations should not replace
physical testing of soil samples.
Figure 6-15 shows four groups of breach outflow prediction, based upon the indicative erodibility
descriptions in Table 6-5 and using the example setup shown in Figure 6-5. Even within a defined
type of soil (i.e. percentage clay content), the potential variation in compaction and moisture
content (and hence erodibility) has a very large impact on the breach formation process and
predicted outflow hydro graph. This re-emphasizes the importance for breach modelling of
reducing uncertainty in the erodibility value to as little as possible; the most practical solution
currently being to test soil samples directly.
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Figure 6-15 Indicativ range of breach outflow uncertainty arising from the use of qualitative
de cription of erodibility
Re ar hint the phy ical proce ses and prediction of internal erosion through dams and
mbankment ha al found imilar conclusion , identifying the rate of internal ero ion growth as
highly dependent up n il er dibility (Han on et al., 2010). For internal ero ion, quation 6-2 can
b \: ritten quati n 6-14:
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(6-14)
Where:
C, is the detachment I erodibility coefficient (s/m) [Cc= KJp; p = dry density (kg/m3)]
T e is the effective shear stress (N/m2)
T c is the critical shear stress (N/m2)
a is a dimensionless exponent (assumed =1 in this form of equation)
Direct laboratory and field measurement of soil erodibility has been developed by various
researchers using different forms of equipment. The two most popular approaches are to use the jet
erosion test (JET) developed by Hanson (Hanson and Cook, 2004) and the hole erosion test (HET)
developed by Wan and Fell (Wan and Fell, 2004). The difference in approaches (JET applying a
water jet to a soil sample; HET applying a flow of water through a hole in a sample) directly
reflects the physical processes seen within their respective research areas of open breach formation
and internal erosion of seepage paths. Recent attempts to correlate the two methods have
highlighted significant differences though (Regazzoni, 2009). It is suggested that these differences
relate to the combination of hydraulic loading and soil structure; the loading and the way in which
this might interact with the soil structure differs between the JET and HET (Regazzoni et al.,
2008b, Regazzoni et al., 2008c). If this reason is proven, it could support the use of different
measures of erodibility for the same soils under different failure processes (i.e. internal erosion
versus open breach growth).
6.3.3 The significance of soil state in relation to erodibility
Soil type and state dictate the soil erodibility and Table 6-3 lists different parameters suspected of
having varying degrees of influence. Soil state can either result through natural processes or as a
result of construction. In either case, there will also be uncertainties associated with the
homogeneity of the soil. This may take the form of natural variations or arise from differing levels
of construction quality. These local variations in soil erodibility can provide points at which soil
erosion may initiate and subsequently provide the focus for breach formation. As such, the
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performance of the embankment as a whole is dependent upon these potential variations in soil
erodibility.
The effect of varying compaction energy with soil moisture content for constructing an
embankment can significantly alter the properties of that structure. Soil parameters such as
volume, strength, flexibility, permeability and crucially, erodibility, are all influenced. A strong
correlation between maximum soil density (for a given moisture content and compaction energy)
and minimum soil erodibility can be seen (Figure 6-14). The range of interest relates to a few
percentage point changes either side of optimum moisture content. The effect on erodibility is
greater for a reduction in moisture content relative to optimum - potentially orders of magnitude
increase in erodibility for a 2-3% reduction in moisture content (Burns, 2006, Hanson et al., 2010).
Increasing content has a slower rate of impact on erodibility.
Construction specifications typically focus on compaction to a certain dry density, operating within
a given range of water content; erodibility is not considered. Hanson (Hanson and Hunt, 2007)
shows that erodibility of the soil varies differently with moisture content than with density, hence
within a given construction specification there can be considerable variation in erodibility. Where
erodibility is a key performance factor, this should be taken into consideration when defining the
construction specification since, by inclusion of analysis of erodibility within the construction
specification, the embankment may be constructed to far higher erodibility tolerances for little, if
any, change in work effort.
6.3.4Discrete block failure simulation
Analysis of breach formation processes (Morris, 2009) clearly shows that erosion within the breach
occurs through aggressive undercutting of the breach sides, failure of soil blocks into the breach
and their subsequent removal by the highly turbulent flow. This process is clearly an important
part of the physical breaching process and Mohamed (2002) introduced this as part of his model.
Whilst Mohamed confinned the importance of including this process within the model, he did not
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investigate in detail the significance of this in terms of modelling accuracy and the optimum degree
of resolution for modelling. This has now been investigated further, with findings outlined below.
6.3.4.1 Current approach
Mohamed (Mohamed, 2002) considered the stability of the breach sides for each individual cross
section within the model (see Appendix 1; Figure Al-l to Figure Al-11). This means that the
analysis for the stability of each section is independent of those adjacent. In reality the process is 3
dimensional and the impact of this simplifying assumption is unclear, hence analysis was
undertaken.
6.3.4.2 Analysis and revised approach
Observations of block failure show that blocks tend to fail either throughout the entire length of the
eroding section or 'regionally' associated with the crest area or up or downstream slope areas. To
assess the sensitivity of the model to the simplified (2D) analysis, a model version that allowed
analysis by zone was developed (Figure 6-16). Three failure zones were considered; the upstream
slope, crest and downstream slope areas.
Upstream Slope Zone
Crest
Zone Downstream Slope Zone
Figure 6-16 Model zoning/or block failure stability analysis
Zone analysis was implemented by introducing an additional modelling parameter to define the
percentage of sections (within a chosen zone) for which the failure condition should be exceeded
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before assuming that all sections within that particular zone had failed. For example, by defining
this condition as 40% for the upstream zone, this meant that the model would analyse the failure
condition section by section (as before) but not allow any section slope failure to occur until more
than 40% of the individual sections in that zone had exceeded their failure condition. At this point,
all sections in that zone would be considered to have failed, representing failure of a block covering
that zone, and the breach profile would be updated.
6.3.4.3 Findings
Initial results from this analysis were far less conclusive than expected and prompted closer
consideration of the physical and modelling processes. Figure 6-17, Figure 6-18 and Figure 6-19
show initial results for a range of soil erodibility, macro instability and erosion mechanisms. The
tests were undertaken using the modelling example detailed in Section 6.3 above. Figure 6-17
shows breach predictions for 3 different magnitudes of erodibility (Kj). Macro failure mechanisms
ranging from 0% (Le. section by section) to 100% (i.e. all sections must fail before block area is
deemed to have failed) were considered. Whilst the characteristics of the breach outflow
hydro graph change with the value of~, little variation was seen as a result of % macro instability
analysis. Figure 6-18 shows results for one test case, but with different erosion processes enabled.
The four plots relate to erosion assuming (i) sediment erosion plus block failure through shear
failure plus block failure through rotational failure; (ii) sediment erosion only; (iii) sediment
erosion plus shear failure only; (iv) sediment erosion plus rotational failure only. Again, it can be
seen that the difference between runs is small (for this example). On the assumption that the range
within which the macro failure rules might affect results would be between simulations created
using only sediment erosion and sediment plus all block failure processes, Figure 6-19 shows this
range for the three different soil erodibility values. This shows only small envelopes for each Kd
run result within which the macro instability rules could have any effect.
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These results appear to contradict the suggestion by Mohamed (2002) that it was important to
include simulation of block failure within the breach model. Personal communication with
Mohamed confirmed, however, that he originally simulated conditions that showed significant
value to the breach modelling results from inclusion of the block failure process. However, the
specific model simulation files that were created to demonstrate this point are no longer available
for review.
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Figure 6-17 Variation in breach outflow with different soil erodibility and macro instability
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Figure 6-18 Variation in breach outflow with different erosion mechanisms
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Figure 6-19 Variation in breach outflow with different erosion mechanisms and erodibility
Further analysis of the macro instability problem was undertaken to try and resolve these
apparently inconsistent findings. The breach side slope stability analysis uses Equations A1.4,
A1.5 and A1.6 (See Appendix 1). A range of values for the various strength parameters required
within these equations were identified by reviewing typical soil parameter ranges. These are
summarised in Table 6-7. Modelling results using this data for a range of erodibility values are
shown in Figure 6-20.
Table 6-7 Extreme range of parameters assumed for macro instability analysis
Base Run Min Strength Max Strength Extreme Max
D50 0.156 0.156 0.156 0.156
(mm)
Bulk unit weight 16.8 16.8 16.8 16.8
(KN/m3)
Cohesion 10 5 50 100
(KN/m2)
Tensile strength 1 0.1 5 10
(KN/m2)
Internal angle 25° 20° 10° 40°
friction (Degrees)
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Breach Outflow
Elfect of Dllferent Soli Streng"' with Different Embankment Erodibility
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Figure 6-20 Effect of different soil strength parameters on breach prediction for different soil
erodibility
The results in Figure 6-20 again suggest that there is only a small range for variation in model
predictions as a result of macro instability analysis.
Further investigations into macro stability analysis were not undertaken and the issue of why the
original analysis by Mohamed showed significant dependency upon block failure, yet recent model
testing shows limited dependency, remains unresolved. However, it is suggested that the degree of
dependency is likely to arise from the combination of reservoir stage-area and soil erodibility.
Figure 6-20 shows two distinct hydrograph shapes, related to the value of K, and assumed reservoir
size. It can be seen that for a high K, value, the breach hydrograph is rapid and peaked. This
corresponds to the rapid erosion of a highly erodible material, leading to catastrophic breach
failure. The hydrograph relating to the low K, value shows a long, slow erosion process, with an
almost steady, but prolonged discharge associated with the failure process. This corresponds to the
slow erosion of an erosion resistant material, whereby the reservoir drawdown follows the slow
erosion of the embankment crest, resulting is a near steady depth of flow across the breach and
hence near steady discharge. If each of these physical conditions is considered, it can perhaps be
seen why macro instability analysis has only a limited affect. Under high erodibility conditions,
the speed with which normal erosion takes place and the instability of the soil means that any
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blocks that develop and fail will be small and hence their affect on the outflow hydrograph limited.
Under high erosion resistance, the depth of flow across the breach invert remains small since the
reservoir draw down rate approximately follows the embankment crest erosion rate. As such, even
where large block failures occur, their effect in terms of increasing the flow area will be minimal
and hence their effect on the outflow hydrograph limited.
It is thought that there may be conditions between these two extremes where the effect of block
failure reaches a maximum in terms of effect on outflow hydrograph, although without further
model testing this cannot be confinned. This might also explain the earlier findings of Mohamed
(2002) who suggested significant value in including the breach block failure process. Further
analysis was not undertaken during this study, hence this area requires further investigation.
6.3.5Implications of reservoir geometry and soil erodibility on breach formation
The previous sections describe two physical conditions resulting in the significantly different
breach outflow hydrographs shown in Figure 6-20. A closer look at these processes was
undertaken in order to understand why breach results could vary so significantly between different
test case conditions.
The two extremes of breach formation appear to comprise the cases where (i) the breach develops
very rapidly and before the reservoir (or upstream hydraulic load) has a chance to really respond
(i.e. to drain down) and (ii) where the breach formation process is so slow, that the upstream
reservoir has ample time to respond, by drawing down as the breach develops. By considering the
physical processes involved, it can be suggested that:
(6-15)
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(6-16)
Where
Ts Time of breach development (s)
As Reservoir surface area (m')
Bb Breach width (m)
g Gravity (m/s2)
h depth (m)
K, Erodibility (cm3/N-s)
Pw Density of water (kg/m')
T, Time of erosion (s)
and hence
• Using constant values of~As should represent conditions with similar breach behaviour
• The gradient of the breach width growth should be proportional to K,
A range of breach cases were modelled using a mixture of reservoir area (As) and soil erodibility
(Kj). Results were reviewed and allocated as either reservoir area controlled or erosion controlled.
Where unclear, a question mark was allocated. Table 6-8 shows the initial modelling results whilst
Table 6-9 shows the same results ordered according to ascending value of As~.
The results clearly show a pattern of breach behaviour that is dependent upon the product As~.
This finding is also consistent with the physical constraints described by Walder (Walder and
O'Connor, 1997) when developing an earlier simplified breach model. Walder and O'Connor noted
that a large volume reservoir could form a breach without significant drawdown of the reservoir,
leading to a high discharge, whilst a small volume reservoir allows significant draw down as the
breach develops and hence the erosion rate must play a significant factor in affecting the peak
outflow. This point was noted by Wahl (Wahl, 2004) but the significance of performance in
comparison to other equations was diminished by the type of data used to assess the performance of
the equations (i.e. not a fair distribution between small and large reservoirs). Consequently, the
significance of the reservoir stage area relationship with soil erodibility for breach characteristic
seems to have been overlooked - at least certainly within industry practice and application of such
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Table 6-8 Summary of model runs for varying erodibility (KcJ and reservoir area (AJ
Run Ref: Res Area Erodibility As~ Res Rate
(VarErod_M I_Homo .••) A,(m2) ~ Area Erosion
Control Control
KdlO_Res250_v5.l1_nhm 250 10 2,500 ./
KdlO_Res500_v5.l1_nhm 500 10 5,000 ./
KdlO_Res750_v5.l1_nbm 750 10 7,500 ./
KdlO_Res2500_v5.11_nbm 2500 10 25,000 -? ./
Kd10_Res7500_v5.l1_nbm 7500 10 27,000 ? ./
Kd10_Res30000_v5.l1_nbm 30000 10 300,000 ./
Kd50_Res250_v5.11_nbm 250 50 12,500 ./
Kd50_Res500_v5.l1_nhm 500 50 25,000 ./
Kd50_Res750_v5.11_nbm 750 50 37,500 ?
Kd50_Res2500_v5.l1_nbm 2500 50 125,000 ./
Kd50_Res5000_v5.11_nbm 5000 50 250,000 ./
Kd50_Res30000_v5.11_nbm 30000 50 1,500,000 ./
Kd100_Res250_v5.l1_nbm 250 100 25,000
Kd100_Res500_v5.ll_nbm 500 100 SO,OOO ?
KdI00_Res750_vS.11_nbm 750 100 75,000 ?
KdlOO_Res2500_v5.II_nbm 2500 100 250,000 ./
KdSO_Res5000_vS.ll_nbm 5000 100 500,000 ./
KdSO_Res30000_ vS.ll_nbm 30000 100 3,000,000 ./
Table 6-9 Summary of model runsfor varying erodibility (KcJ and reservoir area (AJ ordered
according to ascending AsK.t value
Run Ref: Res Area Erodibility As~ Res Rate
(VarErod_M I_Homo ... ) As (m2) ~ Area Erosion
Control Control
KdIO_Res250_vS.ll_nbm 250 10 2,500 ./
Kd10_Res500_vS.l1_nbm 500 10 5,000 ./
Kd10_Res7S0_v5.l1_nbm 750 10 7,500 ./
Kd50_Res2S0_vS.l1_nbm 250 50 12,500 ./
KdIO_Res2S00_v5.11_nhm 2500 10 25,000 -? ./
Kd50_ResSOO_vS.ll_nbm 500 50 25,000 ./
KdI00_Res250_v5.II_nbm 2S0 100 2S,000 ./
KdI0_Res7S00_v5.II_nhm 7500 10 27,000 ? ./
Kd50_Res750_v5.II_nbm 750 50 37,500 ?
KdI00_Res500_vS.lI_nbm 500 lOO 50,000 ?
KdI00_Res750_v5.lI_nhm 750 100 7S,000 ?
Kd50_Res2S00_vS.II_nhm 2500 50 125,000 ./
Kd50_Res5000_vS.lI_nhm 5000 50 250,000 ./
Kd I00_Res2500 _vS.II_nhm 2500 100 250,000 ./
KdI0_Res30000_v5.II_nbm 30000 10 300,000 ./
Kd50_Res5000_vS.II_nhm 5000 100 500,000 ./
KdSO_Res30000_vS.ll_nhm 30000 50 I,SOO,OOO ./
KdSO_Res30000 _vS.ll_nbm 30000 100 3,000,000 ./
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equations. These findings have significant implications for the use of regression (peak discharge)
equations since these equations typically take no notice of the value of soil erodibility, which is
shown here to not only directly affect the rate of breach formation, but in tum, and in conjunction
with the reservoir area (or load condition), to significantly affect the nature and shape of the
outflow hydrograph.
6.3.6Predicting head cut or surface erosion processes
The review of breach models and breach modelling processes has shown that two different 'large
scale' physical processes dominate the breaching process (Section 6.1.1). For flood embankment
and embankment dam failure these may be described as surface erosion and headcut processes.
Soil erodibility is a key parameter in determining which of these two processes occurs. In turn, soil
erodibility depends upon a number of other soil parameters such as density, moisture content, etc.
Breach simulation using one or other of these processes can give quite different results. The degree
of difference is not simply due to the physical process, however, but also dependent upon site
specific conditions such as embankment size, reservoir area, flood inflow etc. This complicates the
process for demonstrating the significance of one process over the other for any given site.
However, since the 'choice' of physical process appears to be highly correlated to soil erodibility,
where soil erodibility is very low (i.e. a very strong resistance to erosion) it is most likely that head
cut will occur. Where soil erodibility is very high (i.e. a very poor resistance to erosion) it is likely
that surface erosion will occur. For conditions in-between, it is difficult to predict one way or
another, hence model simulation using both head cut and surface erosion should be undertaken to
determine the potential range of outcomes. Indicative guidance on soil erodibility is given in Table
6-4 and Table 6-5. Where greater confidence is required in the breach prediction, it is
recommended to first undertake laboratory or field analysis of the soils to determine the actual soil
erodibility and subsequently to undertake model sensitivity analysis.
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6.4 Discussion
This research into erosion processes identified a range of issues and processes that are fundamental
to the way in which breach initiation and formation develops. Many processes were identified
through analysis of the IMPACT project data, with their significance subsequently demonstrated
through development and testing of the breach model. Some of the processes, such as headcut
versus surface erosion and the relationship between soil erodibility and the upstream reservoir stage
area relationship (A.Kc!) provide mechanisms through which quick assessments may be made of the
likely nature of the breach outflow (i.e. rapid, peaky versus slow and steady). Whilst it is clear that
adopting some processes within the breach model (e.g. headcut and surface erosion; use of soil
erodibility rather than sediment transport equations) makes a significant improvement, the value of
simulating some processes in detail (e.g. block failure) remains less clear and requires further
research. However, a failure to recognise or differentiate many of these processes in earlier breach
models does help to explain why modelling accuracy has not advanced more rapidly over the past
two decades.
The role of soil erodibility (soil type and state) in dictating the dominant physical process through
which breach occurs has been presented. The difference in predicted outcomes arising through
either headcut or surface erosion processes can also be very large, yet many breach models to date
have ignored the different processes and also ignored the parameter of soil erodibility in the erosion
process. The dynamic nature of breach formation, plus the clear dependence on soil erodibility,
means that the use of sediment erosion equations (which incorporate a measure of soil erodibility)
rather than equilibrium sediment transport equations is far more appropriate. Equally, a model
which is able to simulate both head cut and surface erosion processes offers a tool which can
simulate breach through a range of materials likely to be found in embankment dams and flood
embankments.
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One breach scenario may warrant a variation on this modelling approach. Landslide dams will have
a breach length that is potentially so long that equilibrium sediment processes may start to become
important for the simulation of erosion. Care is therefore required when considering these
particular breach processes.
These findings significantly undermine the value of many of the earlier breach models and the
associated laboratory data, all of which typically ignore soil erodibility. Further analysis of the link
between soil erodibility and reservoir size (surface area) shows a clear dependence between the
magnitude of As~ and breaching behaviour. This reinforces earlier criticism of the use of
regression equations for the prediction of breach, since these equations fail to take into account the
soil erodibility and typically rely only on measures of dam height and stored water volume; the
nature of the breach formation rate and hence the outflow hydrograph can vary greatly depending
upon the parameter As~.
Block failure was identified as one of three mechanisms for soil erosion that occur during breach
initiation and growth; the other two comprised mass erosion and sediment erosion. Most breach
models do not differentiate between these processes. It is clear from the detailed analysis of
physical processes and images of recently failed structures, that the shape of the eroding breach
section is with either vertical or undercut sides, and not trapezoidal as many earlier modellers have
suggested. This is consistent with the observed process of erosion, whereby the base of the breach
section sides are eroded, leading to block failure into the breach. A trapezoidal shape may arise
after the breach event when the exposed soil faces dry and crumble. This is significant since it
affects the area used for flow calculation within the breach model.
The model developed by Mohamed (2002) incorporates block failure as part of the prediction of
breach growth. Analysis of this process has failed to demonstrate the significance of this process
on end results (as compared to using an average erosion rate), despite earlier validation of this
approach by Mohamed. Again, however, consideration of the physical interaction between
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reservoir and rate of breach erosion may provide an explanation for conditions where block failure
will have minimal effect; more detailed analysis of conditions between these bounds is required to
see whether there are conditions where the influence of block failure becomes significant.
Two significant challenges remain; namely the reliable prediction of soil erodibility without the
need for laboratory testing of samples and the exact dependence of the physical process (headcut or
surface erosion) on soil erodibility. Current knowledge allows only for indicative value estimation
which depends significantly upon judgement, or laboratory testing. Whilst we can predict with
some confidence that highly erodible (probably non cohesive) materials will breach through surface
erosion, and highly resistant (probably cohesive) materials through headcut, the point of transition
between these two extremes is unclear. Within this transition zone, other parameters affecting
erodibility such as compaction, chemical composition, etc. (Regazzoni, 2009) will help to change
erosion behaviour from one form to another. The IMPACT gravel field test is a clear example of
this, where a non cohesive material demonstrated head cut behaviour due to high compaction,
moisture content and freezing conditions. A solution would be to progressively build a database of
test and field cases covering a range of different soils and soil states which would show which
processes dominate for given conditions. However, as highlighted in Section 2, very few existing
sets of test or case study data include such detailed data, hence building such a database would
depend upon collation of future test data, rather than review of existing data.
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7. A new approach for modelling variable soil state during
embankment breaching
7.1 Motivation
One cause of flood embankment or embankment dam failure is the presence of a layer or zone of
poor quality material within the structure (Dyer and Gardener, 1996, Environment Agency, 2011,
Saxena and Sharma, 2006). This may be as a result of the use of sub standard materials or poor
quality or inappropriate construction technique, or both. Historic development of flood
embankments and embankment dams also results in structures with layers or zones of different
material, or at least material with different properties (Le. different compaction and I or moisture
content). Embankments can form fissures perhaps up to 0.6m deep, due to shrinkage and can allow
the rapid ingress of water affecting soil state and possibly stability (Dyer et al., 2007, Dyer et al.,
2009).
In order to simulate breach mechanisms for these types of real embankment structures it is
necessary to modify the modelling approach to provide a more flexible approach for defining the
structure. The model, as developed by Mohamed (2002), restricts the user to either a homogeneous
structure or a composite structure with a thin erosion resistant core. A new modelling approach
was developed to allow far more flexibility in defining the structure, with multiple zones of
different soil type permitted, and hence the ability to predict breach development through complex
mixes of soil layers and zones.
The purpose of this new approach was to develop a model that could simulate breach growth
through more realistic structures (Le. layered or zoned structures), including those suffering from
fissuring, whilst still retaining a relatively simple modelling approach.
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7.2 Simulating zones of variable erodibility
In order to model breach growth through different erodibility zones it is necessary to first consider
the physical processes that might occur and subsequently how these processes might be represented
within the model.
7.2. 1 Variable erodibility - physical processes
The introduction of layers or zones of different erodibility introduces complexity into the way in
which erosion and block failure might occur during breaching. Using the general reference system
shown in Figure 2-11, we can consider a simple example of an embankment that is built from 3
layers of different erodibility soil (Figure 7-1). These layers might reflect construction of an
original embankment (layer 3) and raising of the original embankment (layers 2 and 1). However,
layer 1 represents fissuring in the crest of the embankment, creating a separate layer of increased
erodibility.
z
Lx
CD----------------_ .._-----------------------------------.
Figure 7-1 Side and front elevations of a layered embankment - regions 1, 2 and 3 reflect layers
of material with different erodibility
If we consider how breach might occur through the different zones of erodibility, then the
following questions need to be answered:
• How and what do we typically model at the moment?
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• What happens if you allow different layers to erode at different rates?
• What do we actually see in practice?
At the moment most breach models (including Mohamed (2002» simulate erosion through single
zones of material (i.e. a homogeneous soil structure). The model of a composite structure does not
allow for erosion of the core material (only structural failure) hence we do not consider how
erosion of two adjacent zones of material should behave. Additionally, the existing approach
distributes the erosion of material around the eroding section so as to erode the bed and undercut
the sides of the breach. This always results in breach side erosion that can lead to either shear or
rotational failure (or a combination of both) of the undercut section.
If we consider how layers or zones of material might erode at the sides of a breach, we can imagine
a series of different permutations of soil layer erosion (and erodibility) that might lead to a variety
of breach side profiles. Some examples (A to E) are shown Figure 7-2 below. The lines represent
how the exposed side face of the breach might erode, varying as the soil erodibility within each
layer (1 to 3) increases or decreases relative to the adjacent layer.
A B c
Figure 7-2 Different permutations (A to E) of breach side face erosion for an embankment with 3
layers of soil with differing erodibility
Whilst the profiles in Figure 7-2 may appear logical in terms of the potential rate of soil erosion,
they are not consistent with observations of breach erosion in practice. In practice, breach erosion
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always occurs through undercutting of breach side material, with discrete losses of side material
(soil wasting). The resulting breach shape typically has vertical or near vertical sides and no
examples are available that show significant preferential erosion of a particular layer or zone
through the breach (e.g. Figure 7-2 B or D), hence it is proposed that the process of erosion and
failure differs from this simplistic representation.
The real process of erosion differs from the simplified sections shown in Figure 7-2 due to the 3
dimensional distribution of flow through the breach. It can be seen (Figure 2-13d) that during the
process of breach formation and lateral growth there is typically strong flow convergence into the
breach. This convergence results in the creation of elongated vortices which aggressively erode
along the toe of the breach sides, undercutting the side material and resulting in side failures. It is
suggested that this process is so dominant that it dictates the overall rate of erosion that might occur
if you assumed uniform flow conditions in conjunction with layers of different material. This
process results in vertical or undercut side slopes (almost) regardless of material erodibility, and is
more consistent with field observations. This approach is also consistent with research findings in
the field of river bank erosion, where basal erosion is found to dominate and dictate the rate of
lateral bank erosion (Simon et al., 2008, Watson and Basher, 2006). Accepting these assumption
has significant implications for our approach to breach modelling with variable erodibility.
7.2.2 Variable erodibility - modelling approach
A new approach for modelling that is consistent with the conclusions of Section 7.2.1 is to adapt
the approach by Mohamed (Mohamed, 2002), but to use soil properties for erosion calculation
based only upon the conditions found at the base of the eroding breach section. This approach is
consistent with the observation that the rate of erosion is driven by the highly turbulent and erosive
flow found to follow the bottom corners of the breach (i.e. the vortices arising from flow
converging and dropping through the breach) and consistent with research findings in relation to
river bank and gully erosion (Bennett and Alonso, 2004, Gordon et al., 2007, Robinson and
Hanson, 1994). Figure 7-3 shows the approach. Breach growth is first calculated using soil
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properties from Zone 1. At the point where the eroding base of the breach (line B1-C1-D1) crosses
the soil 1-2 zone boundary, the calculations swap to using soil zone 2 properties. The same process
occurs at the boundary between soil zones 2 and 3, and so on for multiple layers. The erosion
equations allow calculation of a rate of vertical erosion based upon flow conditions and (breach)
bed material. Lateral erosion is subsequently calculated from the bed erosion rate.
Whilst the rate of breach erosion from flow shear stress may be calculated using one set of soil
properties, the stability of the breach side slopes is calculated using multiple zone soil properties
(Figure 7-4).
Soil Zone 1
Soil Zone 2
Soil Zone 3
A E
Figure 7-3 Proposed approach for predicting breach growth through layers of soil with different
erodibility.
Soil Zone 1
Soil Zone 2
A
Figure 7-4 Use of different soil properties within side slope wedge stability calculations
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This new approach will maintain the current calculation procedure (Mohamed, 2002) whereby,
regardless of soil erodibility, the breach side slope profile will always be one that is vertical or
undercut. Hence the existing calculation procedures for side slope stability in terms of slip or
rotational failure (Mohamed, 2002) remain valid for a multi zoned embankment.
As an initial step, simulation of breach with up to 4 zones of erodibility was implemented. One of
these zones may be used to reflect fissuring in the crest or crest and landward slope with the
remaining 3 zones reflecting different construction permutations. The generic zone combinations
shown in Figure 7-5 were developed to meet a large number of structure combinations found in
practice.
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Model (Mohamed, 2002)
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Homo eneous - headcut erosion
Com osite - surface erosion
the New Modellin
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Figure 7-5 Generic options for simulating different zoned geometries
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7.3 Variable erodibility - model test programme and key findings
A series of model tests were undertaken to assess model performance for a range of conditions.
These tests are summarised in Table 7-1 below with the run reference relating to the generic
structure types as listed in Figure 7-5. The results from all of these runs are presented in detail in
Appendix 4; key findings and run results are summarised in the following sections.
Table 7-1 Summary of erodibility model testing
Run ReferenceNo. Description
I Homogeneous embankment; Erodibility K.t=I0
2 Homogeneous embankment; Erodibility K.t=I 0
3 Two horizontal layers; Upper layer 2m thick with
K.t=100; Lower layer 2m thick with K.t=10
4 Two horizontal layers; Upper layer 2m thick with
K.t=10; Lower layer 2m thick with K.t=100
5 Two horizontal layers; Upper layer 1m thick with
K.t=IOO; Lower layer 3m thick with K.t=10
6 Two horizontal layers; Upper layer lm thick with
K.t=10; Lower layer 3m thick with K.t=100
7 Raised embankment landward side; Extra layer Im
thick with Kd=IOO; base 3m thick with Kd=IO
8 Raised embankment landward side; Extra layer Im
thick with Kd=IO; base 3m thick with Kd=100
9 Raised embankment load side; Extra layer lm thick
with Kd=IOO; base 3m thick with Kd=IO
10 Raised embankment load side; Extra layer 1m thick
with Kd=IO; base 3m thick with Kd=IOO
II Centrally raised embankment; Extra layer 2m thick
with Kd= I00; base 2m thick with Kd= 10
12 Centrally raised embankment; Extra layer 2m thick
with Kd=IO; base 2m thick with Kd=IOO
13 Three horizontal layers; All layers l.3m thick with
K.t=I00, 50,10 respectively.
14 Three horizontal layers; All layers l.3m thick with
K.t=10, 50,100 respectively.
15 Three horizontal layers; All layers l.3m thick with
K.t=IOO, 10, lOOrespectively.
16 Three horizontal layers; All layers l.3m thick with
K.t=10, lOO, 10 respectively.
Ml-Homo-KdlO-Res2S00
MI-Homo-KdlOO-Res2S00
MI-Typel-2/ayer-D2KdlOO-D2KdlO-Res2S00
MI-Typel-2/ayer-D2KdlO-D2KdlOO-Res2S00
MI-Typel-2/ayer-D1KdlOO-D3KdlO-Res2S00
MI-Typel-2/ayer-DIKdIO-D3KdlOO-Res2S00
MI-Type3-2/ayer-DIKdIOO-D3KdIO-Res2S00
M 1-Type3-2/ayer-D IKdl O-D3Kdl OO-Res2S00
MI-Type4-2/ayer-DIKdlOO-D3KdlO-Res2S00
Ml-Type4-2/ayer-DIKdlO-D3KdlOO-Res2S00
MI-Type2-2/ayer-D2KdlOO-D2KdlO-Res2S00
M 1-Type2-2/ayer-D2Kdl OO-D2Kdl O-Res2S00
MI-Typel-31ayer-Dl.3KdlOO-Dl.3KdSO-
Dl.3KdlO-Res2S00
MI-Typel-3/ayer-Dl.3KdlO-Dl.3KdSO-
Dl.3KdlOO-Res2S00
Ml-Typel-31ayer-Dl.3KdlOO-Dl.3KdlO-
Dl.3KdJOO-Res2S00
MI-Typel-31ayer-Dl.3KdlO-Dl.3KdlOO-
Dl.3KdJO-Res2S00
Note:
All tests were performed usin¥ the same modelling scenario, as described in Section 6.3. A
reservoir surface area of 2500m was used in conjunction with erodibility (KJ values of 10 and 100
respectively. This provided examples where the breach behaviour was controlled by soil
erodibility and lake size (See Section 6.3).
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Figure 7-6 to Figure 7-10 show modelling results for all of the runs listed in Table 7-1, comprising
breach outflow, reservoir level, breach width, breach depth and depth on breach invert respectively.
Results for breach width, depth and depth on invert show oscillations. This is not modelling
instability and occurs because the data presented is for the modelled critical flow section rather
than from a fixed physical section. The critical flow section changes as the breach evolves, with
varying combinations of breach width and depth providing the critical flow control. As would be
expected, neither Figure 7-6 or Figure 7-7 (reach outflow and reservoir level) show these
oscillations.
Each set of modelling results is considered in the sections below. A key feature to note from
Figure 7-6 (breach outflow) is that firstly, the two distinct characteristics of breach relating to
reservoir volume dominated or erosion controlled breach can be seen (i.e. rapid, peaky hydrograph
or long, low steady discharge) but that secondly, transitions between these two cases can be seen,
with results initially following one trend and then changing to the other. These transitions relate to
the way in which layers of different soil behave as the breach erodes through a multilayer structure .
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Figure 7-6 Breach outflow - comparison of all erodibility zone runs
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Figure 7-8 Breach width - comparison of all erodibility zone runs
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Figure 7-10 Depth on breach invert - comparison of all erodibility zone runs
7.3. 1Modelling results - homogeneous embankment
The results shown in Figure 7-11 and Figure 7-12 below are produced and discussed in detail in
Appendix 4. Figure 7-11 shows snapshots of the breach model graphics during the two simulations
(Kd=100 and ~=10). Figure 7-12 shows the predicted breach outflow hydrograph. These results
show the two types of breach control (erosion or reservoir volume) as explained in Section 6.3.5.
It should be noted that the purpose of the breach erosion snapshots shown in Figure 7-11 (and in
following figures) is to provide a graphical impression of how the modelled erosion develops rather
than specific data for a given breach time. Also note that the plan section, showing breach width, is
at a distorted scale.
Figure 7-11 (i), (ii), (iii) shows reservoir volume dominated breach growth resulting in the rapid,
high peak discharge hydrograph shown in Figure 7-12. Figure 7-11 (iv), (v), (vi) shows the erosion
controlled breach, resulting in a limited head of water across the breach invert and a prolonged, low
peak discharge hydrograph (Figure 7-12).
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(iv)
Homogeneous embankment; Erodibility Ki=lO
Figure 7-11 Model simulation of breach growth/or homogeneous embankment
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Homogeneous embankment; Erodibility Ki=lOO
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Figure 7-12 Breach outflow: Homogeneous embankment
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7.3.2 Modelling results - Type 1, 2-layer embankment
Four model runs were undertaken for a Type 1, 2-layer embankment (Figure 7-13) as follows:
• Layer 1- 2m thick with KerIOO; Layer 2 - 2m thick with KerIO;
• Layer 1- 2m thick with Kci=IO;Layer 2 - 2m thick with KerIOO;
• Layer I-1m thick with Kerl00; Layer 2 - 3m thick with KerIO;
• Layer 1 - 3m thick with Kci=IO;Layer 2 - lm thick with KeriOO.
Surface erosion
Figure 7-13 Generic geometry for a Type 1 layered embankment
Figure 7-14 shows snapshots of the breach model graphics from the four simulations and Figure
7-15 shows the predicted breach flow hydrographs.
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(i) (ii)
Type 1, 21ayer embankment: Layer 1= 2m, Kd=IOO; Layer 2 = 2m, ~=IO
(iv) (v)
Type 1, 21ayer embankment: Layer 1= 2m, Kd=IO; Layer 2 = 2m, Kd=IOO
(vii) (viii)
Type 1,2 layer embankment: Layer I= 1m, Kd=IOO; Layer 2 = 3m, ~=IO
(x) (xi)
Type I, 21ayer embankment: Layer 1= 1m, Kd=10; Layer 2 = 3m, ~=IOO
(iii)
(vi)
(ix)
(xii)
Figure 7-14 Model imulation of breach growth/or homogeneous embankment
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7.3.3 Modelling results - Type 3 & 4, 2-layer embankment
Two model runs were undertaken for Types 3 and 4layered embankments (Figure 7-16). Type 3
and 4 embankments are typical of embankments that have been raised and where material is added
to both the crest and one of the side slopes in order to maintain overall embankment stability. The
model simulations comprised:
• Type 3 - Layer I-1m thick with ~=lOO; Layer 2 - 3m thick with KelO;
• Type 3 - Layer I-1m thick with ~=10; Layer 2 - 3m thick with ~=lOO;
• Type 4 - Layer I-1m thick with ~=100; Layer 2 - 3m thick with Kel0;
• Type 4 - Layer I-1m thick with ~=10; Layer 2 - 3m thick with ~=100.
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Figure 7-16 Generic geometry for Type 41ayered embankment
Figure 7-17 shows snapshots of the breach model graphics from the four simulations and Figure
7-18 shows the predicted breach flow hydrographs.
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Figure 7-15 Breach outflow: Type 1, 2layerembankment
The modelling results in Figure 7-14 clearly show the effect of different layers (zones) of soil
erodibility. The zones of more erodible material are removed rapidly in comparison to the less
erodible material. Where the more erodible material forms the outer or upper layer, this results in a
rapid erosion of the crest and hence flow control area, leading to more rapid and extreme breach
development. This reflects what might occur when the outer layer of an embankment is fissured.
When the lower layer is less erodible, the erosion tends to create a steep backward eroding face.
Whilst this is not simulated using headcut assumptions, it does show similarities in characteristics.
Figure 7-15 shows the outflow hydrographs for the four breach simulations shown in Figure 7-14,
plus breach hydrographs for the two homogeneous breach simulations shown in Figure 7-11 and
Figure 7-12. Erosion and hence outflow for the four, layered simulations initially follows one of
the two homogeneous characteristic behaviours, as dictated by the nature of the soil layer
controlling the flow at that point. However, when erosion (in the area of critical flow control) cuts
through to the second layer, the breach characteristic changes to match the response offered from
that second layer. In this way, we can see discharge hydro graphs that still retain significant peak
values (in comparison to the erosion controlled case) yet which are delayed significantly. In terms
of peak discharge behaviour, it would appear to be controlled by the condition of the lower layer
which is consistent with the modelling assumptions outlined in Section 7.2.
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(i) (ii)
Type 3, 2 layer embankment: Layer 1= 1m, Kd=lOO; Layer 2 = 3m, Kd=lO
(iii)
(iv) (v)
Type 3, 2 layer embankment: Layer 1= 2m, Kj=IO; Layer 2 = 2m, Kd=lOO
(vii) (viii)
Type 4,2 layer embankment: Layer 1= 1m, Kd=lOO; Layer 2 = 3m, Kd=lO
(x) (xi)
Type 4,2 layer embankment: Layer 1= 1m, Kj=l O; Layer 2 = 3m, Kd=lOO
(vi)
(ix)
(xii)
Figure 7-17 Model simulation a/breach growth/or homogeneous embankment
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Figure 7-18 Breach outflow: Type 3 & 4, 2layer embankment
The modelling results show an interesting interaction between the layers of different erodibility
material. Whilst the more erodible material is rapidly removed when exposed to flow, the less
erodible material typically dictates the rate of breach formation.
The Type 4, ~=IOO / ~=10 results show physical behaviour against the limits of processes
simulated within the breach model. The erosion creates a steep, near vertical wall (headcut) on the
downstream face. This is simulated by surface erosion, but would in practice, become undercut
and unstable, probably leading to more rapid failure. Undercutting would also induce more rapid
failure of the upper, less erodible layer. Addition of some form of slope stability analysis _ as
already performed for the breach side bank stability - would be sensible for this condition. This
would take the process simulation for this condition very close to head cut analysis.
An interesting feature of the Type 4 geometry is that where the outer layer is less erodible, this
dictates the overall rate of breach, and a high peak in discharge is not observed for either
combination of layer erodibility. This is because the critical flow control point always follows the
upstream crest point, hence the path that this control point takes as breach erosion develops always
remains within the outer layer of (less erodible) material. This has implications for practical design
solutions that might limit the rate at which overtopping breach development could occur (i.e.
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protect the upstream slope) although the magnitude of effect of this measure would depend upon
the rate at which material from a protected inner core of more erodible material was removed (by
processes not simulated within this model).
7.3.4 Modelling results - Type 2, 2-layer embankment
Two model runs were undertaken for a Type 2, 2-layer embankment (Figure 7-19) as follows:
• Type 2 - Layer 1- 2m thick with ~=100; Layer 2 - 2m thick with ~10;
• Type 2 - Layer 1 - 2m thick with ~= 10; Layer 2 - 2m thick with ~ 100.
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Figure 7-J 9 Generic geometry for Type 4 layered embankment
Figure 7-20 shows snapshots of the breach model graphics from the four simulations and Figure
7-21 shows the predicted breach flow hydrographs.
Trends are similar to those seen with the Type 3 & 4 embankments (Figure 7-17 and Figure 7-18)
and can, again, be compared against the boundary conditions provided by the two homogeneous
embankment tests. Performance of the outer layer of soil in the crest and upstream face area has the
greatest effect in delaying overall breach growth. (This assumption is valid where headcutting or
erosion underneath the less erodible outer layer is not considered). This would suggest that when
raising an embankment with less erodible material, the greatest impact will be had if the raised
material covers at least the crest and upstream slopes.
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(i) (ii)
Type 2, 21ayer embankment: Layer 1= 2m, Kd=100; Layer 2 = 2m, ~=1O
(iii)
Figure 7-20 Model simulation ofbreacb growth/or homogeneous embankment
(iv) (v)
Type 2, 21ayer embankment: Layer 1= 2m, Kj=If); Layer 2 = 2m, ~=lOO
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Figure 7-21 Breach outflow: Type 2, 2layer embankment
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7.3.5Modelling results - Type 1, 3-layer embankment
A further four model tests were undertaken for a 'Type I' layered embankment but this time
incorporating three rather than two soil layers (Figure 7-22):
• Type 1, 3 layer - All layers 1.3m thick with ~= 100; KFSO; KF 10;
• Type 1, 3 layer - All layers 1.3m thick with KF 10; KFSO; KF I00;
• Type I, 3 layer - All layers 1.3m thick with ~= 100; KF I0; KF I00;
• Type I, 3layer-Alllayers 1.3m thick with ~=IO; KFIOO; KFIO.
Figure 7-23 shows snapshots of the breach model graphics from the four simulations and Figure
7-24 shows the predicted breach flow hydrographs.
Surface erosion
Figure 7-22 Generic geometry for Type 1 layered embankment
The four model tests show behaviour that is consistent with the physical and numerical processes
observed for both the homogenous and Type 1, 2-layer embankment testing (Section 7.3.2). The
modelling results for 3-layer Type I tests are consistent with the physical processes likely to occur
with multiple layers of differing erodibility. This suggests that the modelling assumption applied
and tested for the different 2-layer geometries should be extendible to multiple layers of soil type.
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(i) (ii)
Type 1, 3-layer embankment: All layers l.3m, Kd=100, 50, 10 from top to base
(iii)
(iv) (v) (vi)
Type 1, 3-layer embankment: All layers Urn, Kd=10, 50, 100 from top to base
(vii) (viii) (ix)
Type 1, 3-layer embankment: All layers l.3m, Kd=100, 10, 100 from top to base
(x) (xi) (xii)
Type 1, 3-layer embankment: All layers 1.3m, Kd=10, 100, 10 from top to base
Figure 7-23 Model imulation of breach growth/or homogeneous embankment
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Figure 7-24 Breach outflow: Type 1, 3-layer embankment
7.4 Discussion
The research presented here explains how the breach model was developed (through modification
of the earlier model) to provide a new modelling approach for simulating the breaching of
structures that more accurately reflect real rather than simplified structures. To date, breach models
have typically simulated simple, homogeneous structures, however it can be seen that the
introduction of different layers or zones of material (as often found in many dams or flood
embankments) can significantly affect the breaching process. This modelling approach, which is
also consistent with methods for predicting river bank and gully erosion, helps to improve the
flexibility and accuracy of breach prediction.
The modelling results show behaviour that is consistent with the physical processes that would
occur, and demonstrate that the effects of different zones or layers of soil can be very significant in
affecting both the timing and the magnitude of peak discharge within any breach outflow
hydrograph. The modelling approach also allows for simulation of the effects of soil fissuring,
since fissuring affects the soil erodibility for an outer layer of the embankment or dam. As such,
this new approach for modelling breach provides improved functionality and allows the user to
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simulate the effects of more realistic embankment conditions. Analysis of the effects of soil zoning
must therefore be considered as part of any routine breach analysis work.
It can be seen that the effect (on outflow) of different layers tends to jump between conditions that
can be predicted by considering just the homogeneous embankment case using the different zone
erodibility values. As such, analysis of the homogeneous case for each soil type can provide useful
boundary conditions within which the true event would sit.
Since flow through the breach is typically controlled by the upstream edge of the eroding crest, a
layer of material across the upstream slope and crest results in conditions very similar to those
achieved for a homogeneous embankment. Hence, according to these model predictions, a sand
embankment covered by an outer layer (crest and upstream at minimum) of clay, would behave
similarly to an embankment constructed completely from clay. Such a conclusion is interesting
when considering embankment design or retrofitting protection measures in order to improve
performance. The model may therefore be used to support initial design or the design of remedial
measures to help optimise embankment or dam performance during overflow conditions.
However, it is also recognised that these findings are based upon modelling that does not take into
consideration any undercutting, instability and draw out of material from the exposed downstream
face of the eroding breach section. These effects are highly likely to occur in practice and will
reduce the dependence of the breaching process upon the outer layer of material, since that layer
will also fail through undercutting and block failure, rather than simply through surface erosion as
simulated here. This process is similar to the process of breach widening described in Section 7.2
and to headcut migration described in Section 6.1. The degree to which this would affect the
overall breaching process is unclear, and remains as an area for future investigation.
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8. Evaluating Breach Model Performance
Breach model performance has been evaluated in two ways during this research; firstly, on a step
by step basis as different ideas have been implemented and refined and secondly, through
participation with the international Dam Safety Interest Group (DSIG) breach modelling project.
This chapter provides details of model evaluation work undertaken by the writer as part of the
DSIG project. This work assesses model performance using the original rather than new zoned
breach modelling approach, but the science underpinning the modelling concepts is the same.
8.1 DSIG model performance evaluation
The DSIG breach modelling project (Section 2.5.1) provided a forum to present and discuss all
aspects of breach modelling (i.e. physical processes, modelling approaches, case study data, etc.)
with international colleagues drawn from both industry and academia around the world. The
project goals of identifying and evaluating the most promising breach models meant that
participants provided independent and objective feedback on modelling issues and performance.
Over a period of 3 years and 3 international workshops, the DSIG project team investigated and
reviewed the performance of three breach models (HR BREACH, SIMBA and FIREBIRD) as
identified from an earlier international review of breach models (Kahawita, 2007). All team
members were encouraged to use and apply the different breach models to selected test data.
A total of seven case studies were used for model performance evaluation. These case studies are
detailed in Appendix 3 and breach modelling results presented and explained in the following
sections. Conclusions regarding model performance were agreed by the DSIG team through a
process of presentations and discussion by each person for each model and test case combination.
This process allowed for consideration of important individual factors that affect results such as the
individual modelling approaches and different parameters chosen and varied for each specific test
case.
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For each test case at least two sets of modelling results are given; the first represents an initial best
estimate and the second a modelling best fit. The initial best estimate is the model prediction based
upon given test case conditions only and without taking into considering the test case results. The
modelling bestfit is the result achieved when trying to manipulate the model to match observed test
results. The difference between these two predictions often highlights how models do not address
certain physical processes and how models can be manipulated by modellers to simulate certain
processes. The initial best estimate is more likely to reflect the results that would be achieved in
commercial use when no or very limited information on the failure conditions is available.
The assessment of model performance is made by qualitatively reviewing results on a test by test
basis. Over the past decade there have been several attempts to objectively assess model
performance (Mohamed, 2002, Morris and Hassan, 2005a) but in the writer's experience, the
performance of models within various test cases is rarely routine and objective scoring systems
typically do not take into account 'non standard' factors. For example, with the IMPACT Gravel
test case, models cannot be expected to allow for the effects of ice within surface and body layers,
or the delay in initiation caused by the use of stop logs within the initiation notch. These aspects
can significantly affect the breaching process and need to be taken into consideration when
assessing model performance.
The seven case studies that were selected by the DSIG project team reflect a range of breach cases,
from controlled research tests through to uncontrolled dam failures. The type of embankment soil
and condition varies from test to test and provides a range of different conditions to challenge the
models. This helps to avoid the model performance assessment being skewed by testing against a
limited or specific soil and embankment type. The seven test cases, as summarised in Table 2-12,
comprised:
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• ARS#l 2m high homogeneous earth embankment USDA lab. data;
• ARS#2 2m high homogeneous earth embankment USDA lab. data;
• IMPACT Clay 6m high homogeneous clay embankment IMPACT field data;
• IMPACT Gravel 5m high homog. gravel embankment IMPACT field data;
• IMPACT Composite 6m high composite embankment IMPACT field data;
• Oros Dam (Brazil) 36m high zoned dam that failed Case study data;
• Banqiao Dam (China) 25m high dam that failed Case study data.
Details of each evaluation test case, including test geometry, soil properties and hydraulic load
conditions, can be found inAppendix 3.
8.1.1 Evaluation Test No.1: ARS#1
Modelling results for the ARS#l test case are shown in Figure 8-1. Additional results are shown in
Figure 8-2, demonstrating the importance for breach models to incorporate accurate downstream
boundary conditions.
Breach Flow Hydrograph (Figure 8-1 Upper)
The observed test case data is in black ('Observed') and the initial modelling estimate is the
hydrograph to the left ('M6DR - Chen - TN71 - VarCd'), with the best fit estimate 'straddling' the
observed data line to the right ('M7DR-Chen-t=5200-VarCd'). The initial estimate predicts a flood
hydrograph that is similar in shape and magnitude to that observed, but which occurs too early in
comparison to the observed test data. The best fit modelling result is achieved by manually
delaying initiation of the breach (to run time = 5200s) within the model. This would appear to
indicate that the breach initiation timing is not well predicted, either reflecting the poor prediction
of grass cover erosion or critical shear stress for the soil.
One plausible explanation of the surges in breach discharge shown on the observed flood
hydrograph is block failure into the breach. Breach flow has been calculated from changes in the
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upstream pond level and the relatively small area of the pond makes this susceptible to highlighting
the effects of step changes in breach flow area. It is important to recognise that the shape of the
flood hydrograph is a function of both the breach formation process and the stage volume
relationship for the upstream reservoir.
Reservoir Levels (Figure 8-1 Middle)
Behaviour of the predicted reservoir levels is consistent with the flow hydro graphs, in as much as
the best fit prediction simulates the test data well, whilst the initial modelling estimate shows a
reservoir level that drops too early within the test. It can be noted, however, that the rate at which
the reservoir level drops is comparable to that of the observed test data.
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Figure 8-1 HR BREACH modelling results for DSIG test ARS#1 (Upper: breach flow; Middle:
reservoir level; Lower: breach width)
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Breach Width Prediction (Figure 8-1 Lower)
The discrepancy in breach width prediction is partly due to the comparison of different types of
data. The model breach width data relates to the breach width at the critical flow section. This
section changes location throughout the simulation as the breach shape evolves. In plan, the
eroding breach shape can follow an hourglass type profile, as shown in Figure 2-14e,f. In
comparison, the test data is the breach width measured at the downstream edge of the (original)
crest, which is at a fixed location. As such, the model prediction will generally be smaller than the
observed data since it always relates to the minimum flow (control) section. Nevertheless, there
does also seem to be a tendency for the breach model to under predict the breach width. If this is
the case, and the flow prediction is broadly correct, this test data would imply that discharge
through the breach is over predicted by the model in order to compensate. This might be accounted
for by allowing for increased energy losses through contraction into the breach.
Breach Modelling Boundary Conditions
Figure 8-2 provides additional information showing how important it is to include correct
downstream boundary conditions within the breach modelling process. The observed test data for
ARS#l included an estimate of breach flow along with observed downstream water levels, but it
did not include a stage discharge relationship for the downstream area. If observed downstream
water levels are applied rigidly during modelling work then the model predictions deviate more
rapidly from the observed when predicted conditions start to vary since the applied downstream
conditions no longer match the breach flow conditions. Figure 8-2 (upper) shows how the flood
hydrograph predictions change in shape and magnitude as the timing deviates from observed.
Reverse flow effects start to occur when fixed downstream water levels exceed predicted breach
water levels. These results should be compared against Figure 8-2 (middle) which shows a far
smaller change in hydrograph character as a result of using a predicted downstream boundary
condition instead of rigidly applying the observed test conditions. The boundary conditions used
were calculated by matching a predicted stage discharge curve to the observed downstream test
data (Figure 8-2 (lower». The best fit was achieved using a V shaped weir formula.
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This analysis demonstrates firstly, the importance of including drowning effects within breach
modelling and secondly, that pre-defined head-time boundary conditions should not be used as a
downstream boundary for breach modelling where discharge from the breach can significantly
affect the downstream level.
B.1.1.1 ARS#1- Overview of model performance
The initial best estimate predicted a flood hydrograph with characteristics very close to the
observed data, but with the timing too early. Since the test setup (Appendix 3) ensures that the
upstream water level remains steady until discharge through the breach cannot be matched by the
supply, at which point the upstream reservoir drains, this means that a variation in initiation timing
would not lead to a change in hydraulic load conditions. Hence, whilst the timing may be wrong,
the predicted hydrograph shape remains valid, and offers a very good fit to observed data.
The error in timing suggests that the breach initiation stage of the modelling should be investigated
further, looking at either one or both of the grass cover performance and the initiation of sediment
erosion.
By delaying the onset of erosion, the best fit results gave a very good fit to observed data. Both
Chen and Hanson equations could be used to achieve a good fit to the observed data; both
equations are of the form given by Equation 6.2.
B.1.2 Evaluation Test No.2: ARS#2
The modelling results for the ARS#2 test case are shown in Figure 8-3. This test was designed to
highlight breach model performance against a situation where headcut rather than surface erosion
would occur. In addition, the embankment material was constructed from very erosion resistant soil
(measured K, = O.02ft1h Ilb/ft2), and the embankment did not breach during the test. Hence this is
also a test to see whether models can predict that breach failure will not occur.
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Breach Flow Hydrograph (Figure 8-3 Upper)
Results show a very good match between test and model prediction data. Ilowever, this reflects the
fact that breach does not occur (which, in itself is a positive result from the model) and the model is
showing that the overtopping outflow simply balances the steady inflow (to the reservoir upstream
of the test embankment). Hence, the performance of the model in predicting that failure does not
occur is important, whilst the flow hydrograph itself is less important. Since breach does not occur
for either run, both simulations predict the same outflow hydrograph.
Reservoir Levels (Figure 8-3 Middle)
Analysis of the reservoir water level results reveals more than the outflow hydrograph results. This
plot shows that the initial estimate, made using the Hanson erosion equation in surface erosion
mode (Run M4), deviates from the observed data (and the best fit data). The best fit data was
achieved by using the Hanson erosion equation, but in headcut rather than surface erosion mode
(Run MS). When simulating headcut without embankment failure, the embankment crest elevation
does not change. Hence, the predicted breach outflow matches the reservoir inflow and the
reservoir level remains steady. When simulating surface erosion without embankment failure,
some erosion of the embankment crest does occur, albeit not sufficient to initiate breach formation,
hence there is a small but steady reduction in the reservoir level as the crest, and hence flow control
point, erodes.
The transition or balance between headcutting and surface erosion processes during breach growth
has not yet been clearly defined. At the extremes (i.e. highly erodible sand or a very resistant clay)
it can be seen that one or other process clearly dominates, whilst in the area between, as erodibility
of the soil changes, both processes may occur. The significance of these processes for the accuracy
of breach prediction suggests that an integrated approach that uses and transitions between both
processes within the breach model as a function of soil erodibility and load conditions would be a
sensible approach for building a breach prediction model that could be applied to a range of soil
types and conditions.
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Figure 8-3 HR BREACH modelling results for DSIG test ARS#2 (Upper: breach flow; Middle:
reservoir level,'Lower: breach width)
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Breach Width Prediction (Figure 8-3 Lower)
This plot highlights the difference between the nature of the observed data and the modelling data.
The modelling data relates to the critical flow section and (in this case) simply reflects the width of
the breach initiation notch. There is little change in the width due to erosion. The observed data
shows a relatively quick increase (at the downstream edge of the crest) to a breach width of
approximately 4m, but then shows no further progression as the test does not erode through to
catastrophic failure.
8. 1.2.1 ARS#2 - Overview of model performance
The model performs well in predicting that breach does not occur. Outflow matches inflow for the
correct steady reservoir level, confirming that the discharge calculation through the breach
initiation notch is broadly correct for these flow conditions (i.e. a broad crested weir equation,
assuming rounded nose for discharge coefficient). The breach width data does not match, but data
sets do not relate to the same sections within the test embankment. The slow gradient of breach
width growth for the latter 75% of the test is consistent with the observed data, showing similar
trends in terms of erosion rate.
Apart from demonstrating that the model can predict a non-failure case, this test really highlights
the differences that will arise from the use of a headcut versus a surface erosion model. When
applying the model to simulate surface erosion, a slow, but steady rate of erosion of the crest can be
seen, which in tum leads to a steady drop in the reservoir water level as the crest flow control point
drops. The headcut model assumes no crest erosion can occur, hence the discharge remains
constant, as does the reservoir level. For this soil type and load conditions, the latter is a more
appropriate modelling approach. This highlights the need for a model which can incorporate both
headcut and surface erosion processes such that different processes can be used for different soil
type and state conditions.
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8.1.3Evaluation Test No.3: IMPACT Clay (IMPACT Test1-02)
The HR BREACH modelling results for the IMPACT Clay test are shown in Figure 8-4. This test
was performed against an embankment that was constructed with a very high clay content, but also
built under extremely wet conditions. The test data can be misleading in that the surge in flow
arising from failure of the embankment is subsequently dwarfed by the release of water from the
upstream reservoir in order to widen the breach.
Breach Flow Hydrograph (Figure 8-4Upper)
Upon initial review, the data presented here can be misleading in terms of breach model
performance. The surge in flow arising from initial failure of the embankment (i.e. the breach
formation process) can be seen in the observed test data as the small peak of 100m3/s occurring at
approximately 15,OOOs.The peak flow of 400m3/s that occurs at approximately 17,500s relates to
the discharge released from the upstream reservoir in an attempt to maintain steady water levels
upstream of the breach. This aspect of the breach test relates to breach widening processes, but the
flow is dominated by the supply from the reservoir rather than the control at the breach. Figure 8-4
(Middle) shows the water level upstream of the breach and clearly shows that catastrophic breach
has already occurred, with the level dropping rapidly around the time of 15,OOOs.Hence, the real
challenge for the breach modelling (in terms of flow prediction) was to predict the timing and
magnitude of the surge arising from initial failure, rather than the through flow arising from the
continued release of water from the upstream reservoir.
The initial best estimate (Run M2, Figure 8-4 upper) used the Hanson equation with a surface
erosion breaching process. This missed the timing of the breach initiation stage, hence does not
show a surge in flow at around 15,OOOs.The bestfit model runs (Runs M7 and M19, Figure 8-4
upper) used very specific conditions in surface and headcut modes to try and recreate the timing,
with some success. The best solution appears to be given by the headcut model, but only with
specific soil erosion parameters applied.
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Figure 8-4 HR BREACH modelling results/or the DSIG test IMPACT Clay (Upper: breach flow,
Middle: reservoir level; Lower: breach width)
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Figure 8-5 Initial estimates of breach width (at downstream embankment surface) taken from
video footage of IMPACT project tests (EBL Kompetanse, 2006)
The test numbers listed in Figure 8-5 above relate to the five IMPACT project field tests, as
detailed in Table A3-I. 1-2002 refers to the IMPACT clay test (Evaluation Test No.3) and 2-2002
to the IMPACT gravel test (Evaluation Test No.4).
Reservoir Levels (Figure 8-4Middle)
Analysis of the water level immediately upstream of the breach shows how the model performed
more clearly than the plots of breach discharge. The initial best estimate (Run M2) does not
predict breach formation until upstream water levels have risen considerably. The subsequent best
fit model runs (Runs M7 and MI9) come closer to the observed data, reproducing similar
characteristics. The headcut process appears to recreate the level behaviour best, but shows an
error with the timing. This suggests that there are inconsistencies within the model between
predicted initiation and breach widening rates for this particular case.
Breach Width Prediction (Figure 8-4 Lower)
This plot highlights the significant difference between the initial best estimate and subsequent best
fit estimates for breach width. It should be noted that soil erodibility was modified from the 'jet
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test' measured ~=1.4 to ~=17.7 and ~=35 for the best fit headcut and surface erosion models,
respectively. The best fit surface erosion model also required manual control of the breach
initiation timing. The observed final breach width was less than the model predictions. Estimates
taken from video footage (EBL Kompetanse, 2006) (Figure 8-5), hence reflecting widths on the
downstream embankment face, suggest a breach width in the region of 25-30m.
B.1.3.1 IMPACT Clay- Overview of model performance
Model performance against this test data was not as good as seen for tests ARS#1 and ARS#2.
However, it should also be recognised that the quality of construction and of the test data itself
(Hassan and Morris, 2008) was lower than that provided for the ARS tests. A review of the test
data quality emphasises the problems that occurred during construction (extremely wet weather
conditions) that resulted in changes to the way in which material was compacted. Hence, it is
unclear how the clay erodibility may have varied through the embankment construction. It is
notable that in trying to achieve the best fit results, all modelling scenarios required the clay
erodibility parameter to be significantly increased. In addition, cracks and fissures were visible in
the structure before testing began and a piping failure along the left rock abutment nearly occurred
during testing in preference to overtopping breach. This combination of factors means that there is
a significant degree of uncertainty within the test data itself, and this should be recognised when
comparing model performance.
The modelling results for this test case suggest that the best modelling approach was by using
headcut simulation. Indeed, clear headcut processes could be seen during the field test. As detailed
above, the use of significantly higher soil erodibility values was also needed within the model
simulations to reproduce observed conditions probably reflecting the poor and variable
construction quality of the embankment. Upon initial investigation the accuracy of breach width
prediction appears relatively poor, although the spread of results between initial best estimate and
best fit, including headcut simulation, does 'band' the observed results.
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8.1.4Evaluation Test No.4: IMPACT Gravel (IMPACT Test 2C-02)
The breach modelling results for the IMPACT Gravel test are shown in Figure 8-6. A concern with
this test case was the freezing conditions when the test was performed. In particular, two issues are
worth noting in relation to breach prediction: firstly, the breach initiation timing was manually
affected since stop logs were placed across the breach initiation channel and the water level
allowed to rise within the initiation channel to a depth of 100mm. This was done in order to try
and defrost the surface of the embankment material before starting the test. Prior to this, video
footage shows efforts to try and break up the surface of the embankment crest (within the initiation
channel) using spades (Morris, 2009). The extent to which soaking the breach initiation area to
defrost the gravel was successful, is unclear. However, the second issue noted for this test suggests
that these efforts were not too successful since, when the breach test gets underway, the dam can be
seen to erode predominantly by headcut erosion. This is not expected for erosion of a non cohesive
gravel dam. A large, single step headcut was clearly visible right up until the point of embankment
failure through to the upstream face of the reservoir (Figure 2-16). Similarly, the headcut channel
sides were vertical. The 'slot' that developed through this embankment during breach initiation
was more precise, with clean cut vertical sides to the breach, than that which developed during
breach initiation of the IMPACT Clay embankment. Hence, it is difficult to gauge how effective
the breach models can be for this test without greater clarification of the real test conditions (i.e. the
real gravel state). If frozen to significant depths, then the performance of the gravel under breach
conditions cannot be directly reproduced by the models without significantly reducing the assumed
soil erodibility, to account for the ice. As with the IMPACT Clay test data, there is also uncertainty
around the true values of measured flow data (Hassan and Morris, 2008). For this test case, the
most likely solution could not be resolved, hence two potential outflow hydro graphs are presented
for comparison against modelling data and detailed discussion of the comparison of results is not
possible.
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Breach Flow Hydrograph (Figure 8-6 Upper)
This shows two breach model run results (initial best estimate (Run MS) and best fit (Run M 10)
compared against two potential sets of observations (Hassan and Morris, 2008). Both the initial
best estimate and the best fit simulations predict a breach flood hydrograph of approximately the
right magnitude. However, even where the timing of stop log release is known, the initial best
estimate model prediction of breach is far too quick in comparison to the observed data. Manual
control of the initiation timing and erodibility parameters is required in order to produce results
close to those that were observed. It is also noticeable that the predicted hydrograph shapes do not
match those observed. Observed data suggests a very abrupt, catastrophic failure leading to a very
rapid rate of rise in flood flow. This is more consistent with the failure of a rigid (frozen?)
structure than the progressive erosion of a non cohesive gravel embankment. This is also consistent
with observations from the video footage. Figure 8-7 shows results from a wider range of breach
modelling runs, all of which struggle to reproduce the observed hydrograph shape.
Reservoir Levels (Figure 8-6 Middle)
The predicted variation in reservoir level is consistent with the observed flows discussed above,
both in terms of timing and of hydro graph shape (i.e. the rate at which breach formation occurred).
Breach Width Prediction (Figure 8-6 Lower)
The observed breach width for this test was in the region of 12m (see also Figure 8-5) hence the
prediction of approximately 9m is close. This is particularly so, given that the observed data
(Figure 8-5) relates to observations on the downstream face, rather than at the critical flow section,
and is hence likely to be greater than predictions from the critical flow section. However, the rate
of predicted widening is slower than observed. Again, the relevance of this prediction is likely to
be overshadowed by the uncertainty relating to the state of the gravel material during testing.
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Figure 8-6 HR BREACH modelling results for the DSIG test IMPACT Gravel (Upper: breach
flow,· Middle: reservoir level; Lower: breach width)
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Figure 8-7 Additional HR BREACH modelling results for the DSIG test IMPACT Gravel
8.1.4.1 IMPACT Gravel- Overview of model performance
The value of this test case is undermined by the large uncertainty associated with the real state of
the gravel used to construct the embankment. Video footage (Morris, 2009) shows clear headcut
behaviour through a material that should erode through surface erosion processes. All of the model
runs have difficulty in reproducing the shape of the observed hydrograph - specifically the very
rapid rise in discharge that occurred at the point where the headcut cut through the upstream
embankment face. To resolve the accuracy of modelling here, research is required into the
behaviour of soils under freezing conditions. This is an important consideration for structures that
need to operate under a wide range of climatic conditions, with these results suggesting that failure
mechanisms can be significantly dependent upon those conditions.
8.1.5Evaluation Test NO.5: IMPACT Composite (IMPACT Test 1-03)
The breach modelling results for the IMPACT Composite test case are shown in Figure 8-8. This
test case comprised a 6m high dam built from a moraine core with rockfill zones or cover. As with
other IMPACT field data, there are some uncertainties surrounding the [mal test data (Hassan and
Morris, 2008). Particularly relevant to this case is the quality of construction relating to the depth of
rock fill. Video footage suggests that this may have been quite limited in places, hence the
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embankment could behave as either a composite structure (Le. substantial core and fill zones of
material) or as a moraine embankment with a layer of rock fill surface protection.
Breach Flow Hydrograph (Figure 8-8 Upper)
This shows two model simulations comprising the initial best estimate (Run MI) and the bestfit
(Run M19) results compared against observed data. The initial best estimate was undertaken
assuming a composite structure, where the central core would be supported by the outer fill
material, and failure of the core occurs structurally as the fill material is eroded away. Whilst the
results show a substantial flood hydrograph, this hydrograph arises from overtopping of the
embankment; the model predicts that the core does not fail. It is notable that the shape of the
predicted hydrograph does not match the characteristics of the observed data.
To achieve the best fit results nearly twenty different simulations were undertaken before the
distinct hydrograph characteristics that closely matched the observed data were achieved. The
number of variables in terms of material types and whether or not the structure was built as
designed, complicated this modelling challenge. The best fit results arose through simulation of the
composite structure - i.e. structural failure of the core material. This process provides the rapid
increase in flood discharge as compared to a slower increase that typically occurs when simulating
surface erosion. The best fit results offer a very close match to the observed data - but of course
were only achieved through extensive model adjustment with the observed data available to guide
direction on choice of parameters.
Reservoir Levels (Figure 8-8 Middle)
At the point of breach formation, the predicted flow conditions are consistent with variations in the
upstream water level. The initial best estimate data shows that the level rises in order for flood
flow to pass over the crest of the embankment, without breach occurring. The best fit data shows
similarities to the observed data, but with a slight shift in timing.
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However, the initial water levels (prior to breach or overtopping) do show a discrepancy. Both
initial best estimate and best fit simulations predict lower than observed water levels for the given
discharge. This may relate to confusion regarding the actual width and invert level of the test
embankment initiation notch. Since earlier tests (e.g. ARS2) appeared to validate the notch flow
simulation by the model, this is considered to be the most likely cause for the differences.
Breach Width Prediction (Figure 8-8 Lower)
The data relating to the initial best estimate shows a very large breach width of approximately 39m
compared to the observed value of approximately 12m. However, these results were for conditions
where the model predicted that the central core of the composite structure did not fail and hence the
model eroded width data relates only to erosion of the supporting (outer) material rather than for a
catastrophic breach. Results for the best fit simulation show much better agreement with the
observed data. It should also be noted that the observed data (in detail in Figure 8-5) relates to the
erosion width observed on the downstream face of the embankment, whilst the modelled data
relates to the critical flow control section. Modelled data will therefore show a smaller value than
the downstream face observations because of the typical hour glass plan form shape of a breach.
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Figure 8-8 HR BREACH modelling results for the DSIG test IMPACT Composite (Upper: breach
flow; Middle: reservoir level; Lower: breach width)
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B.1.S.1 IMPACT Composite - Overview of model performance
The initial best estimate failed to predict breach formation, however the bestjit results (eventually)
produced outflow and reservoir level characteristics that showed significant similarities to the
observed data. This was only achieved through use of the composite model process, rather than
simply a homogeneous embankment with surface protection layer.
This suggests that the model has the potential to simulate breaching of such a structure, and in
doing so to identify key characteristics in terms significant water level variations and hydrograph
characteristics. However, the modelling also demonstrates that uncertainties in knowing the exact
structure details and soil state can lead to widely varying predictions. This reflects practice within
industry, where available data describing an embankment or dam structure and state is often
limited. This is the case for the real dam failure cases used for Evaluation Tests 6 and 7. Note that
these test cases were also selected after an extensive international review of data (Courivaud,
2007b) on the basis that they offered the most detailed and reliable case data!
B.1.6Evaluation Test NO.6: Banqiao Dam
Banqiao Dam is one of two real dam failure case studies used to evaluate model performance. The
extent and reliability of the data available to support the breach modelling is significantly less than
that available from the IMPACT and ARS test series. Consequently, the degree of uncertainty
between observed data and modelling results is greater and it becomes harder to determine whether
discrepancies have arisen from the observed data, the modelling results or, most likely, both. The
breach modelling results for the Banqiao Dam test case are shown in Figure 8-9.
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Figure 8-9 HR BREACH modelling results for the DSIG test Banqiao Dam (Upper: breach flow;
Middle: re ervoir level; Lower: breach width)
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Breach Flow Hydrograph (Figure 8-9 Upper)
The original value for the peak observed discharge provided for this case study was approximately
80,000m3 Is. The predicted flow hydrograph are significantly different to this. However, predicted
reservoir levels follow the observed data quite closely. This contradiction encouraged closer
investigation of the observed data through which it was noted that the observed flow data was back
calculated from observed water levels, using the reservoir stage area relationship. Given the large
surface area of the reservoir, a small change in water level results in a very large change in
discharge. A few observed data points were queried for reliability, since they showed step changes
in level. By recalculating potential outflow without these points, the peak discharge was found to
be in a possible range of between 40,000 and 104,000m3/s. On this basis, the predicted outflow
hydrographs are low relative to the potential range, but still within the potential observed range. It
is not possible to refine the analysis further than this.
Reservoir Levels (Figure 8-9 Middle)
Both the initial best estimate and the subsequent best fit modelling results offer a good fit to the
observed data.
Breach Width Prediction (Figure 8-9 Lower)
Breach width predictions for both the initial best estimate and the subsequent best fit modelling
appear to over predict the observed data by approximately 25%. The uncertainty within the case
study data makes it difficult to know whether this discrepancy arises from the modelling or field
data.
8. 1.6. 1 Banqiao Dam - Overview of model performance
Model evaluation against observed case study data emphasises the difference in terms of data
accuracy and reliability between laboratory and case study data. Large uncertainty exists regarding
the nature of the dam construction - in particular the soil state and hence erodibility. Equally,
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observation data has been drawn from various sources and then used to estimate potential flows.
This introduces significant degrees of uncertainty around the suggested observed conditions.
In terms of model performance evaluation, there is little difference between the initial best estimate
(Run M1) and the best fit (Run M6). This is partly due to the large uncertainties in observed data,
making it difficult to justify effort to match different data. Perhaps more significantly though, is
that the most reliable data from the case study was that for the observed levels. The model runs
simulate the observed reservoir levels quite well, suggesting reasonable model performance.
B.1.7Eva/uation Test No.7: Oros Dam
Oros Dam is the second real dam failure case study used to evaluate model performance. As with
the Banqiao Dam data, there is a large degree of uncertainty associated with the data sets and dam
description. In addition, initial guidance was to ignore the downstream conditions, however
downstream of the dam the valley narrows considerable and hence creates a throttle for escaping
flows (Figure A3-18). The modelling work demonstrates that allowing for drowning conditions
within the breach modelling is essential for achieving a better result. The breach modelling results
for the Oros Dam test case are shown in Figure 8-10.
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Oros Dam - Outflow Hydrograph
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Figure 8-10 HR BREACH modelling results for the DSIG test Oros Dam (Upper: breach flow;
Middle: reservoir level; Lower: breach width)
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Breach Flow Hydrograph (Figure 8-10 Upper) and Reservoir Levels (Figure 8-10 Middle)
Figure 8-10 (Upper and Middle) shows the initial best estimate (Run MI) and the best fit (Run
MIO) results against observed data for both discharge and reservoir level. (Analysis of this case
study data requires both outflow and reservoir level to be considered simultaneously). The
observed discharge is represented by a range for the potential peak of the flood discharge. Initial
guidance suggested that the observed peak discharge was approximately 58,000m3/s however
subsequent analysis of the data showed that there was considerable uncertainty with this prediction
since, as with the Banqiao Dam data, the discharge was back calculated from observed reservoir
levels, with which there was considerable uncertainty. Hence, the potential range for the peak
discharge was estimated to be between approximately 12,000 and 58,000m3/s.
The initial best estimate gives a peak outflow of approximately 55,OOOm3Is, which seems
reasonable in comparison to the upper observed value of 58,000m3/s. However, consideration of
the estimated reservoir water level shows a significant deviation from the observed data. This
discrepancy was removed very effectively by including the effects of the downstream channel
constriction to the breach model (i.e. by predicting the depth of flood flow through the downstream
valley constriction and in tum the effect of high downstream water levels on the rate of breach
formation). Simulating breach growth and allowing for drowning effects on breach growth resulted
in a significantly smaller flood hydrograph, but one which was still within the range of uncertainty
for the observed data. Perhaps more significantly, the prediction of reservoir water level gave a
much closer fit to the observed data.
Breach Width Prediction (Figure 8-10 Lower)
An indicative value of 200m is given for the observed breach width. The initial best estimate
exceeds this value at around 275m, whilst the best fit data significantly underestimates the width at
approximately 75m.
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8. 1. 7. 1 Oros Dam - Overview of model performance
As with the Banqiao Dam data, there was considerable uncertainty within the case study data.
However, both initial and best fit estimates gave scenarios that fitted within the range of
uncertainty. Of greatest significance is the effect of including drowning within the model
simulation. This transformed the initial best estimate to a result which gave a very good match to
observed reservoir levels, whilst predicting an outflow hydrograph that remained within the range
of potential observed data.
8.2 Overall assessment ofmodel performance
During this programme of research the breach model has been refined, extended and improved in a
range of areas. Application of the model to the seven evaluation test cases provided via the DSIG
breach modelling project has provided an opportunity to assess model performance for a range of
different structure types, scales and test conditions. Performance evaluation has been through
expert review of the modelling data, with the DSIG project team reviewing each set of modelling
assumptions and results on a case by case basis. Past experience has shown that many breach
modelling cases have very specific conditions that are hard for an automated performance
assessment process to accommodate, hence the expert review process. However, to make this
process easier, a range of performance indicators have been used, such as peak discharge, timing,
hydrograph characteristics etc. Each of these parameters is important, but their significance varies
according to the particular end user application for the breach prediction results (e.g. outflow
timing for emergency evacuation compared to breach width for emergency repair or flood
hydrograph shape for flood risk assessments). Although final reporting from the DSIG project was
incomplete at the time of writing (Morris et al., 2012 - In Press), key conclusions have been
included below.
Overall model performance against the seven test cases is considered to be good. In terms of
international review through the DSIG project, the model was selected as one of the three most
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promising breach models (internationally) for closer evaluation and overall conclusions were that
this model (HR BREACH model) and the USDA SIMBA model performed best, and offered the
best opportunity for future industry use. These two models were selected rather than one, since the
SIMBA model predicts headcut erosion, whilst the HR BREACH model predominantly predicts
surface erosion processes. There are situations where each breaching process might dominate, or
even flip between the two processes as more or less erodible material is exposed within the
embankment during breach formation. It has become clear from the research and testing, that a
model which can predict both headcut and surface erosion processes as a function of the soil
erodibility (and hence likely over arching physical breach process) would be the best future
solution.
The HR BREACH model also simulates breach through composite structures and the fifth
evaluation test case showed this to be a useful feature compared to assuming a homogeneous
structure, as for example with the SIMBA model. Development of the more complex approach to
breach modelling through zoned embankments within the HR BREACH model was undertaken
after the DSIG project completed, hence was not included in this particular evaluation. However,
the results shown in Section 7 suggest that the new modelling approach could provide even better
performance results for this test case.
The DSIG test cases clearly demonstrated how both uncertainty in modelling processes and
uncertainty in test I case study data needs to be considered as part of the performance evaluation.
The DSIG tests comprised data from laboratory tests, field tests and dam failure case studies. The
uncertainty in data quality increased significantly from the laboratory tests, through field data to
case study data.
The model prediction of peak discharge and flood hydrograph shape seemed most reliable.
Prediction of reservoir water level closely followed. However, prediction of breach initiation
timing was, at times, wrong and the accuracy of prediction of breach width varied significantly.
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This suggests that the focus for refining the model should remain on improving the accuracy of
modelling initiation processes - particularly since errors in initiation timing can magnify the
differences in breach prediction results, since hydraulic load conditions rarely remain static (except
for laboratory testing.). In addition, research should be focussed upon the lateral widening
prediction; the scatter of results here perhaps suggest that the ratio of lateral widening rate in
relation to bed erosion rate, varies according to the soil erodibility and / or type. The current
modelling process, as with the earlier model of Mohamed (2002), assumes a fixed ratio between
bed erosion rate and lateral widening rate for all breach simulations. The rate may also vary as the
nature of flow through the breach changes. In particular, in relation to the formation of elongated
vortices along the toe of each breach face. Analysis of these aspects would require extensive, large
scale breach testing with various soils and close control of the upstream hydraulic conditions.
Two of the test cases provided clear demonstrations of the need to include breach drowning within
the modelling process. Where downstream levels are sufficiently high to affect flow conditions
through the breach, this can significantly affect breach formation and widening processes.
Finally, the test cases also confirmed the need for detailed consideration of the structure and load
conditions by the modeller such that key features are included within the model. The accuracy of
breach modelling results is highly dependent upon these case specific details. For the case study
data, this meant identifying the material zones and structure shape that would control the overall
breaching process; for the IMPACT test cases, it meant looking at ways in which the composite
structure might behave and how the state of materials used may have been affected by the
construction process.
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8.3 Discussion
This chapter details the research undertaken to evaluate model performance against internationally
recognised data and standards. This was primarily achieved through collaboration with the CEAT!
DSIG project, but also through wider use of the IMPACT project data.
The modelling assessment has shown that the breach model performs well across a wide range of
test cases, covering different types and scale of structure. Some aspects of breach prediction
appeared more accurate than others (for example, peak outflow versus time to breach initiation).
However, the complex links between different processes make it difficult to pinpoint the exact
cause and contribution of each source of error. The accuracy of results is dependent upon careful
model setup, including judgement on key factors likely to affect any site specific case. Of
particular note, were the different breaching processes of headcut and surface erosion that occur as
a function of the soil erodibility. Future models need to include the option of selecting either
process, or ideally, to automatically switch between processes as a direct function of the soil
description. This conclusion was also identified in the closing stages of the DS!G project.
The complexity of breach initiation and formation processes, and hence also the breach models, is
also reflected in the way in which breach model performance can be evaluated. The DSIG project
approach was to review the performance of each model for each test case via open discussion
between experts. This allowed for consideration of model features and limitations, test specific
issues and modeller approach. With the potential for a very large number of permutations in terms
of these three factors (affecting modelling results) the conclusions drawn by the project team were
in the form of concluding comments rather than a specific performance score - the latter being very
difficult to achieve in an objective, consistent manner. The conclusion for performance of the HR
BREACII model (pre zoned version) was that it offered a "good basis" for the prediction of
breach.
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The HR BREACH model simulates a large number of physical processes using relatively simple
models (i.e. ID flow model; 2D side slope stability; ID erosion etc.). Future developments of the
model might refine and improve the accuracy of those calculations through the use of 20 or even
3D models; however a balance should always be maintained in terms of modelling accuracy and
resolution between these hydraulic, soil and structural calculations. Sight should also not be lost of
the accuracy to which we can determine the details of the embankment structure and the
embankment soil state. The ability to reliably and routinely collect such data is a natural
requirement to counterbalance or support the use of more detailed breach models.
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9. Conclusions and Recommendations
The following sections summarise the main research outcomes arising from addressing the research
goals summarised in Section 3.4, and the research questions, RQI-RQ6, in Section 1.2. Three key
outcomes were:
1. Advances in understanding breach processes through the investigation of physical processes, in
particular using the IMPACT project data, and assessment as to how well existing models, such
as the HR BREACHmodel, simulate these processes;
2. Better representation of complex flow processes for modelling breach initiation and growth;
3. Better representation of breach erosion processes through the use of non equilibrium erosion
models as the basis for simulating breach initiation and growth.
In undertaking this research it became clear that the various flow, erosion and structure processes
were tightly interlinked and care was needed to ensure that the overall modelling approach was
built from a series of modelling processes that were consistent in terms of scientific assumptions
and simplifications, and which were also appropriate for the degree of uncertainty within the
available data.
9.1 Advances in understanding breach processes
Breach Initiation and growth: large scale physical processes [RQ3]
Within the overall framework for modelling breach growth it has been shown that a number of
larger scale processes can dictate how the breach will develop and hence significantly affect the
nature of the outflow hydrograph timing and shape:
a. Two large scale physical erosion processes can occur - head cut erosion and surface erosion.
Their occurrence depends upon the type and state of the soil being eroded. This thesis
demonstrates how each process can result in significantly different outflows, but also that the
two processes can occur within the same structure as soil conditions (rather than type) vary.
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Case study examples of both are provided. This confirms the need for future breach models to
incorporate both head cut and surface erosion processes if they are to be applicable to a wide
range of typical structure types and state;
b. A 'competition'occurs between the rate at which the reservoir (upstream water level) can draw
down and the rate at which erosion can occur within the breach. Depending upon the rate at
which the soil erodes, and the surface area of the reservoir, either a rapid, high peaked flood
hydrograph can occur or a much slower, prolonged, lower peak hydrograph can occur. This
has significant implications for flood risk management. The dependence upon soil erodibility
and magnitude of difference that this can make also emphasises the large uncertainty in results
obtained from using simplified 'peak discharge' equations for predicting breach outflow. Such
equations fail to take into account the nature of the materials in both earth dams and flood
embankments, and hence cannot be used with confidence to determine the difference between
rapid, peak outflow failure and slow, progressive draw down of the reservoir;
c. Growth of the breach through the embankment or dam typically occurs through erosion
undercutting the sides of the breach resulting in block failure into the breach. This results in a
breach section profile with vertical or undercut sides and not trapezoidal as many researchers
suggest. A trapezoidal profile can arise after a breach event, once water levels have receded
and the exposed soil face dries.
Understanding why breach model development has not progressed faster [RQ2]
The literature review shows that there have been a large number of research efforts looking at
different aspects of breach prediction over the past few decades. However, many of these projects
failed to recognise the overall framework that breach prediction sits within, in terms of large scale
breaching process behaviour related to different soil types and state combined with hydraulic
loading. Understanding this wider context is essential for the development of a breach modelling
approach that will be applicable to a wide range of dams and flood embankments. An overall
framework has been presented describing how physical processes vary according to hydraulic load
and soil conditions. The shortcomings of not recognising and working within this overall
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framework is that a model developed in this way will only be valid for the specific hydraulic and
soil conditions used during testing and model development, rather than being generically
applicable.
9.2 Better representation of complex flow processes
Breach Initiation and growth: hydraulic processes [RQ3]
The research has advanced knowledge and practice in a number of areas:
a. The use of variable weir discharge coefficients in order to refine and improve the ID flow
calculation in response to a continually changing (eroding) breach crest profile;
b. Analysis and definition of a phase of flow during breach formation called converging flow
which occurs during breach formation just after catastrophic failure of the upstream face, but
before significant breach widening;
c. Demonstration of the importance of including drowned flow calculations within the overall
breach model. Case study applications demonstrate significant model improvements with
drowning processes integrated. The research also provided clarification on the correct use of
the Villemonte Equation for drowned breach flow calculation (Section 5.3.1).
The Importance of Including valley shape [RQ1]
The research demonstrated the importance of including valley shape within the breach model for
simulations where breach size in relation to the valley profile was large. Breach models typically
assume a flat bed to the breach, which introduces errors into the flow prediction when the breach
shape grows wider than the limiting valley profile.
9.3 Better representation of breach erosion processes
Breach erosion processes [RQ3]
Through detailed analysis of laboratory, field and case study data the physical processes associated
with soil erosion and the overall breach growth process have been defined. These include:
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a. Reasons for the use of dynamic erosion equations rather than equilibrium sediment transport
equations (and so questioning the validity of a very high proportion of previous breach
models and modelling approaches (see Section 6.4». Also, postulation that whilst this would
apply to breach processes within dams or embankments this might not apply over
significantly longer length breaches, such as would occur for breaching through large
landslide dams;
b. Identification of the combined processes of sediment erosion, mass erosion and soil wasting
at different stages during breach development;
c. Definition of the shape of breach during the formation processes, rather than after the event.
The breach side walls are typically vertical or undercut, rather than trapezoidal as many
existing models suggest. This affects the breach flow calculation and is consistent with the
block failure process of breach growth that is typically seen.
Refinement and testing of the breach model [RQ4]
The breach model was modified and tested as research proceeded into the various hydraulic, soil
and structural processes. The scope and performance of the model evolved as positive research
findings were implemented and subsequently built upon (Appendix 2). Key model developments
included:
a. modification of modelling parameter tolerances;
b. testing and refinement of section erosion process, including the relationship between bed and
lateral breach erosion rate;
c. implementation of dynamic sediment erosion calculation instead of equilibrium sediment
transport equations;
d. introduction of headcut erosion processes;
e. refinement of the critical flow section location process;
f. introduction of a variable weir flow coefficient, adjusting in response to the evolving breach
shape;
g. refinement of breach drowning functions.
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New breach modelling approach [RQ6]
A new breach modelling approach was developed to allow for the simulation of breach through
structures comprising zones of ditTerentsoil, or ditTerent soil erodibility. The modelling approach
used a modified version of the existing model (hence built upon the earlier thesis research findings)
but allowed much greater flexibility in defining how the structure was built from layers or zones of
material. Rules regarding erosion processes through multiple zones were identified and model
performance tested. The results demonstrated how variations in construction, soil state, soil layers
etc. could significantly atTect breach performance and hence assessment of flood risk. The new
modelling approach also allows the simulation of the potential etTects of a fissured surface layer
within the embankment, demonstrating how this can significantly affect overall embankment
performance. The implications of this new modelling approach for design and remedial measures
to ensure best performance from flood embankments during overflowing conditions were
emphasised.
Evaluation of breach model performance [RQ5]
Breach model performance was evaluated via participation with the CEATI dam safety interest
group breach modelling project. This project defined 7 test cases for model evaluation and
provided a forum for exchange and review with international experts in this field of modelling.
Performance of the breach model prior to development of the new zoned approach was tested in
this way; data from the project was used to separately evaluate performance of the zoned model
version.
Evaluation showed that the modelling approaches adopted provide a "good" basis for prediction of
breach, although some aspects of breach prediction appeared more accurate than others (for
example, peak outflow versus time to breach initiation). The process of expert discussion of the
modelling approach and performance of each breach model for each test case highlighted the
sensitivity of breach prediction to specific case conditions (hydraulic loading, structure type and
condition etc.) combined with the modeller approach (and hence experience). This sensitivity
makes generalised or automated model performance evaluation for breach difficult and liable to
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error; evaluation should therefore be undertaken (as within the DSIG project) on a detailed, case by
case and model by model basis.
The significance of including soil wasting within breach model simulation [RQ1]
Analysis of macro instability did not prove a strong dependence of the breach model upon the
inclusion of soil wasting processes. This research raises the issue as to whether inclusion of block
failure within the modelling process offers significant advantages or not. Earlier research
(Mohamed, 2002) suggested a strong link between block failure and model performance. However,
research here failed to demonstrate the dependence of breach modelling results upon the analysis of
macro instability (block failure); for the extremes of soil erodibility, dependence is shown to be
minimal (see Section 6.3.4). However, it is also hypothesised that there may be conditions between
the two extremes that demonstrate greater dependency, and this may have led to the conclusions by
Mohamed. Further research on this issue is required.
9.4 Research implications for breach modelling practice
The research has identified a range of points that should be taken into consideration for breach
modelling practice. The following four questions should be considered before undertaking any
breach analysis:
1. Why is the breach analysis needed? What is the objective of the study?
2. What degree of uncertainty is acceptable in the analysis?
3. Which breach modelling approach is most suitable?
4. What specific modelling processes should be included?
Based upon these four questions, the following points, identified during this research, should be
taken into consideration:
a. Uncertainty: Breach modelling contains significant uncertainties, but the uncertainty can be
reduced by applying more complex models combined with a sensitivity analysis. Large
uncertainties exist within simple breach prediction methods, such as using peak discharge
equations;
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b. Pbysical processes: Breach may occur through headcut erosion, surface erosion, or a
combination of these processes. The erosion process can significantly affect the breach
formation process and outflow hydrograph. It is important to understand which physical
processes a breach model simulates and hence model suitability for a particular application;
c. Erodibility: Soil erodibility plays a significant role in determining the breach physical process.
Also, breach formation should be simulated using a soil erosion model rather than a sediment
transport model. The soil erodibility will therefore need to be measured or estimated for a
breach analysis;
d. Outflow bydrograpb: Consideration of the soil erodibility in conjunction with the reservoir
stage area relationship allows an assessment of the likely shape of the breach flood hydrograph
(i.e. rapid with a high peak or prolonged with a lower peak);
e. Modelling zoned structures: Earth embankments or embankment dams are often built or
extended using zones of different material type and state leading to zones of differing soil
erodibility. These zones can significantly alter the way in which a breach develops and hence
the flood hydrograph (see Section 7.3). A zoned approach to breach modelling should
therefore be adopted under these conditions;
f. Grass surface cover: Guidance on the performance of grass cover layers during overflow is
limited; many modellers use the guidance provided in CIRIA Report 116 (Hewlett et al., 1987).
The design curves within this report were found to contain factors of safety. When applied
within a breach model this results in the prediction of failure too quickly. It is recommended
that the earlier CIRIA Technical Note 71 (Whitehead et al., 1976) performance curves are used
instead, which appear not to contain a factor of safety;
g. Breach sbape: The breach shape, during breach formation, was found to have vertical or
undercut sides, rather than sloping sides as suggested by many modellers. Sloping sides
typically form after the breach event as water levels fall and the soil dries;
h. Drowning: Drowning (i.e. when the downstream water level exceeds the breach invert) has a
significant effect on the breach formation process. This process is interactive, hence for correct
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breach simulation the model needs to include up and downstream flow simulation, or to be
integrated within a flow model.
9.5 Recommendations for future research
During the research programme a number of issues were identified that require additional research
which could not be undertaken as part of this work. Hence, the items detailed below are areas
recommended for future research. These were identified as issues affecting the:
1. Underpinning process science;
2. Existing model refinement;
3. Longer term model development.
9.5. 1Underpinning process science
Soil erodibility
Soil erodibility is the most important factor affecting the rate of breach initiation and growth;
however a comprehensive description of the factors and parameters affecting it remains elusive.
Equally, the selection of simple methods or measures for reliably measuring or predicting
erodibility in-situ are not available. Laboratory and field equipment for erodibility testing is
available, but the different methods (e.g. Hole Erosion Test or Jet Erosion Test) offer different
estimates of erodibility for the same samples. A greater understanding of soil erodibility and its
dependencies is required so that consistency between methods of measurement may be agreed and
simplified methods for estimation developed. In particular, consistent methods for the
quantification of the effects of soil density and water content and soil structure, including effects of
soil and water chemistry, need to be developed.
Performance of grass cover
The performance of grass cover on an embankment can significantly affect the timing of breach
initiation and in tum the rate of breach development. Research here identified errors that would
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occur in the direct use of existing grass performance curves because of the probable inclusion of
factors of safety within the performance curves. The research also identified that these
performance curves were based upon a very limited amount of data, and that the range for
applicability ignored performance estimation between zero and one hour of water overflow. This is
an important time zone for the performance of flood embankments since flood levels can rise
rapidly with breach formation occurring within this period. Research into the reliability of existing
guidance is required, and if appropriate, refinement of the performance curves using additional
data. Recent initiatives such as the wave overtopping simulator (van der Meer et al., 2009) offer a
very good approach for in-situ testing to assess the performance of different types of grass cover
(and underlying soil type).
Extremeclimate conditions
Analysis of the IMPACT project gravel test case demonstrated breach formation behaviour that
was significantly affected by the freezing test conditions. It appears that frozen gravel caused the
embankment to breach through a very strong headcut process, rather than by surface erosion. This
significantly affects the predicted formation process and hence outflow hydrograph. It is suggested
that the performance of flood embankments and dams under extreme climatic conditions (such as
extreme hot and cold, extreme dry and wet) should be investigated to determine likely impacts on
performance. This will be highly relevant where embankments are already constructed in extreme
climatic areas and where significant climate change effects are anticipated.
9.5.2 Further model refinement
Valley shape
The effect of valley shape (or fixed bed profile) on breach development should be incorporated into
the model. Initial efforts to implement this were stopped within this research programme when it
became clear that this would require considerable development work within the confines of the
existing modelling approach. In particular, the approach of identifying the critical flow section
works on the assumption that there is only one critical flow transition across the breach;
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implementing non standard breach sections complicates the process of identifying where the flow
control section(s) would sit.
Drowning effects
The current model version uses the Villemonte Equation to estimate the effect on flow through the
breach. The suitability of this and other equations might be considered in relation to different
eroding embankment profiles, in a similar way in which the variable weir discharge coefficient was
introduced. During analysis it was also noted that, within the model, downstream embankment
sections that are drowned by the tail water level continue to erode. A reduction in erosion rate for
these sections should be introduced in parallel with the breach flow reduction.
Integrating headcut and surface erosion modelling
The breach model already includes both headcut and surface erosion models, however the use of
these models relies upon expert judgement to select which is appropriate for different soil
conditions. A truly integrated approach would allow simulation of both processes within the same
breach analysis run, and potentially automated selection of the process based upon defined soil type
and state (erodibility). The new zoned modelling approach could be adapted to allow surface
erosion of some layers integrated with headcut erosion of other layers.
The significance of soil wasting in prediction accuracy
Earlier research by Mohamed (Mohamed, 2002) suggested a strong link between simulation of
block failure during the breach growth process and model performance. Research here did not
validate that suggestion, but also only looked at extreme scenarios in terms of the product of AsKt
(Le. where either reservoir volume or soil resistance to erosion dominated). Research is needed to
understand how modelling block failure affects overall model performance across a wider range of
scenarios in comparison to assuming an averaged rate of lateral erosion.
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Varying lateral erosion rate as a function of soil erodibility
The existing model assumes a lateral erosion rate as a fixed ratio to the vertical bed erosion rate.
However, it was recognised that the ratio between the vertical and lateral erosion could vary
according to the soil erodibility, hence further model testing should be undertaken (using the
existing test case data) to see whether a correlation can be found. A variable ratio as a function of
soil erodibility could offer an approach to improve modelling accuracy across a wide range of
structure types.
Introducing complex (real) structures
The new zoned modelling approach offers significantly more flexibility in defining a structure
which comprises different materials or material states. However, it does not allow for the inclusion
of hard structures such as wave walls, crest caps, toe piling etc. Such composite structures are
particularly common for flood defence embankments. The ability to include these structures and
simulate their integrated failure as part of the breaching process would be a significant (but
complex) step forward.
9.5.3Longer term model development
Moving to 20/30 simulation and Integrating geotechnical stability and breach analysis models
The existing breach model uses simplified methods for predicting the flow, erosion and slope
stability. More complex models already exist for each of these processes. These have not been
used to date in order to retain a model that is relatively fast and easy to apply. However,
refinement of the simplified modelling approach has probably now achieved most gains in terms of
performance without making the step change in modelling complexity. This is now considered the
appropriate next step.
In parallel with breach modelling, analysis of embankment performance is also undertaken through
detailed slope stability modelling (typically finite element analysis). There is a clear difference
between these two approaches; breach modelling assumes failure is initiated and simulates erosion,
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breach growth and flood flow whilst slope stability analysis simulates the loads and deformations
within an embankment up to the point where failure of the soil is deemed to have occurred.
However, the models do not then simulate the breaching process.
The next step is therefore to develop an integrated slope stability analysis and breach analysis
model that combines flow, erosion and slope stability analysis to provide a single model which can
predict embankment stability through to failure and breach. Care will be needed to ensure that the
various components of the model undertake similar complexities of analysis and that no one area
offers a greater source of uncertainty that the others. An important consideration will be whether to
analyse conditions in 2D or 3D. Use of a 2D flow model may be appropriate for some stages of
flow during the breaching processes (such as initiation and widening) but not for others (such as
formation) where the conditions will be very dynamic and turbulent 3D flow. Consideration of the
balance between the modelling approach and the resolution and uncertainty within the data needed
for the modelling work will also be required.
Probabilistic approaches for soil uncertainty
Natural variability in soil type and state can significantly affect soil erodibility. Equally, variability
in the quality of construction can also introduce significant uncertainty within the soil. Methods for
determining and incorporating uncertainty within the soil structure need to be developed so that the
sensitivity of breach modelling predictions to this variability can be assessed.
Wave induced breach
Initial work on wave induced breach was undertaken as part of the EU FLOODsite project. This
work lead to the creation of research models that combined different erosion processes to try and
predict how wave overtopping or wave impact would initiate and lead to breach formation. Since
many flood embankments and dams are exposed to wave action, this aspect of breach modelling
should be refmed and improved to provide a reliable means for assessing the threat posed by wave
action.
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Appendix 1
The HR BREACH model (Mohamed, 2002)
Appendix 1 contains a description of the HR BREACH model (Mohamed, 2002) and how it
simulates breach initiation and growth processes.
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The existing HR BREACH model was developed by Mohamed in conjunction with research at HR
Wallingford (Mohamed, 2002, Mohamed et al., 2002). Mohamed supported earlier research
findings that identified breach simulation and breach parameter estimation as the greatest source of
uncertainty in dambreak flood forecasting (Morris, 2000, Singh, 1996, Wurbs, 1987) and that tools
available to predict breach were not very accurate (Mohamed et al., 2001). Having reviewed
existing models, the approach taken was to develop a new model rather than modify an existing
model. This allowed the simulation of key physical processes to be integrated within the model.
The model integrates hydraulics, soil mechanics and structural failure processes to a broadly
consistent degree of complexity. The model undertakes analysis on a section by section basis
through the model (Figure AI-I) and, unlike other models such as BRES (Visser, I998a, Zhu,
2006) or SIMBA (Hanson et al., 2005c, Temple et al., 2005), does not predefine the breaching
process in terms of stages and geometry. The 'penalty' for this more detailed approach to analysis
is that the model takes some minutes to run rather than seconds.
z '
Lx~
Figure AI-I Modelling embankment breach by division of embankment into sections
Figure AI-2 provides a flow chart showing the order in which the hydraulic, soil and structural
processes are analysed. Each of these stages are considered in more detail below.
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Define embankment geometry and section
spacing through embankment
(recommended crest widthl2)
Inillal hydraulic load conditions
Calculate critical flow section In
embankment (minimum flow)
I
Calculate discharge and flow profile
(all sections)
Calculate sediment erosion and re-profile
all sections
Loop
Analyse profiles of new breach secnons for
side slope instability Revise profile where
rotational or shear failure occurs
Figure Al-2 HR BREACH model processes
Geometry and Section Spacing
The breach model works by initially requiring the user to define a notch (breach initiation notch)
through the embankment crest (and along the downstream face), through which the initial
overtopping flow runs. This provides a focus for the flow and allows calculation of flow and
erosion conditions at each cross section, leading to prediction of progressive erosion, breach
growth and subsequent catastrophic failure of the embankment or dam.
Hence, the embankment profile used for flow calculation (Figure AI-3) has a slightly different
profile to the outer profile used to define the embankment shape in general (Figure AI-I). The
flow profile is defmed by points A, B', C, D' rather than A,B,C,D. Since the initiation notch is not
present in the upstream face, and the notch depth is parallel to both the crest and the downstream
face, the modified profile results in different offsets for points B ~ B' and C ~ C, hence a small
change in crest width.
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Reservoir ---------.,. C': "
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D'
Figure Al-3 Embankment profile showing breach initiation notch
When running the model, the user is asked to define the section spacing (dx). User dx is typically
defmed as half the crest width, hence (B-C)/2. In order to identify specific section locations for
modelling that also coincide with the key geometry points A, B', C', D' the following rules are
applied:
User defines 'User dx';
2 Calculate the number of sections between A - B' (i.e. [(A-B') / User dx]). Round up
to the nearest whole number. This defines 'Model dx' for the upstream slope;
3 Repeat process for crest, B'-C' - this defines 'Model dx' for the crest;
4 Repeat process for downstream slope, D'-C' - this defines 'Model dx' for the
downstream slope;
5 Compare the three 'Model dx' values and select the smallest (Min dx). (This normally
equates to the crest Model dx since this is typically the smaller length subdivided into
dx.);
6 Calculate specific section locations across the entire embankment working from:
a. Upstream crest (B')? upstream toe (A);
b. Downstream crest (C') ? upstream crest (B');
c. Downstream toe (D') ? downstream crest (C');
Where spacing does not allow an exact fit of sections using Min dx, last three spaces
are divided into two sections (i.e. two sections with spacing> Min dx, rather than two
ections of dx plus one undefmed remainder).
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Critical Flow Section
The model assumes that flow through the breach transforms from sub to supercritical flow as it
passes across the embankment crest section; this may be the original crest or an eroded profile that
is controlling the breach flow. The flow profile is obtained by calculating the surface profile up
and downstream from this critical section.
There are five different methods provided within the HR BREACH model to locate the critical
flow section. Correct identification of this section is important within the model because once
identified, the flow profile is calculated upstream (sub critical) and downstream (super critical)
from this section. The section flow conditions define shear stress and hence soil erosion at each
section. The five approaches comprise:
Up and downstream slopes;
2 Up to downstream slope;
3 Upstream edge of downstream face;
4 Maximum energy;
5 Minimum flow.
Up and downstream slopes
This method considers how the eroding embankment slope changes between sections, with the goal
of identifying the crest, either side from which the sections slope downwards. For each section, the
critical slope is calculated using the Manning's equation. Slopes between this and adjacent
sections are then calculated and compared to determine whether the flow might transition from a
sub to super critical state at that particular section (Figure Al-4).
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Figure Al-4 Critical section - up and downstream slope method
Up to downstream slope
This method calculates the average slope between upstream and downstream sections and then
compares this slope to the critical slope for the section S; If the average slope exceeds the critical
slope, then it is assumed that section S, is the approximate location of the critical flow section.
S!I-2
......... - -.+ -·-S
••••••• ~... : c: :
Figure Al-5 Critical section - up to downstream slope method
Upstream edge of downstream face
This simple approach looks at the downstream slope of each section and the section bed level in
order to identify the upstream edge of the downstream face. This analysis starts from the
downstream toe and works upstream until a suitable section is identified. Since this method will be
'trapped' into a false answer if a dip in section bed levels is found, this method should only be used
if the other approaches fail.
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Figure Al-6 Critical section - upstream edge of downstream face method
Maximum energy
This method assumes that the critical section can be defined as the section with the maximum
energy in the system. Therefore, the critical energy is calculated for all sections, based on the
Bernoulli equation, and the section with the maximum energy is assumed to be the critical section.
Minimum flow
This method assumes that the critical section can be defined as the section with the minimum flow
in the system. By definition, this is the section that would regulate flow through the breach. A
potential head of water is calculated for each section by comparing the water level in the reservoir
and the lowest elevation point of each breach cross section. The water head (h) is calculated for
each section through the embankment and the weir formula is used to calculate the potential flow at
each section using the section average width (h). The section that gives the minimum flow value is
assumed to be the critical section. This method is the preferred approach for calculating the critical
flow section within the breach model.
Discharge and Flow Profile
Breach models typically use one of the following approaches to calculate flow conditions through
the breach (Table 2-5)
• 1D or 2D Saint Venant equations;
• The steady uniform flow equation;
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• The steady non-uniform flow equation.
HR BREACII uses a weir flow equation (Eq AI-I) to calculate discharge at the critical flow
section and a form of the non-uniform flow equation (Chow, 1959) (Eq AI-2) to map the flow
profile:
3/2 (AI-I)o; =CdBbHb
Where
Qb Flow through breach m3/s
Cd Discharge coefficient
Bb Section averaged breach width m
Bb Total head over the breach m
where: YI
Y2
VI
V2
g
~x
Sf
(AI-2)
: Water level at an upstream section
: Water level at a downstream section
: Mean flow velocity at an upstream section
: Mean flow velocity at a downstream section
: Acceleration due to gravity
: Distance between the two sections
: The friction slope that can be represented by the Manning's equation:
(AI-3)
where: Vm : Average mean velocity = (UI+U2) 12
Rm : Average hydraulic radius = (RI+R2)/2
n : Manning's roughness coefficient
The equations are solved iteratively with the computations proceeding in the upstream direction for
the sub-critical flow zone and in the downstream direction for the supercritical flow zone.
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Sediment Erosion and Section Profile
The model predicts erosion of the breach section by calculating the shear stress distribution around
the flow section and then calculating sediment removal based upon a user selected sediment
transport or erosion equation. This process leads to undercutting of the breach sides, as observed in
many of the IMPACT project field tests (Section 2.4). Figure AI-7 shows how the process is
replicated within the model. At an initial time step the section and water level is defined by seven
points. During each time step the model calculates a new breach section profile, and subsequently
a new water level at the start of the next time step. Each loop potentially adds two more points to
the defmition of the breach geometry. This is not sustainable for a model which will run many
hundreds or thousands of time steps, hence when a section is defined by 9 points this is reduced
back to 7 points (Figure AI-8).
________________-WA EM- __
C, D,
c,
c
Figure AI-7 Existing modelling process for calculating growth of breach section
The initial breach section is shown by the profile A-BI-C1-DI-E. The water level within this
section is defined by the line 1-2. Note that point Cl is specified as a low point in the section, and
is established lmm below the horizontal defined by B1-D1. This assists in maintaining the stability
of model flow calculations with negligible effect on the breach profile. Hence, the initiation notch
is defined by 5 points, and the water level by an additional 2 points, giving 7 points in total at time
step to. Having established an initial breach section profile, a new profile may be calculated for the
given flow conditions. This is shown by the profile of 7 points A-I-B2-C2-D2-2-E. Subsequently, at
t" a new water level may be established (line 3-4). The breach profile is now determined by 9
points, and the calculation process predicts a new eroded profile defined by the line A-I-3-B3-C3-
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D3-4-2-E. At this point, the section is redefined (using Green's theorem(Weisstein, 2011)) so as to
maintain the same area of the soil wedge but to only use 7 points, as for example profile A -I-Br
CrD2-2-E. The transformation between a 9 point and a 7 point definition is shown in Figure Al-S.
Notation is consistent with Figure Al-7. The wedge of soil defined by A-1-3-BI is replaced by the
wedge defined by A-N-BI which maintains the same wedge area. Analysis has shown the effect on
subsequent hydraulic calculations to be negligible (Buchholzer, 2007).
Figure Al-8 Process for maintaining breach section description between 7 and 9 points.
Whilst the erosion rate is calculated section by section through the embankment, large variations in
erosion rate between adjacent sections are avoided by applying an averaged value at each section
rather than the individual section specific value. Hence, the erosion rate at any given (internal)
section is taken as the average value of that section plus the section up and downstream.
Breach Stability
A number of stability calculations are performed within the breach model. For breach development
through a homogeneous embankment, breach side slope stability is assessed according to potential
rotational and shear failure modes.
Rotational, or bending, failure occurs when the balance of forces on an overhanging block result in
a force that exceeds the tensile strength of the soil.
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L
Figure AI-9 Rotational or bending slope failure (Mohamed, 2002)
where: W
Ws
Wu
HI
H2
E, es,eu
Eh e2
L
(AI-4)
: Weight of dry block of the soil.
: Weight of saturated block of the soil.
: Weight of submerged block of the soil.
: Hydrostatic pressure force in the breach channel
: Hydrostatic pressure force inside the embankment.
: Weight forces eccentricities.
: Hydrostatic pressure forces eccentricities.
: Length of the failure plane.
Based on the above analysis, the maximum actual tensile stress (O'l(actual))on the plane of failure can
be computed as follows:
(AI-5)
Assuming that the allowable soil tensile strength (O't(soil»)is known, then failure occurs when ~actual)
exceeds crt(soil).Themodeller can then select whether the failed block of soil remains within the
breach for subsequent erosion or is removed instantly.
A similar approach may be adopted for the analysis of block failure due to shear (Figure AI-IO),
including the following assumptions:
• Suction is neglected in the zone above the water level inside the embankment and this zone
is considered dry.
• Changes in water level inside the embankment during the embankment failure are slow to
respond and can be neglected.
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L
Figure AI-JO Slopefailure due to shear (Mohamed, 2002)
FOS= c_·_L__+_H~,_t_~~¢_
W +W, +W ..+H2 tan¢
(AI-6)
where: c : Soil cohesion.
cl> : Soil angle of friction.
W : Weight of dry block of the soil.
W. : Weight of saturated block of the soil.
Wu : Weight of submerged block of the soil.
HI :Hydrostatic water pressure in the breach channel.
H2 : Hydrostatic water pressure in the embankment.
L : Length of the failure plane.
Further structural failure modes are considered for composite embankment structures (Le.
embankments with a core of relatively thin, but stronger, less erodible material). In these cases it is
assumed that the core controls the rate of overall breach failure by withstanding erosion relative to
the weaker, more erodible supporting material. Hence the model simulates erosion of the
supporting material and structural failure of the core material. This process is clearly demonstrated
by the scouring time contours from large scale testing on the Yahekou Dam, China (Shuibo et al.,
1993) and can also be seen in dam failure case studies by Ritchey (Ritchey, 2001).
Failure mechanisms that are analysed include sliding of the clay core wall, overturning of the clay
core wall and bending failure of the core wall (Hughes, 1981). Details of the force balance
equations are provided by Mohamed (Mohamed, 2002).
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Failure Plane
<B)
a) Shear failure of core: forces acting on clay core wall
CA) CB)
b) Overturning failure of core: forces acting on the clay core wall
Failure Plane ASSUMed
Failure Plane
CA) CB)
c) Bending failure of the core: assumed failure planes
Figure AI-II Structuralfailure mechanisms usedfor composite dam breach (Mohamed, 2002)
Surface Protection Lavers
In addition to analysis of breach growth processes, the HR BREACH model also includes analysis
of the role of surface protection layers comprising either grass or rock cover. The model allows
calculation of the flow profile but prevents any breach erosion until flow conditions exceed the
design stability of the grass or rock cover. At this point the cover layer is assumed to fail and
breach initiation and growth processes continue unrestricted. The performance of grass cover is
simulated using the CIRIA grass performance curves (Hewlett et al., 1985); the performance of
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rock cover is simulated using the semi empirical formula developed by Chang (Chang, 1998) for
the design of rip rap on steep slopes.
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Appendix 2
Summary of breach model development versions
Appendix 2 contains a tabular summary of the different HR BREACH model versions that
have been developed during the PhD research programme. [Note that all model coding has
been undertaken by Mohamed Hassan].
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Model Version Ref. Model Development
3.32
3.33
3.53_14_3
3.53_14_4
3.53_14_5
3.53_14_5_DSIG#2
3.53 _14_5 _DSIG#2+quic
kwins
Initial research version
Combined changes/rom V 3.33 to V 3.53_14_5:
1- Headcut failure.
a. The model can simulate headcutting at the crest, the toe or both
b. The headcut stress can be calculated using four different methods
2- Piping failure improvements.
a. Pipe can grow asymmetrically in four directions
b. Collapse of the pipe can now be handled instantaneously or
distributed and eroded
c. Failure of the downstream blocks can be modelled or not.
3- Variable Cd
a. The model can either use fixed or variable methods to calculate the
weircoeff.
4- VI improvements.
a. Clipboard copy' paste.
b. Direct input of data into the grid control
c. Input dialogs are more user friendly - added buttons to view' save'
import data
d. Added dimensions to the data view
e. Added the a settings menu to change the run view display
f. Added different units for data (i.e. seconds' hours)
g. Help file and examples can be accessed from the help menu.
5- Error handling.
a. Most of the input data errors are either picked up during input or
before running the model.
b. The model crash peacefully with and error message to help the
developer to identify what went wrong.
6- Help file update.
a. Help file was updated to reflect most of the model updates
7- Other changes
a. Erosion does not occur if the section has not sediment transported.
Even if the section downstream has.
b. Protection calcs are not calculated if the flow is less than the
minimum flow.
c. Kd, tc and C can now be changed explicitly through the user
interface.
d. Added the Meyer-Peter-Muller equation to the sed. Equations
e. Critical section can now be located using one of four different
methods.
f. Improved the way the output files are created or read through the
interface.
g. Added a splash screen
h. Added License information
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Model Version Ref. Model Development
i. Old results file will not be overwritten unless the user approves that.
j. The views no more flicker during the model run.
8- Bug fixes.
a. A bug in the composite class to compute the breach invert. This was
caused by correcting the calculation of the breach depth when a
protection layer exists. (CcompDam::SetUpSecsO).
b. Allow vertical erosion even if it has reached the core level. (if
(I*(CrestSecst[iupdc ]->Sec[CrestSecst[iupdc ]->GetLowestPt()].y <
CrestSecst[iupdc ]->CoreLevel) 11*/(!CrestSecst[iupdc ]->ErodeZ»)
c. Downstream level is not calculated if the flow is less than the
minimum flow.
d. Tension strength value is now set to the value entered by the user
not a fixed value.
e. Removal of the section after a core failure is now handled correctly.
f. Downstream water level was not calculated correctly if it is below
the foundation level.
V3.S3_14_S released to DSIG in April2007
3.S3_headCutv_14_6_aft 1- Added a check for the DS section data. Low point should not be at
er_DSIG_workshop the edges.
3.53 headCutv 14 7_ _ _
3.53 _headCutv _14 _8
3.53 headCutv 14 9_ _ _
3.53_headCutv _14_1 0
3.S3_headCutv_14_11
1- Added an option to input data inmetric or imperial units. Output is
still only metric.
2- Added the ability to remove multiple rows
3- Added a warning if the DS time series is less than simulation time.
4- Kd and C now defaults to zero rather than unity.
5- Fixed a bug for Visser equation where the parameter 'deltas' was
not calculated if critical shear stress is more than zero. This causes the
model to crash.
1- Model can now start from a non-zero time. Initial condition should
be the same for water and breach size in order to obtain same results
with and without a non-zero time.
1- Added an option for inclusion of the initial notch with surface
protection.
1- Added an option to input reservoir stage volume curve.
1- Model can output results in metric or imperial if input is imperial.
2- Modified the routines that calculate the US and DS angles for
triangular weir cales.
3.S3_headCutv_14_11_1 To test the effect of changing the breach width calcs (mwm).
3.S3_14_12
3.S3_14_12_Disableslope
ver3.S3_headCutv_14_12
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Model Version Ref. Model Development
3.53_14_12xxx2SAugLat 1- Model now does two iterations each time step to find a solution as
estxxx follows:
a. Calculate water depth and velocity for each section
b. Calculate sediment transport flow for each section
c. Update section based on (b) and the sediment continuity equation
d. Calculate water depth and velocity for sections updated in (c)
e. Calculate sediment transport flow for sections updated in (c)
f. Update original sections (used in (a) above) based on (e) and the
sediment continuity equation
g. Final sections are average of sections updated in (c) and (f).
3.53_14_12xxxCSMWSp h. Check slope stability.
lit
3.53_headCutv_14_13
3.53_headCutv_14_14
3.53 _headCutv _14_15
3.53_14_16_Setup
3.53_14_16_2_5
3.53_14_16_2_6
3.53_14_16_2_6_1
3.53_14_16_2_6_ 4NewS
eds(bugged)
3.53_14_16_2_6_5NewS
eds
3.53_14_16_2_6_6NewS
eds_NoCritSectControl
3.53_14_16_2_6_7 _New
SedFactors
3.53_14_16_2_6_7 _2_Da
as opposed to the old method which was:
a. Calculate water depth and velocity for each section
b. Calculate sediment transport flow for each section
c. Update section based on (b) and the sediment continuity equation
d. Check slope stability.
2- Added a file to check dt for slope failures
3- Added an 4 options for updating the breach sections
1- Fixed a bug in the open file code. It causes an error "Unexpected
File Format"
2- Fixed a bug in the input Wizard. It shows the Downstream BC title
twice for head time boundaries
3- Fixed a bug in the flow output file. Breach depth was written as
breach invert when modelling head cut.
1- Area and length tolerances can now be set to zero.
1- Breach width is now calculated at the critical section location rather
than the minimum width.
ver3.53_headCutv_14_16 (through many subversions)
1- Erosion below the tolerance is now accumulated rather than being
ignored.
2- Added a new routine to find the location of the critical section
based on minimum flow
3- Added an option to fail the embankment at a set time.
4- Added a new routine to update the section area based on analytical
solution rather than iterative solution.
5- Fixed a bug in the Headcut module
6- Fixed a bug in the piping module
7- Sediment cales are now split into bed and sides.
8- We tried within this version an implicit solution but it didn't work.
9- We also tried within this version the concept of adaptation length
but it did not prove useful.
We ended up using the one variation ofver3.53 headCutv 14 16_ _ _
which is then converted to Ver. 4.0 that was sent to DSIG in
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Model Version Ref. Model Development
mpedCritSect
3.53_14_16_2_6_7 _3_De
bug
3.53_14_16_2_6_8_ Adap
tationLengths
3.53_14_16_2_6_9 _Adap
tationLengthExpo
December 2007.
Instigation of adaptation lengths to investigate transition between solid
and mobile bed
ver3.53_headCutv_14_17 (through many subversions)
3.53_headCutv_14_17 1- Added the ability to have Interpolated sections with small dx or
staggered.
3.53 14 5 Released to DSIG in April2007
4.0 Released to DSIG in December 2007
Fixed the following:
4.01 1- A bug in Update Sec in CanySec class where predicted level was
above the top of the dam.
4.02SE TN71 Inclusion ofTN71 grass curves instead ofCIRIA 116
Developed to add tn71 grass resistance and also fixing the following
bug:
4.02 1- NoOfSkipStepsForCrSec variable was set to 1 in older versions of
the input files instead ofO. This was corrected and now it is set to O.
2- DsTwl was not initialised correctly. Now this is corrected.
4.021
Developed to fix the water depth and slope bugs on the downstream
face and adjust the breach width to damp the critical section changes.
4.022 Min Cd value = 1.7 if variable Cd is selected
4.023 Approach Flow at an angle.
4.024
Approach Flow radial or at an angle. (Not completed - Still having
problems with radial flow)
4.025
Approach flow only at an angle. Sections are updated from the
upstream crest limit based on the critical section width wherever it is.
4.0251 Bug Fix in the composite module.
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Model Version Ref. Model Development
4.1
Version released to DSIO
4.11
Same as 4.1 but default values for Breach depth and width and
Damping time steps are corrected to 1.6,0.75 and 0 respectively.
4.12
To match Wallingford Software IWRS release v9
4.13 -4.15
To fix piping bugs.
4.16
To fix two bugs in the downstream boundary section:
1- Lowest point was picked up wrongly if there are local
Minimum point in the section (dips)
2- Downstream control (drowning) was assumed incorrectly
in some special cases (Tracey runs)
4.17
To set default of angle of Approach to 30
correct C units and a typo in the interface
Update display warnings for bed and side erosion factor,
Width to depth ratio and Angle of approach
Fix a bug in the headcut erosion when toe and crest are used
with maximum of overall and conventional shear stress.
4.18 v121009 no notch
Modification to allow 'glass walls' concept for breach initiation notch
(instead of physical cut into embankment profile).
4.19 v231 009
4.19
Introduced HRW drowning function
Drowning and head cut bug fix
Piping code error fix.
The breach model piping process is not investigated in detail within
this research, but an error in the coding was identified through a
parallel research project. The correction is as follows and relates to
(Mohamed, 2002). Thesis page 203 quotes the piping head loss
equation (No.48) as follows:
4.19.5 v310111 hL = (0.05+ fL)
D
This equation is missing a term and should read as follows:
hL = (1+ 0.05+ fL)
D
4.19.7
Fixed a minor bug at the downstream calcs of the Headcut. This does
not affect the results as it is not related to the control section
Fixed a bug in the piping module. Erosion was still calculated using
the old update profile function rather than the updateZ and updateW
profile functions.
4.19.6
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Model Version Ref. Model Development
4.19.8
Replaced the code of CHomoPiping: :ReDivideSec function by
CHomodam::DivideSecO function code.
Improved SetupSec function in homodam to avoid doubling dx at the
upstream edge of the crest.
Fixed a bug in the instantaneous failure in the piping module.
This version is now part of the SVN repository ofHRW.
New Branch of development (4.20 to 4.23) to test drowning settings. Conclusion was to use
original settings as in Version 4.19:
4.20
4.21
4.21 vxx0210
4.22
Changed drowning function to Ackers (mwm emails 15\16-2-2010)
Changed modular limit from 0 to 0.75
Option ofH as well as h for drowning function
Changed drowning function to modified Bute equation (mwm email
17-2-10). Added a user defmed modular limit.
Added the above drowning options to the user interface.4.23
New Branch of development (version 5 and above) to include zones and layers in the model:
5.00 to 5.06
5.07 to 5.10
5.07
5.09
5.11.1
5.11.2
5.11_3
Coding trials to reach a stable model and acceptable user interface
New modelling approach testing
New modelling approach - introducing zoned erodibility
Macro instability
Macro instability bug fix
Variable erodibility bug fix
Added user interface capability to have a valley shape and to find
maximum Rectangle within the valley section
Added capability to save Valley section data - Updated the input
wizard - Updated create new document module
Added the intersect sections with Valley shape function to defme
breach boundaries along the dam.
Implement functions to deal with irregular section shapes
Initial method for including valley shape within breach section
Second iteration for including valley shape within breach
section. Problem when certain valley shapes (e.g. triangular) constrict
the breach at the downstream end of the dam creating a control section
5.11.4
5.11.5
5.11.6
5.11.7
5.12
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Appendix 3
Test case data used for breach model performance evaluation
This appendix contains a description of the 7 sets of test data used to evaluate breach model
performance. These data sets were used by the Dam Safety Interest Group breach modelling
project and were identified after a review of internationally available data sets (Courivaud,
2007b, Wahl, 2007).
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Two sources of data were used for analysis of breaching processes and performance evaluation of
the breach model:
1. The EU IMPACT Project field test data (up to five tests);
2. Seven individual test cases collated for use by the Dam Safety Interest Group Breach
Modelling project (including some of the IMPACT project field test data).
The EU IMPACT Project field test data
The IMPACT Project was a European FP5 funded project that took place between 2001 and 2004
and which was coordinated by the writer (Contract EVGI-CT2001-00037. See www.impact-
project.nct). The focus of the project was to improve understanding and tools for the simulation of
extreme flood processes. The six work packages addressed:
1. Project coordination;
2. Breach formation;
3. Flood propagation;
4. Sediment transport;
5. Process uncertainty I end user implications;
6. Geophysics and field data.
Research under WP2 comprised a series of large-scale field tests, smaller scale (1:10) laboratory
tests and an extensive programme of numerical model testing and comparison. A series of five
large-scale tests were undertaken as part of the IMPACT project. Additional tests were also
undertaken as part of a parallel Norwegian funded national project. The five IMPACT project tests
are summarised in Table AJ-l below.
Table A3-J Summary o/JMPACT project breach field tests
No Reference /leight Description Failure initiation
1
2
3
4
5
Testl-02
Test2C-02
Testl-03
Test2-03
Test3-03
6m
Sm
6m
6m
4.Sm
Homogeneous cohesive structure (clay)
Homogeneous non-cohesive structure (gravel)
Composite structure (gravel with moraine core)
Composite structure (gravel with moraine core)
Homogeneous structure (moraine)
Overtopping
Overtopping
Overtopping
Piping
Piping
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Details of these tests and analysis of the physical processes (Morris, 2009) is summarised in
Section 2.4.1. Analysis of the test data quality was also undertaken, which includes a description
of each test case (Hassan and Morris, 2008).
The Dam Safety Interest Group Breach Modelling project
The Dam Safety Interest Group (DSIG) Breach Modelling project was initiated in 2004 with a plan
for three phases of work comprising (I) information gathering, (II) breach model evaluation, and
(III) model refinement and integration. Details of this project are given in Section 2.5.1.
Finding reliable, detailed data for validation of breach models is a difficult task. Laboratory tests
are often small scale and hence suffer from scale effects. Large scale tests are rare and real failures
often have little detailed and reliable data associated with them. EDF undertook a review of
potential data sets drawing on sources worldwide (Courivaud, 2007b) and concluded that the seven
test cases listed in Table A3-2 offered the best quality data for a range of different conditions.
These seven test cases are drawn from a variety of data sources comprising 2 tests from the US
Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Research Service laboratory (USDA-ARS, Stillwater,
Oklahoma), 3 tests from the European IMPACT project and 2 real dam failure case studies.
A brief description of each test is given in the following sections.
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Table A3-1 Summary o/DSIG test data used/or model evaluation
Evaluation
Test No. Name & Source Descrip_tion Comment
1 ARS#l 2m high, homogeneous Controlled construction.
embankment constructed from Head cut failure occurs
silty sand.
Includes grass cover.
2 ARS#2 2m high, homogeneous Controlled construction.
embankment constructed from Head cut starts, but failure
clay-loam. does not occur within
Includes grass cover. timeframe
3 IMPACT Clay 5.9m high homogeneous Very wet construction.
(Field Test#l / embankment with -25% clay Variable compaction.
Testl-02) content. Head cut failure.
No surface protection (grass
etc.)
4 IMPACT Gravel 5.0m high homogeneous High degree of compaction.
(Field Test#2 / embankment constructed from Freezing conditions.
Test2C-02) gravel (050 4.75mm) Head cut failure occurs
5 IMPACT 5.9m high composite Mixture head cut and surface
Composite embankment constructed from erosion failure
(Field Test#3 / moraine core with rock fill
Testl-03) cover layer
6 Oros Dam 35.Sm high zoned dam with Real dam failure case study
(Brazil) mass clay core, sand and rock Uncertainty within data means
fill shoulders test data are calculated /
estimated
7 Banqiao Dam 24.5m high zoned dam with Real dam case study. Limited
(China) clay core and earth shoulders. data (for example, core
Failed during construction - geometry unknown) hence test
condition at failure uncertain. data are calculated / estimated
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Evaluation Test No.1: ARS#1 - 2m high, silty sand, overtopping failure
Test ARS#I comprises a 2m high, homogeneous embankment constructed from silty sand.
The embankment includes grass cover, although the quality of this cover is unclear. Figure A3-I -
Figure A3-3 and Table A3-3 - Table A3-4 provide description data for the embankment geometry
and soil conditions.
USDA ARS Test #1
Embankment Dimensions
and Elevations
PROFILE X·SECTION
10-------- Top length • 24ft -------01
HeIGht ofT •• t
Section· 5.8 ft
Elevation of Embankment· 107.3 ft
I_NoIchBa .. _1wldth*eft
;_J 1 Notch Side Slope
Elevation of Crest = 105.8 ft
Notch Depth. 1.6 ft
t
_tof
Emt.nkment 3: 7.3 ft
Elevation@
B... ·100.0ft
Figure A3-J Geometry for ARS#J test embankment
Figure A3-2 ARS#i test embankment
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Embankment Dimensions
Table A3-3 Embankment and test section dimensions
Test Section Dimensions
Height of Embankment
Elevation of Embankment
Top length
Top Width
Upstream Slope
Downstream Slope
Elevation @ Base
Embankment Width @ Toe
7.3ft
107.3 ft
24 ft
6ft
3/1 (HN)
3/1 (HN)
100 ft
50 ft
Table A3-4 Embankment soil properties
Height of Test Section
Notch Base width
Notch Side Slopes
Notch Depth
Crest Width @ Notch
Elevation of Crest
5.8 ft
6.0 ft
3/1 (HN)
1.5 ft
15 ft
105.8 ft
Gradation
% Clay < 0.002 mm
% Silt> 0.002 mm
% Sand> 0.105 mm
Plasticity Index
USCS
Grain Density glcm3
Unconfined Compressive Strength qu (lb/ft2)
Average Dry Density (lb/ft3)
Average Water Content @ construction %
Average Total Density (lb/ft3)
Erodibility Coefficient kd (ftlh)/(lb/ft2)
Critical stress 'tc Ib/ft2
Construction
Compaction Effort
loose lift Thickness
Compacted lift thickness
Constructed 911998
Sieve Analysis
0.002 mm
0.005 mm
# 200 (0.075 mm)
# 140 (0.106 mm)
# 60 (0.250 mm)
# 40 (0.425 mm)
# 20 (0.850 mm)
# 10 (2.00 mm)
5
25
70
Non-plastic
SM
2.67
425
107.05
8.9
116.6
5.77
o
-4000 ft-lb/ft3
0.5ft
0.4 ft
mm
0.002
0.005
0.075
0.106
0.25
0.425
0.85
2
% Finer
5
7
30
39
71
93
99
100
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100--6,80
"Q)
~ 60
~.c
i 40
e"-u,
~20
o
Gradation Soil #1 (Test ARS#1)
;r-'
-H -+-- Gradation Soil #1 I I
7
/
..... .i-:....
I Io
0.001 0.01 0.1 1 10
Particle Diameter (mm)
Figure A3-3 ARS#i soil grading curve
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Evaluation Test No.2: ARS#2 - 2m high, clay loam, overtopping failure
Test ARS#2 comprises a 2m high, homogeneous embankment constructed from clay-loam. The
embankment includes grass cover, although the quality of this cover is unclear. Figure A3-4 _
Figure A3-6 and Table A3-5 - Table A3-6 provide description data for the embankment geometry
and soil conditions.
USDA ARS Test #2
Embankment Dimensions
and Elevations
PROFILE X-SECTION
1------- TopLonglh-24ft -------01
Elevation of Embankment- 1073 ft
Helght ofT •• t
Section • 58ft
~1 Notch Side Slope
3
I_NOtehBo .._jWidth· e ft
Elevation of Creat • 1058 ft
Notch Oeplh • '.5 ft
l
_tal
Eml»nkment • 7 3 ft
Elev.tion C
ea ... 100,0'1
Figure A3-4 Geometry for ARS#2 test embankment
Figure A3-5 ARS#2 te t embankment
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Table A3-5 Embankment and test section dimensions
Embankment Dimensions Test Section Dimensions
Height of embankment
Elevation of embankment
Top Length
Top Width
Upstream Slope
Downstream Slope
Elevation @ Base
Embankment Width @ Toe
7.3ft
107.3ft
24 ft
6ft
3/1 (HN)
3/1 (HN)
100.0 ft
51 ft
Height of Test Section
Notch Base width
Notch Side Slopes
Notch Depth
Crest width @ Notch
Elevation of Crest
5.8ft
6.0 ft
3/1 (HN)
1.5 ft
16 ft
105.8 ft
Table A3-6 Embankment soil properties
Gradation
% Clay < 0.002 mm
% Silt> 0.002 mm
% Sand> 0.105 mm
26
49
25
Plasticity Index
USCS
Grain Density g/cm3
Unconfined Compressive Strength qu (lb/ft2)
17
CL
2.67
1423
Average Dry Density (lb/ft3)
Average Water Content @ construction %
Average Total Density (lb/ft3)
Erodibility Coefficient kd (ftlh)/(lb/ft2)
Critical stress 'te Ib/ft2
102.96
16.4
120
0.022
0.3
Construction
Com paction Effort
Loose Lift Thickness
Compacted lift thickness
Constructed 9/1998
"'4000 ft-lb/ft3
0.5ft
0.4 ft
Sieve Analysis
0.002 mm
0.005 mm
# 200 (0.075 mm)
# 10 (2.00 mm)
mm
0.002
0.005
0.075
2
% Finer
26
32
75
100
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GraduationSoil# 3 (Test ARS#2)
100..,
.t: 80C)
Cl)
3: 60
~
.Q
'- 40Cl)
e
u, 20
?f!? I-+-SOil#31
0
0.001 0.01 0.1 1 10
Particle Diameter (mm)
Figure A3 -6ARS# 1 soil grading curve
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Evaluation Test No.3: IMPACT Clay - 6m high, overtoppingfailure
This test was undertaken in September 2002. The embankment (Figure A3-7) was built mainly
from clay and silt (D50 < 0.01 mm) with less than 15% sand. The purpose of this test was to better
understand breach formation and to identify the different failure mechanisms in
homogeneous cohesive embankments failed by overtopping.
Figure A3-7 Design datafor Test 1-02
The embankment constructed actually had a crest height of 5.9m, crest width of 2.0m, upstream
slope of 1:2.4 and downstream slope of 1:2.25 (Hassan and Morris, 2008).
Figure A3-8 Early stages of breach testing for the 'IMPACT Clay' test
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Table A3-7 Embankment soil properties
IMPACT Test 1-02 Soil Properties
050
Porosity
Phi
Cohesion
Void Ratio
Dry Density
Moisture Content
Atterberg Limits
Liquid limit
Plastic limit
Plasticity Index
32
19
13
0.007
0.46
22.9
4.9
mm
14.7
30 SpecifiC Gravity 2.81
10
Grain size Analysis of Cohesive Soil
Embankment Overtopping, Statkraft Groner, Norway
(tests conducted USDA-NRCS National Soil Mechanics Center)
100
i
90 i
i
80 i
i- 70 ix: iCl i£ 60 ii>- 50 i..0
i....
Cl)
"0 ic iu:: i
'#. 30 +20 Clay ii
10 ii
i0
0.0001 0.001
1---- Data
More information on this IMPACT Project test case can be found on the IMPACT and FLOODsite
Silt Sand
websites (www.impact-project.net; www.floodsite.net) and in FLOODsite report T04-08-04
0.01 0.1 1
Grain Size (mm)
Figure A3-9IMPACT Test 1-02: Embankment soil grading
(Hassan and Morris, 2008).
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Evaluation Test No.4: IMPACT Gravel- Sm high, overtoppingfailure
This test was undertaken in October 2002. The embankment (Figure A3-10) was built mainly
from non-cohesive materials (D50 :::::5 mm) with less than 5 % fines. The purpose of this test
was to better understand breach formation and to identify the different failure mechanisms in
homogeneous non-cohesive embankments failed by overtopping and also to assess / inspect the
effect of seepage on the breach formation processes. The embankment constructed actually had an
upstream slope of 1:1.9 and downstream slope of 1:1.6 (Hassan and Morris, 2008).
5m
Figure A3-10 Design datafor Test 2e-02
Figure A3-11 Early stages of breach testingfor the 'IMPA T Gravel' lest
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As can be seen in Figure A3-II above, testing was undertaken during freezing conditions and the
degree to which ice affected the test is unclear. It is suspected that the surface layers of the
embankment (at minimum) were frozen. Video footage shows prolonged efforts by the researchers
to thaw the crest layer prior to test initiation.
Table A3-8 Embankment soil properties
IMP ACT Test 2C-02 Soil Properties
D50 4.75 mm
Porosity 0.22
Phi 42
Cohesion 0.9 kn/rn"
Void Ratio
Dry Density 27.7 kn/m"
MOisture Content 7 %
Atterberg Limits
Liquid limit
Plastic limit
Plasticity Index
Specific Gravity
N/A
N/A
N/A
2.75
100
90
80
70
~ 60
c::cv
s: 50-~Cl)
40c::
;0:
~ 300
20
10
Sieve curves at every layer dam 2-02 (sandy gravel)
0.074 0.149 0.297 0.59 1.19 238 476 952 19 05 38 1 762
~~
~ V
~../
.t~~
.) 'J~~
.1
V"
~
..~
~ i-'"
I!"t:: V~
o
0.01 0.1 10 d (mm) 100
+ U,S. Standard Sieves (rrm) --+- 1 -+- 1.5 - 2 lI( 2.5 3 -0- 3.5 _ 4
Figure A3-I2 IMPACT Te t 2C-02: Embankment soil grading
M re information on thi IMPACT Project test case can be found on the IMPACT and FLOOD ite
web ite (www.impact-projecLnet; www.floodsite.net) and in FLOOD ite report T04-08-04
(Ha an and M rri ,200 ).
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Evaluation Test No.5: IMPACT Composite - 6m high, overtopping failure
This test was undertaken in August 2003. The upstream and downstream shoulders were built from
rock fill with a central moraine core. The purpose of this test was to better understand breach
formation and to identify the different failure mechanisms in composite embankments failed
by overtopping. The embankment was actually constructed to a height of 5.9m and had upstream
and downstream slopes of 1:1.55 (Hassan and Morris, 2008). Dimensions of the core also varied
from the original construction specification.
3m
~!
.. . . _ _,.."t"r-1"'-
6.0m
Concrete
sill and V-
notch
{
Figure A3-l3 Design datafor Test 1-03
Figure A3-14 Early stages of breach testing for the 'IMPACT Compo ite' te I
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Table A3-9 Embankment soil properties
IMP ACT Test 2C-02 Soil Properties
Moraine Core Rockfill Outer Layer
050 7 mm 050
Porosity 0.24 Porosity
Phi 45.6 Phi
Cohesion 20 kn/m2 Cohesion
Void Ratio Void Ratio
Dry Density 20.9 kn/m3 Dry Density
Moisture Content 6 % Moisture Content
85 mm
0.24
42
0 kn/rn"
27.76 kn/m"
2 %
0.074 0 149 0.297 059 1.19 2.38 476 9.52 19 05 38.1 76.2 152 4 406.4
100
90
- 80~0- 70.r:.~
Cl)
60~
>-.c 50~
Cl)
c 40I;::-c
30Cl)
o~
Cl)
20Cl.
10
0
+ U.S. Standard Sieves (m m) II / II--0- Moraine
V 1I_'_Moraine < 19 mm
~Downstream rockfill )
VV 1/ )
IV J II
V II
II lJ
'IV l/ II
J vlJ ~ V'n
t- V ~ ~101__.
~ r.c!J
,.-
~ L.A-'
0.001 0.01 0.1 1
d (mm)
10 100
Figure A3-I5 IMPACT Test 1-03: Embankment soil grading
More information on this IMPACT Project test case can be found on the IMPACT and FLOODsite
website (www.impact-project.net; www.floodsite.net) and in FLOODsite report T04-08-04
(Ha an and Morris, 2008).
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Evaluation Test No.6: Oros Dam (Brazil) - 36m high, mass clay core with rock
fill shoulders, overtopping failure
The Oros was constructed in Brazil in Ceara State, on the Jaguaribe river. It failed on March 26th
1960 during construction, as a result of flood flow overtopping the dam. 100,000 people were
evacuated before the dam failed, and there were no fatalities. Before failure the dam stood 35.5m
above ground level with a crest length of 51Ombuilt from 2Mm3 of material.
Rockfill shoulders Sand shoulders Core Sand shoulders Rockfill shoulders
Figure A3-16 Oros dam cross section before failure
,
o
• L___ ,
rn;tc/il wc.. r
Figure A3-17 Plan view of theproposed Oros Dam
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Table A3-lO Oros dam geometry
Core Geometry
Base width
Crest width
Upstream slope of core
Width of upper berm of core
Width oflower berm of core
Core material volume
110m
Srn
1:1 (h:v)
18m
22m
1.212Mm3
Base elevation
Crest elevation
Downstream slope of core
Elevation of upper berm of core
Elevation of lower berm of core
155.00m
190.50m
1:1 (h:v)
183.40m
174.80m
Upstream Sand Shoulder
Base width
Top width
Upstream slope
Top elevation
60m
26m
2:1 (h:v)
183.80m
Downstream Sand Shoulder
Base width
Top width
Downstream slope
Top elevation
Sand shoulder (up and
downstream) volume
38m
24m
1.75: I (h:v)
174.80m
588,OOOm3
Upstream Rock HII Shoulder
Base width
Top width
Berm width
40m
4m
18m
Berm elevation 170.85m
Upper upstream slope (from the
crest down to elevation 180.0m)
Lower upstream slope (from
elevation 180.0m to dam base)
2.5:1 (h:v)
3:1 (h:v)
Downstream Rock Fill Shoulder
Base width
Top width
Berm width (dis rock fill
shoulder)
Berm elevation (downstream
rock fill shoulder)
Upper upstream slope (from the
crest down to elevation 180.0m)
Lower upstream slope (from
elevation 180.0m to dam base)
Rock fill shoulder (up and
downstream) volume
32m
4m
16m
165.80m
2:1 (h:v)
2.5:1 (h:v)
215,OOOm3
Table A3-J J Embankment soil properties
Oros Dam Soil Properties
Core Material:
A mixture of clay silt and sand with a few rocks.
Core was built in 15cm layers, compacted with a 20 ton sheepsfoot roller - eight runs per layer.
Grading curve: Atterberg Limits:
0.002 - O.OOSmm 9% Liquid limit
O.OOS- O.OSmm 19% Plastic limit
O.OS- Smm 67% Plasticity Index
>Smm S%
Specific density saturated soil 2110kg/m3 Internal friction angle
Moisture content
Cohesion
1S.S%
420g/cm2
Permeability
Sand Shoulder Material:
Material was a mixture of sand and coarse aggregates
Shoulder was built in 30cm layers, compacted with vibratory roller.
Specific density saturated soil 2120kg/m3
Rock Fill Shoulder Material:
Rock fill was made from blocks ranging from 0.1 - 0.Sm3
Blocks were placed in 1m thick layers withoutany compaction.
Specific density saturated soil 2010kglmJ
27%
17%
10%
27°
3.7x10-
10m/s
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Figure A3-18 Oros dam during (left) and after (right)failure (Courivaud, 2007b)
More information on this test case can be found in the CEATI Dam Safety Interest Group Breach
Modelling Project Report T032700-0207B (Courivaud, 2007b).
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Evaluation Test No.7: Banqiao Dam (China) - 25m high, clay core with
earth fill shoulders, overtopping failure during construction
The Banqiao Dam was constructed in Henan Province, Bivan County, China and impounded in
1956. The dam failed by overtopping on 8th August 1975. The Shimantan Dam also failed at the
same time, along with two medium sized reservoirs and 58 small reservoirs. The combination of
failures resulted in the deaths of approximately 26,000 people.
The embankment dam had a clay core constructed with 'arenaceous' shale. No information is
available on the core geometry. The upstream and downstream shoulders comprised homogeneous
earth sections. It can be assumed that dam material was poorly compacted (due to the date of
construction within China). No information is available upon the dam foundations. The dam
geometry is summarised in Table A3-12 below.
This test case represents the situation of a large reservoir with a dam constructed from highly
erodible material, which, when failing will lead to rapid breach growth and hence the creation of a
rapid, high peak value flood hydrograph.
Table A3-1 2 Banqiao dam geometry
Banqiao Dam Geometry
24.5m
91.84m
116.34m
117.64m
2020m
Unknown
Upstream slope
Downstream slope
Top width
Base width
Dam volume
Core geometry
1:3 (v:h)
1:2.5 (v:h)
6m
141m
6.632Mm3
Unknown
Dam height above ground level
Ground elevation
Dam crest elevation
Wave wall top elevation
Dam crest length
Dam base length
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Figure A3-19 Failure ofBanqiao Dam (Courivaud, 2007b)
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Appendix 4
A new modelling approach for breach simulation through variable
erodibility zones
The new breach modelling approach allows for an embankment or dam to be represented by
a series of different zones of material, each with different erodibility properties. This
appendix contains details of the testing of the various zone combinations and the assessment
as to whether the modelling approach provides realistic and improved modelling results.
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A series of model tests were undertaken to assess model performance for a range of conditions
(Table 7-1). The purpose of these tests was to investigate how the model performed against
different geometric arrangements of variable erodibility (and hence also soil type) zones. Five
different generic geometric arrangements were tested, comprising homogeneous and then
embankment arrangement Types 1,2, 3 and 4 (see Figure 7-5 reproduced below). The following
sections contain detailed plots showing modelling results for each of these tests compared against
the 'base condition' produced from modelling the homogeneous embankment.
No. Description
Table A4-1 Summary of erodibility model testing (Table 7-1)
Run Reference
1 Homogeneous embankment; Erodibility K.t=10
2 Homogeneous embankment; Erodibility K.t=I0
3 Two horizontal layers; Upper layer 2m thick with
K.t=100; Lower layer 2m thick with K.t=10
4 Two horizontal layers; Upper layer 2m thick with
I<.s=I0; Lower layer 2m thick with I<.s=100
5 Two horizontal layers; Upper layer 1m thick with
I<.s=100; Lower layer 3m thick with I<.s=10
6 Two horizontal layers; Upper layer lm thick with
I<.s=10;Lower layer 3m thick with I<.s=100
7 Raised embankment landward side; Extra layer 1m
thick with Kd=lOO; base 3m thick with Kd=IO
8 Raised embankment landward side; Extra layer 1m
thick with Kd=IO; base 3m thick with Kd=lOO
9 Raised embankment load side; Extra layer lm thick
with Kd=loo; base 3m thick with Kd=IO
10 Raised embankment load side; Extra layer 1m thick
with Kd=IO; base 3m thick with Kd=IOO
11 Centrally raised embankment; Extra layer 2m thick
with Kd=l Ou; base 2m thick with Kd=IO
12 Centrally raised embankment; Extra layer 2m thick
with Kd=lO; base 2m thick with Kd=lOO
13 Three horizontal layers; All layers l.3m thick with
I<.s=100, SO, 10 respectively.
14 Three horizontal layers; All layers l.3m thick with
I<.s=10,SO, 100 respectively.
15 Three horizontal layers; All layers 1.3m thick with
I<.s=100, 10, 100 respectively.
16 Three horizontal layers; All layers l.3m thick with
I<.s=IO, 100, 10 respectively.
MI-Homo-KdlO-Res2S00
MI-Homo-KdlOO-Res2S00
MI-Typel-21ayer-D2KdlOO-D2KdlO-Res2S00
MI-Typel-21ayer-D2KdlO-D2KdlOO-Res2S00
MI-Typel-21ayer-DIKdlOO-D3KdlO-Res2S00
Ml-Typel-21ayer-DlKdlO-D3KdlOO-Res2S00
MI-Type3-21ayer-DIKdlOO-D3KdlO-Res2S00
MI-Type3-21ayer-DIKdlO-D3KdlOO-Res2S00
MI-Type4-21ayer-DIKdlOO-D3KdlO-Res2S00
MI-Type4-21ayer-DIKdlO-D3KdlOO-Res2S00
MI-Type2-21ayer-D2KdlOO-D2KdlO-Res2S00
MI-Type2-21ayer-D2KdlOO-D2KdlO-Res2S00
MI-Typel-31ayer-Dl.3KdlOO-Dl.3KdSO-
Dl.3KdlO-Res2S00
MI-Typel-31ayer-Dl.3KdlO-Dl.3KdSO-
Dl.3KdlOO-Res2S00
MI-Typel-31ayer-Dl.3KdlOO-Dl.3KdlO-
Dl.3KdlOO-Res2500
MI-Typel-31ayer-Dl.3KdlO-Dl.3KdlOO-
Dl.3KdlO-Res2500
Note: All tests were performed using the same modelling scenario, as described in Section 6.3. A
reservoir surface area of 2500m2 was used in conjunction with erodibility (Kc!) values of 10 and 100
respectively. This provided examples where the breach behaviour was controlled by soil
erodibility and lake size (See Section 6.3).
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~odel(~ohamed,2002)
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Figure A4-J Generic options for simulating different zoned geometries (Figure 7-5)
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Comparison of all modelling data
Figure A4-2- Figure A4-6 shows results for breach outflow, reservoir level, breach width, breach
depth and depth on breach for all of the model simulations. Subsequent sections of this appendix
provide an analysis of results for each type of embankment in comparison to the 'base conditions'
produced by simulation of breach through the homogeneous embankment for two different
magnitudes of erodibility ~= 100 and K.i=10).
Note that all of the results presented are for conditions predicted at the critical flow section. This is
the section at which the model predicts transition from sub to super critical flow conditions. As
erosion occurs at different sections through the embankment, the critical control section can, and
does change. Under some conditions, two sections with significantly different depth I width ratios
can offer very similar conveyance and the location for critical flow control can oscillate between
these sections. This appears as oscillations in the data - as seen in Figure A4-4, Figure A4-5 and
Figure A4-6 below. This is not model instability (for example, Figure A4-2 and Figure A4-3 show
no inconsistencies) and does reflect how the critical control section within a breach typically jumps
around as erosion changes the shape of the embankment surface. In practice, this occurs in 3D
rather than in 20 as simulated here.
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Breach OU11low
Effect of Differing Embankment Type on Breach Prediction
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Figure A4-2 Breach outflow: Comparison of all erodibility zone runs
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Figure A4-3 Reservoir level: Comparison of all erodibility zone runs
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Figure A4-4 Breach width: Comparison of all erodibility zone runs
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Figure A4-5 Breach depth: Comparison of all erodibility zone runs
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Figure A4-6 Depth on breach invert: Comparison of all erodibility zone runs
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Variable erodibility - homogeneous embankment
Two model tests were undertaken; one with soil erodibility (Kj) of 100 and the other with
erodibility of 10. When combined with a reservoir area of 2,500m2 this results in two different
breach scenarios. With AsK.i=25,000, the breach mechanism is controlled by the slow rate of bank
erosion. With AsK.i=250,000 the breach mechanism is dictated by the reservoir size.
Modelling results - homogeneous embankment
Figure A4-7 below shows a series of screen shots taken from the model runs for the two scenarios
modelling (i.e. Homogeneous embankment with a Kd=100 and K.i=10). These provide a useful
indication of how the erosion processes are simulated in conjunction with reservoir level, breach
width etc.
Figure A4-8 to Figure A4-12 provide comparative plots of modelling data for breach outflow,
reservoir level, breach width, breach depth and depth of flow on breach invert respectively.
(i)
Homogeneous embankment; Erodibility Kd= 100
(iv)
Homogeneous embankment; Erodibility Kd=IO
Figure A4-7 Model simulation of breach growth/or homogeneous embankment
(ii)
(v)
(iii)
(vi)
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Breach Outflow
Effect of O'''.rlng Embankment Type on Br •• ch Prediction
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Figure A4-8 Breach outflow: Homogeneous embankment
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Figure A4-9 Reservoir level: Homogeneous embankment
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Breach Width
err.ct of Om.rlng Embankment Type on Br •• eh Prediction
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Figure A4-10 Breach width: Homogeneous embankment
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Figure A4-11 Breach depth: Homogeneous embankment
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Figure A4-12 Depth on breach invert: Homogeneous embankment
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Analysis of modelling results - homogeneous embankment
The two model tests show significantly different behaviour. The cause of this is the different
relationship between soil erodibility and reservoir size for the two cases. The controlling processes
here are explained more fully in Section 6.3. These two cases have been chosen deliberately to
highlight the different forms of breach control and to allow comparisons against breaching
behaviour seen for other more complex types of embankment structure.
Observations:
I. In the case where erodibility K.t is 100, the rate of soil erosion is so fast that the breach forms
very quickly and the reservoir can drain rapidly, creating a large surge in flow (Figure A4-8).
In comparison, where the erodibility is much lower (K,= 10), the rate of erosion is much slower
and the breach forms more slowly, allowing the reservoir to drain at a steady, much slower
rate.
2. The different rates of erosion and reservoir drawdown are shown clearly in Figure A4-12
(depth of flow on breach invert) and in Figure A4-7 (model simulations) below where the depth
of water on the breach invert can be seen to be much larger for the higher erodibility case. For
the lower erodibility case, the reservoir level 'tracks' erosion of the embankment crest down to
the bed, releasing water in a steady, prolonged and relatively slow manner
3. Consistent with the flow and erosion observations, the reservoir level drops rapidly (Figure
A4-9) for the high erodibility case and more slowly for the less erodible case.
4. The rate of breach width growth (Figure A4-10) shows two distinct zones for the high
erodibility case. The first relates to the condition where flow through the breach is rapid, and is
draining the reservoir. The second, slower rate corresponds to the later period where breach
outflow matches inflow to the reservoir (a steady Im3/s).
5. The rates of breach depth growth are consistent with the observations above (Figure A4-11).
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Variable erodibility modelling results - Type 1, 2-layer embankment
Four model tests were undertaken for a 'Type I' layered embankment (Figure A4-13). All tests
were for an embankment with two layers of different erodibility soil. Two combinations of layer
thickness were considered, namely 2m+2m and Im+3m. As with all of the modelling tests, two
different soil erodibilities were considered comprising Kd=lOO and Kj=If). Embankment geometry
was as shown in Section 6.3 and the reservoir surface area was constant at As=2,500m2•
e 1 (Surface erosion)
Figure A4-13 Generic geometryfor Type llayered embankment
Modelling results - Type 1, 2-layer embankment
Figure A4-14 below shows a series of screen shots taken from the model runs for the four scenarios
modelled (i.e. Type 1, 2-layer embankment with layer thicknesses of 2m+2m and Im+3m and
erodibility values of Kd=lOO and ~=lO). These provide a useful indication of how the erosion
processes are simulated in conjunction with reservoir level, breach width etc.
Figure A4-15 to Figure A4-19 provide comparative plots of modelling data for breach outflow,
reservoir level, breach width, breach depth and depth of flow on breach invert respectively.
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(i) (ii)
Type 1, 21ayer embankment: Layer 1= 2m, Kd=100; Layer 2 = 2m, Kct=10
(iii)
(iv) (v)
Type 1, 2 layer embankment: Layer 1= 2m, Kd= 10; Layer 2 = 2m, Kct=100
(vi)
(vii) (viii)
Type 1, 21ayer embankment: Layer 1= 1m, Kct=100; Layer 2 = 3m, Kct=10
(ix)
(x) (xi)
Type 1, 21ayer embankment: Layer 1= 1m, Kj=l O;Layer 2 = 3m, Kct=lOO
Figure A4-14 Model simulation of breacn growth/or homogeneous embankment
(xii)
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Figure A4-15 Breach outflow: Type 1, 2layer embankment
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Figure A4-16 Reservoir level: Type 1, 2 layer embankment
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Figure A4-17 Breach width: Type 1, 2layer embankment
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Figure A4-18 Breach depth: Type 1, 2layer embankment
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Figure A4-19 Depth on breach invert: Type 1, 2layer embankment
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Analysis of modelling results - Type 1, 2-layer embankment breach processes
The four model tests show behaviour that is consistent with the physical and numerical processes
observed for the homogenous embankment testing. Behaviour in each case here initially follows
one of the two homogeneous case conditions and then, as erosion cuts into the second layer,
behaviour transitions to follow the characteristics of the new layer.
Observations:
1. Figure A4-14 clearly shows how the different layers of soil erodibility affect the rate of erosion
and hence the timing and magnitude of water release. Figure A4-14 (i), (ii) and (iii) shows
rapid removal of the more erodible top layer on the embankment and, once erosion reaches the
less erodible lower layer, slower erosion towards full breach. This behaviour is reflected in the
results plotted in Figure A4-15 to Figure A4-19 which show behaviour initially following the
homogeneous embankment ~=100 results (Le. rapid breach, high peak outflow) but
subsequently slowing and tending towards the homogeneous ~= 10 results;
2. Figure A4-14 (iv), (v) and (vi) shows behaviour for the same 2m+2m layers, but with the less
erodible material as the upper layer. The results show a very steep downstream face as the
lower layer material is rapidly removed once the upper layer has been eroded to expose it. The
results plotted in Figure A4-15 to Figure A4-19 show consistent behaviour, with the overall
rate of breach growth initially being slow due to the less erodible upper layer, and subsequently
speeding up as the more erodible lower layer is exposed. Hence results initially follow the
homogeneous ~= 10 data and then show a surge similar to the homogeneous Kd=100 data.
Since this surge occurs after a period of slower reservoir water release, the peak of this later
surge is smaller than the homogeneous simulation results;
3. Figure A4-14 (vii), (viii) and (ix) shows behaviour for Im+3m layers, with the upper layer
being more erodible ~=lOO). The upper layer is rapidly removed and the simulation then
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follows that ofa homogeneous embankment with Kd=10. The results plotted in Figure A4-15 to
Figure A4-19 also reflect this;
4. Figure A4-14 (x), (xi) and (xii) shows behaviour for Im+3m layers, with the upper layer being
the less erodible (~=10). As with the 2m+2m case, the less erodible upper layer 'protects' the
embankment from rapid failure, resulting in a steep downstream eroding face as the more
erodible lower layer material is rapidly removed. Hence the results initially follow those of the
homogeneous ~= 10 embankment, but quickly change to show characteristics of the
homogeneous ~=I 00 embankment once the 'protective' upper layer is lost.
Conclusions:
5. The modelling results are consistent with the modelling assumption that, when a section is
eroding through multiple layers, the rate of erosion is dependent upon the lower layer (as
presented in Section 7.2). This, in tum, is based upon field case and test observations of breach
growth physical processes;
6. There can be a significant impact on the rate of breach growth as a result of different layers of
soil erodibility within an embankment or dam.
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Variable erodibility modelling results - Type 3 & 4, 2·layer embankment
Two model tests each were undertaken for Types 3 and 4 layered embankments (Figure A4-20).
All tests were for an embankment with two layers of different erodibility soil. The layer thicknesses
were Im+3m in all cases with the soil erodibility comprising either J(cIOO or ~=IO.
Embankment geometry was as shown in Section 6.3 and the reservoir surface area was constant at
...........
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Figure A4-20 Generic geometry for Type 41ayered embankment
Modelling results - Type 3 & 4, 2-layer embankment
Figure A4-21 below shows a series of screen shots taken from the model runs for the four scenarios
modelled (i.e. 2 Type 3 runs and 2 Type 4 runs). Figure A4-22 to Figure A4-26 provide
comparative plots of modelling data for breach outflow, reservoir level, breach width, breach depth
and depth of flow on breach invert respectively.
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(i) (ii)
Type 3, 2 layer embankment: Layer 1= 1m, ~=100; Layer 2 = 3m, ~=1O
(iv) (v)
Type 3, 2 layer embankment: Layer 1= 2m, Kd= 10; Layer 2 = 2m, ~= 100
(vii) (viii)
Type 4,2 layer embankment: Layer 1= 1m, ~=lOO; Layer 2 = 3m, ~=10
(iii)
(vi)
(ix)
(x) (xi)
Type 4,2 layer embankment: Layer 1= 1m, Kd=lO; Layer 2 = 3m, ~=100
Figure A4-21 Model simulation ofbreack growth/or homogeneous embankment
(xii)
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Figure A4-22 Breach outflow: Type 3 & 4, 2 layer embankments
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Figure A4-23 Reservoir level: Type 3 & 4, 2 layer embankment
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Figure A4-24 Breach width: Type 3 & 4, 2 layer embankment
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Figure A4-25 Breach depth: Type 3 & 4, 2 layer embankment
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Figure A4-26 Depth on breach invert: Type 3 & 4, 2layer embankment
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Analysis of modelling results - Type 3 & 4, 2-layer embankment breach processes
The four model tests show interesting behaviour reflecting how the different layers affect overall
embankment breach behaviour. Trends can, again, be compared against the boundary conditions
provided by the two homogeneous embankment tests.
Observations:
I. Figure A4-21 provides a visual record of how the model simulates erosion interaction between
the layers. Figure A4-21 (i), (ii) and (iii) are for a Type 3 embankment with higher erodibility
upper layer. It can be seen that the upper crest and downstream layer surface layer is rapidly
removed, and then the overall rate of erosion is dictated by the less erodible 'core'
embankment layer. Hence, breach outflow initially starts to follow the homogeneous Kd=IOO
results, but quickly stops and tends towards the homogeneous, Kj= 10 results. Plots for
reservoir level, breach dimensions and depth on breach are all consistent with this process;
2. Figure A4-21 (iv), (v) and (vi) are for a Type 3 embankment with lower erodibility upper layer.
It can be seen that erosion is initially slow. Where the lower layer material is exposed, erosion
becomes rapid, creating a steep downstream face to the eroding embankment. Once all upper
layer material has been eroded, the lower material erodes rapidly, leading to a surge in outflow.
Hence results initially follow the homogeneous, Kd=IO curves but then deviate and show
homogeneous, ~= 100 type behaviour after 1500s resulting in a significant surge in outflow
and associated drop in reservoir level and erosion of breach;
3. Figure A4-21 (vii), (viii) and (ix) are for a Type 4 embankment with a higher erodibility upper
layer. It can be seen that erosion quickly removes the erodible material on the crest, but the
overall rate of erosion is then controlled by the less erodible core material. The flow control
section oscillates between the 'upstream', more erodible material layer and the 'downstream'
less erodible, exposed core material. The slow rate of core erosion prevents a faster rate of
upstream material erosion. The outflow behaviour is initially very similar to the Type 3, upper
layer more erodible case, since the flow control is made by the same type of crest material.
Following removal of this material, behaviour tends towards the homogeneous Kd=10 case, as
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might be expected. Reservoir level and breach dimension results are consistent with this
observation;
4. Figure A4-21 (x), (xi) and (xii) are for a Type 4 embankment with a lower erodibility upper
layer. It can be seen that the upper layer controls the rate of erosion throughout the simulation,
with the model results being practically identical to the homogeneous Kd=10 case. The more
erodible core material is eroded quickly, leaving a steep downstream face to the eroding
embankment, but the overall rate remains controlled by the upstream layer of less erodible
material. Outflow, reservoir level and breach dimension results are all consistent with this
behaviour.
Conclusions:
5. The modelling results show an interesting interaction between the layers of different erodibility
material. Whilst the more erodible material is rapidly removed when exposed to flow, the less
erodible material typically dictates the rate of breach formation;
6. The Type4, KrlOO I KrlO results(i.e.Figure A4-21 (x), (xi) and (xii) show physical behaviour
against the limits of processes simulated within the breach model. The erosion creates a steep,
near vertical wall (hcadcut) on the downstream face. This is simulated by surface erosion, but
would in practice, become undercut and unstable, probably leading to more rapid failure.
Undercutting would also induce more rapid failure of the upper, less erodible layer. Addition
of some form of slope stability analysis - as already performed for the breach side bank
stability - would be sensible for this condition. This would take the process simulation for this
condition very close to head cut analysis.
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Variable erodibility modelling results - Type 2, 2·layer embankment
Two model tests each were undertaken for a Type 2, 2-layered embankment (Figure A4-27). The
layer thicknesses were 2m+2m in each case with the soil erodibility comprising either Kd=100 or
Kct=10. Embankment geometry was as shown in Section 6.3 and the reservoir surface area was
constant at As=2,500m2•
Figure A4-27 Generic geometry for Type 4layered embankment
Modelling results - Type 2, 2·layer embankment
Figure A4-28 below shows a series of screen shots taken from the model runs for the two scenarios
modelled. Figure A4-29 to Figure A4-33 provide comparative plots of modelling data for breach
outflow, reservoir level, breach width, breach depth and depth of flow on breach invert
respecti vel y.
(i) (ii)
Type 2, 2 layer embankment: Layer 1= 2m, K.i=100; Layer 2 = 2m, K.i=10
(iv) (v)
Type 2, 2 layer embankment: Layer 1= 2m, Kd=10; Layer 2 = 2m, K.i= 100
Figure A4-28 Model simulation of breach growthfor homogeneous embankment
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Figure A4-29 Breach outflow: Type 2, 2 layer embankment
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Figure A4-30 Reservoir level: Type 2, 2 layer embankment
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Figure A4-32 Breach depth: Type 2, 2 layer embankment
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Figure A4-33 Depth on breach invert: Type 2, 2 layer embankment
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Analysis of modelling results - Type 2, 2-layer embankment breach processes
The two model tests show interesting behaviour reflecting how the different layers affect overall
embankment breach behaviour. Trends are similar to those seen with the Type 3 & 4 embankments
and can, again, be compared against the boundary conditions provided by the two homogeneous
embankment tests.
Observations:
1. Figure A4-28 provides a visual record of how the model simulates erosion interaction between
the layers. Figure A4-28 (i), (ii) and (iii) are for a Type 2 embankment with higher erodibility
upper layer. It can be seen that the upper layer, and in particular the crest and downstream
slope area, is rapidly removed. Following this, the overall rate of erosion is then dictated by
the less erodible 'core' embankment layer. This behaviour is very similar to that seen with the
Type 4 embankment whereby the remaining erosion 'is balanced between the upstream outer
layer and the less erodible core material. As the core material reduces, the more erodible outer
layer material is also 'allowed' to erode. As such, breach outflow initially starts to follow the
homogeneous Kcr I00 results, but then stops and tends towards the homogeneous, KeF10
results. Plots for reservoir level, breach dimensions and depth on breach are all consistent with
this process. Oscillations in breach dimension and depth on breach data reflect the oscillation
in flow control point between the resilient core material and upstream outer layer material;
2. Figure A4-28 (iv), (v) and (vi) are for a Type 2 embankment with a lower erodibility upper
layer. It can be seen that the upper layer controls the rate of erosion throughout the simulation,
with the model results being practically identical to the homogeneous Kd= 10 case. The more
erodible core material is eroded quickly, leaving a steep downstream face to the eroding
embankment, but the overall rate remains controlled by the upstream layer of less erodible
material. Outflow, reservoir level and breach dimension results are all consistent with this
behaviour.
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Conclusions:
3. Performance of the outer layer of soil in the crest and upstream face area has the greatest effect
in delaying overall breach growth. (This assumption is valid where headcutting or erosion
underneath the less erodible outer layer is not considered). This would suggest that when
raising an embankment with less erodible material, the greatest impact will be had if the raised
material covers at least the crest and upstream slopes.
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Variable erodibility modelling results - Type 1, 3·layer embankment
A further four model tests were undertaken for a 'Type I' layered embankment (Figure A4-34), but
this time incorporating three rather than two soil layers. All tests were for an embankment with
equal layer thickness of 1.3m and different combinations of soil erodibility. Two tests considered
gradually varying erodibility through the bank (i.e. }(r100, 50, ID or ~=IO, 50, 100). The other
two tests considered a layer of weaker or stronger soil 'sandwiched' between other material (Le.
}(r100, 10, 100 or KeIO, lOO,10). Embankment geometry was as shown in Section 6.3 and the
reservoir surface area was constant at As=2,500m2•
Figure A4-34 Generic geometry for Type 1 layered embankment
Modelling results - Type 1,3-1ayer embankment
Figure A4-35 below shows a series of screen shots taken from the four model runs (i.e. Type I, 3-
layer embankment with equal layer thicknesses of 1.3m and erodibility values from the top to
bottom layers respectively of }(rIOO, 50, 10, Kc!=10,50, 100, Kc!=100,10, 100 and ~=10, 100,
10). These provide a useful indication of how the erosion processes are simulated in conjunction
with reservoir level, breach width etc.
Figure A4-36 to Figure A4-40 provide comparative plots of modelling data against homogeneous
and Type I, 2-layer results for breach outflow, reservoir level, breach width, breach depth and
depth of flow on breach invert respectively.
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W M (~
Type 1, 3-layer embankment: All layers l.3m, Ki=100, 50, 10 from top to base
(iv) (v) (vi)
Type 1, 3-layer embankment: All layers l.3m, Kj=If), 50, 100 from top to base
~o ~O M
Type 1, 3-layer embankment: All layers 1.3m, Ki=100, 10, 100 from top to base
(x) (xi) (xii)
Type 1, 3-layer embankment: All layers l.3m, Kj=IO, 100, 10 from top to base
Figure A4-35 Model simulation of breach growth/or homogeneous embankment
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Figure A4-36 Breach outflow: Type 1, 3-layer embankment
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Figure A4-37 Reservoir level: Type 1,3-layer embankment
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Breach Width
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Figure A4-38 Breach width: Type 1, S-layer embankment
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Figure A4-39 Breach depth: Type 1, S-layer embankment
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Figure A4-40 Depth on breach invert: Type 1, S-layer embankment
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Analysis of modelling results - Type 1, 3-layer embankment breach processes
The four model tests show behaviour that is consistent with the physical and numerical processes
observed for both the homogenous and Type I, 2-layer embankment testing.
Observations:
1. Figure A4-35 shows erosion behaviour in each of the 3 different soil layers that is consistent
with their varying and relative levels of erodibility. This demonstrates shows how the different
layers of soil erodibility can interact to affect the rate of erosion and hence the timing and
magnitude of water release. Outflow hydrographs from the 3-layer examples are different from
those seen previously, but all can be explained through consideration of the physical processes.
Figure A4-35 (i) shows rapid erosion of the top layer, and slower rates for the middle and
lower layers (as to be expected) resulting in a stepped eroding profile. Figure A4-35 (ii)
shows quite a depth of water on the breach invert, reflecting the rapid crest erosion, whilst
Figure A4-35 (iii) shows a shallow wide profile of more resistant lower layer material left in
the later stages of breach. This behaviour is reflected in the results plotted in Figure A4-36 to
Figure A4-40 which show behaviour initially following the homogeneous embankment K<FI00
results (i.e. rapid breach, high peak outflow) but subsequently deviating to conditions interim
between the homogeneous Ke 100 and Ko= to results;
2. Figure A4-35 (iv), (v) and (vi) shows behaviour for 3-layers with the erodibility reversed to
KetO, 50, 100 respectively. The results (Figure A4-35 (iv)) show an initial steepening of the
downstream face as the lower layer material is more rapidly removed than the middle and
upper layers. Figure A4-35 (v) and (vi) show more rapid erosion of the middle and lower layers
as the less erodible, 'protective' upper layer is removed. The speed of removal is reflected by
the greater depth of water remaining on the breach invert. The results plotted in Figure A4-36
to Figure A4-40 show consistent behaviour, with the overall rate of breach growth initially
being slow due to the less erodible upper layer, and subsequently speeding up as the more
erodible lower layers are exposed;
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3. Figure A4-35 (vii), (viii) and (ix) shows behaviour for 3 layers with similar erodibility in the
outer two layers. In this case, the sandwiched layer was K<FIO,with the outer layers Kci=IOO.
Figure A4-35 (vii) shows rapid erosion of the upper crest layer, and steepening of the
downstream slope through the lower layer. Figure A4-35 (viii) and (ix) show slow erosion
through the middle layer, with a wide flat surface eroded during this process, followed by rapid
removal of the lower layer. The results plotted in Figure A4-36 to Figure A4-40 all reflect this
series of processes;
4. Figure A4-35 (x), (xi) and (xii) shows behaviour for 3 layers with similar erodibility in the
outer two layers - in this case, the sandwiched layer was Kci=IOO,and the outer layers Kci=IO.
Figure A4-35 (x) shows a stepped profile reflecting slow erosion of the crest layer, more rapid
erosion of the middle layer and slower erosion of the lower layer. Figure A4-35 (xi) and (xii)
show rapid erosion of the middle layer leaving a wide, flatter profile of the lower layer in the
latter stages, consistent with physical processes expected for this combination of soil
erodibilities. Results shown in Figure A4-36 to Figure A4-40 also all reflect this series of
physical processes.
Conclusions:
5. The modelling results for 3-layer Type I tests are consistent with the physical processes likely
to occur with multiple layers of differing erodibility. This suggests that the modelling
assumption applied and tested for the different 2-layer geometries should be extendible to
multiple layers of soil type.
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Appendix 5
Selected publications
This Appendix contains references for selected papers and reports by the writer detailing
research and findings that were published during this PhD. The papers have been accepted
as part of international research programmes, journal or conference publication.
Paper numbers 6, 7 and 8 are included within the Appendix on CD ROM.
Report numbers 10 and 11 can be accessed online via the web links provided.
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